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1. Introduction 

For millennia, machines have helped humans to perform difficult, dirty, dangerous and dull tasks. 

The idea that a machine might help a human to perform a creative task, beyond merely managing 

the work or facilitating communication, is relatively recent. Lubart (2005) describes the goal of 

computer as colleague as “the most ambitious vision of human-computer interaction for creativity” 

involving “a real partnership, in which humans and machines work hand in hand” (p. 368). The field 

of Computational Creativity focuses both on machines that may be deemed creative in their own 

right, and on machines that support human creativity (Kantosalo et al., 2014). Computational 

Creativity researchers have adopted the expression co-creation to describe Lubart’s computer 

colleague. 

As fields of study go, Computational Creativity has a great advantage over many others in that it 

offers plentiful opportunities for practical discovery and experimentation. The researcher does not 

need to compete for access to high-cost assets such as particle accelerators, fMRI machines or space 

telescopes. No supercomputer is required. On the contrary: contemporary papers describe 

experiments performed with little more than laptop computers, perhaps supplemented with some 

low-cost, commonly available hardware or pay-per-use cloud services. In short, it is a field that 

invites practical research. 

The kind of “knowing how” which comes through practice differs from the “knowing that” which 

comes through theoretical study (Ryle, 1945). But there is no need for these kinds of knowing to 

remain separate: each can inform the other in a practitioner-researcher who seeks to develop some 

proportion of know-how, know-that and know-what (Nelson, 2013). And so it is in this thesis, at the 

core of which is a practical project: an exercise in exploration and experimentation to know what 

works and how to make it work. This project is informed by knowing that it is placed within a context 

and explained by conceptual frameworks. 

It is my task and duty in this thesis to describe what I have done, how I have done it, and the key 

resonances between my work and its conceptual framework (Nelson, 2013, p. 65). If I am successful 

in my task then this thesis will constitute an exploration, not of the entire fields of Computational 

Creativity and Co-creation, but of one small crevice within the vast landscape that includes those 

fields. I believe that some of the scratches and grooves within that crevice are here being 

investigated for the first time. 
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1.3. Key Resonances 

This project touches on many topics, both from within and without the field of machine creativity. 

In the most immediate and practical sense, the project explores areas of computational creativity, 

more specifically machine musicianship. It finds its methodological context within the various 

approaches that have been taken since the dawn of the personal computer fostered an explosion of 

practical research into machine musicianship. These various approaches can generally be 

categorised as (in chronological order of development) grammatical and rule-based approaches, 

probabilistic approaches, and machine learning / artificial intelligence approaches. One of the 

features of this project is that it take a rule-based approach, albeit “with a twist” of interactive 

control parameters. As such, it is arguably a revival and re-application of an older approach. 

The topic of co-creation has already been highlighted. A co-creative system implies a human-

machine interface which facilitates cooperation and allows the human artist to use the machine as a 

tool or instrument. In this project, exploration of co-creation occurs principally in the context of 

metacreativity. The framework of metacreativity allows the human – the creative artist – to stand 

one step away from the end artwork with a machine acting as intermediary between the two. 

Metacreative machines may be given various degrees of automation, autonomy, and agency. They 

might be creative on their own, or they might exhibit co-creative behaviours with the human artist. 

This project also touches on jazz pedagogy, specifically in relation to jazz soloing and improvisation. 

The project’s initial concept and early objective involved directly embodying beginner-level jazz 

improvisation teachings and materials in an algorithm; essentially, instructing a computer to do 

exactly what a jazz student is taught to do. This initial approach failed completely. In so doing, it 

illuminated a perhaps non-obvious gap between the process of improvisation as typically taught, and 

the process as an algorithm – a detailed set of step-by-step instructions. That is not to say that jazz 

pedagogy ought to be more algorithmic. Just that it was surprising to discover how non-algorithmic 

jazz teaching materials actually are, and that the algorithmic lens might be an interesting one 

through which to view a pedagogical approach. 

1.4. Methodology 

This research project’s methodology falls within Nelson’s (2013) Practice as Research. The project 

involved incremental developments of the algorithm guided by the creative reflective practice of 

listening closely (Candy, 2020). While technical aspects of the algorithm development reflect an 

approach of Technical Rationality – the application of scientific theory and technique (Schön, 1983, 
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p. 21) – refinement of the algorithm was a spontaneous, intuitive process in line with Schön’s (1983) 

description of Reflection-in-Action (p. 49). 

1.5. Project Boundary 

The major emphasis of this project is in the design of the algorithm and the selection of control 

parameters. While aspects of this work unavoidably cross into related and interwoven fields – for 

example, harmonic theory, user interaction design, performance practice – those fields are 

incidental to the central focus area of the thesis. In order to complete without excessive scope 

creep, it has been necessary to draw a boundary from time to time, and to leave some potentially 

interesting side corridors unexplored.  

1.6. Important Definitions 

This section discusses the specific meanings given to the key terms used in the title of this thesis. 

Real Time means that the algorithm’s generative processes operate while the music is being played. 

In a real-time system, any control change made during a play-through results in an immediate or 

near-immediate change in performance. This contrasts with an offline algorithm which performs its 

generation in advance of playing, and for which a play through is akin to playing back a recording. 

For the purposes of this project, an algorithm may be considered real-time even if it plans a couple 

of beats ahead, and even if a control change might take a few beats or a bar to manifest. 

Harmonically Responsive means that the algorithm’s note selection is influenced by harmonic 

information that is provided to the algorithm. Since the point of reference for this project is the 

common practice of jazz soloing, the expression harmonically responsive in this thesis implies that 

the algorithm can follow a chord chart and make note selections that consider the chord and key at 

any given point in time. 

Algorithmic means that the process follows detailed, step-by-step instructions.  

Melody Writing Assistant means some kind of device or apparatus that provides useful help to a 

person in the process of writing a musical melody. 

Procedural Programming means computer programming by writing precise instructions (procedures) 

which tell the computer exactly how it must manipulate data. In this thesis, procedural programming 

may include various forms of structured, imperative, functional, or object-oriented programming. It 

may include text-based or graphical programming languages. The defining feature is that the 

program follows procedures (subroutines, functions, etc.), typically arranged in code blocks, and 

program execution follows control structures (if/else statements, for loops, etc.). This usage excludes 
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all artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques, as well as any techniques that are 

essentially random or chance-based. 

Interactive Control Parameters means that the algorithm makes use of internal variables – referred 

to as control parameters – which adjust or change one or more aspects of its operation, and that the 

user is provided with a means to change these internal variables during operation, thereby gaining a 

level of control over the way the algorithm operates. 
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2. Background 

2.1. Computational Creativity 

This research falls in the field of Computational Creativity. Dr Anna Jordanous, who sits on the 

committees of the Association for Computational Creativity (ACC), Computer Simulation of Musical 

Creativity (CSMC), Musical Metacration (MuMe), defines Computational Creativity as follows: 

the study and simulation, by computational means, of behaviour, natural and artificial, 

which would, if observed in humans, be deemed creative (Jordanous, 2012) 

According to Jordanous, the field of Computational Creativity attracts research across the disciplines 

of the Arts, Sciences and Engineering, and across the range from theoretical to practical. 

 

 

At the theoretical end, research and discourse engages questions about creativity itself: its nature 

and characteristics, how we would deem a behaviour to be creative (Paul, 2014), what our 

motivations may be for seeking to produce creative machines (Lewis, 2018). At the practical end, 

countless practitioners work on algorithms, simulations, programs and machines producing 

outcomes that might be deemed creative. 

Computational Creativity is not limited to sound and music. One of my personal favourite examples 

is the twin visual artwork Cubist Mirror and Kandinsky Mirror by Gene Kogan, as displayed at the 

QUT Art Museum in the 2017 exhibition Why the Future Still Needs Us. Figure 3 shows a photograph 

of the Kandinsky image that I took with my mobile phone while visiting with my then 11-year-old 

son. This artwork uses computational means to perform style transfer on a visual scene captured by 

a webcam – in this case, me taking a photo with my mobile phone next to my son who is drinking 

Computational Creativity 

Theoretical Practical 

Arts 

Sciences 

Engineering 

Figure 2 - the field of Computational Creativity 
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from a bottle. A photograph of the full installed artwork is shown 

on page 5 of the exhibition catalogue (QUT Art Museum, 2017). 

2.2. Musical Metacreation 

Musical Metacreation, or MuMe, is a subfield of Computational 

Creativity. Pasquier et al (2017) define MuMe as “a subfield of 

computational creativity that addresses music-related creative 

tasks”. A somewhat pithier definition is: 

the design and use of computer music systems that are 

“creative on their own” (MuMe, n.d.) 

For myself as a practitioner, I see the essence of metacreation as 

“creating a thing that creates”. Rather than (for example) 

composing a melody, MuMe creates a computational system that generates a melody. This 

paradigm conveniently allows for a creative end result without the need for the computational 

system to possess the human tools and prerequisites of creativity such as an imagination, intention 

and choice as specified by Runco (2014). It is possible for the practitioner’s creativity to find 

expression through the computational system. 

2.3. Personal Background and Motivation 

2.3.1. Personal and Musical Background 

I am a mid-career Engineer who has spent the past 22 years working in the aerospace industry in a 

variety of technical roles, centring on electronics and communications. I was attracted to the 

engineering profession from a young age through a desire to understand how things work and to 

invent new things. In relation to Jordanous’ description of the scope of the computational creativity 

field, I would be placed toward the “practical” end of the theoretical/practical continuum. 

While not a computer programmer as such, I am handy at programming. My first exposure to the 

BASIC programming language came around the age of 11 when a second-hand Apple IIe computer 

was introduced into the household. This provided a foundational understanding of programming. By 

age 12 my programming experiments had extended to various kinds of random beep generators and 

simple melodies using the Apple IIe’s inbuilt tone generator. 

My family life during childhood was immersively musical. Piano and violin lessons and singing in 

choirs were normal routine activities from a young age. During my youth it was not unusual to find 

my brothers and me singing goofy songs in on-the-spot 3-part harmony while doing the dishes after 

Figure 3 - my son and me in the 
Kandinsky Mirror, 2017 
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dinner. It was also an actively religious household; communal singing was a regular part of life, in 

both formal and informal settings – often unaccompanied or with just a single acoustic guitar for 

accompaniment. The music of my childhood was strongly tonal and, for the most part, harmonically 

simple. Outside of religious music – mostly contemporary “Praise and Worship” choruses from the 

eponymous movement of the 1970s (similar to the description by Webber (2003)) – musical 

interests included inter-war show tunes and Big Band swing: Cole Porter, Glenn Miller, Duke 

Ellington, George Gershwin, and the like. The upshot was an upbringing in which singing and music-

making were regular day-to-day activities. And in which the idea of music had strong tonal 

connotations, albeit with an appetite for the extended harmonies of pre-Modern jazz. 

I am an avocational musician. In 2014 I started regularly gigging as the keyboard player in a light 

blues trio called Quiet as a Mouse. We performed around 20 to 30 gigs per year for a few years, each 

running for 3 or 4 hours. This gave me a lot of soloing time, since I would usually solo for at least a 

few choruses on every piece we played. The music was harmonically very simple. About half of the 

repertoire used a 12-bar blues sequence, and at least 90% of it involved not more than five chords. 

Even so, we played a reasonably broad range of musical feel from laid-back country ballad styles to 

driving rock styles, straight and swing time, major and minor keys, and various time signatures. 

2.3.2. Project Motivation 

Why this project? At the outset, this seemed to be a fairly simple question with a straightforward 

answer. I wanted to create this. And it would be a challenge. That was enough reason for me. 

Through the journey over the period of studies, interacting with musicians and academics from a 

variety of backgrounds, I have come to understand that this question has many facets and may be 

asked from many different perspectives. 

My initial motivation centred around the technical and artistic challenge. I experienced a general 

sense of dissatisfaction with the sound of computer-generated music, fuelled by a perception that it 

was always possible to identify when music was computer generated. In the limited ad-hoc exposure 

I had to computer-generated music over the years and decades, it seemed that the music was often 

atonal and relatively disordered, melodies were usually inane and directionless, and the generated 

music was generally “not very good”. I wondered why computer-generated music seemed to have 

its own distinctive sound: in my mind at the time, the ability to generate music that “might have 

been written by a human” seemed like a self-evident baseline benchmark for the evaluation of any 

music generating algorithm – a kind of musical Turing Test. I perceived that computer music was 

“not yet good enough” to achieve this benchmark, at least not with any consistency. This apparent 

shortcoming was both disappointing and baffling. In a way, that position echoes Biles’ (2003) 
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discussion of aesthetic, specifically where he discusses the need for computer-generated art to be 

accessible and accepted on the audience’s terms, not just the artist’s. In Biles’ paradigm, I was like a 

very critical audience member, unable to accept the computer-generated art on my terms. 

Over the course of research I have become more aware of the influences that led to this perception, 

and I have come to understand that my opinion was based on certain prejudices about music. The 

greatest influence on my early musical development came from my maternal grandmother, who 

held very strong opinions about the value of classical art and music and the relative worthlessness of 

modern art and music. Aside from the religious and philosophical aspects, this view was highly 

dismissive of most contemporary art and music because of a supposed lack of skill required to 

produce it. Without being consciously aware of it, I imbibed the belief that music and art ought first 

and foremost to reflect the skill of the artist through such classical elements as intricacy, balance, 

proportion, and aesthetic. In the case of music, this created a focus on tonality and pleasant 

harmony. 

With the benefit of hindsight it is possible to see that these values influenced my subjective 

evaluation of computer music, and drove my dissatisfaction with it. The thought that a person might 

write a music-generating algorithm, without their primary concern being the demonstration of skill 

in producing a tonal harmonic aesthetic – other than perhaps for a laugh – did not seriously enter 

my mind. Arguably, then, my very most primary motivation for this project was reflective of limited 

thinking about music. Nevertheless, that was the factor which provided the impetus into this project. 

2.3.3. Maturing of Motivation 

Over the course of the project, through supervisors, readings, discussions with fellow Higher Degree 

Research candidates, and attendance at HDR colloquia, I became increasingly aware of the key 

resonances outlined in the introduction and discussed later in this thesis. Over time, my desire to 

“demonstrate skill in producing a tonal harmonic aesthetic” – while still remaining a matter of 

personal satisfaction – faded in its significance as a motivator and goal. Instead I became enthused 

and motivated by the connection to metacreativity as an artistic practice within the context of 

computational creativity; fascinated at the prospect of co-creative artistic endeavour as a 

collaboration between human and machine; and engaged by the potential insights relating to jazz 

improvisation, harmonic theory, and pedagogy. 
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2.4. Literature Review 

As noted in section 1.1, this project is broader than just the production of CompAssist: the project 

also covers broader musical explorations and my own musical perceptions. For that reason, the 

literature review is necessarily rather broader than just algorighmic music. 

2.4.1. On Algorithmic Approaches to Music Making 

Algorithmic music making predates the computer age by millennia. Manaris & Brown (2014) provide 

an overview of mathematical and algorithmic analysis of music dating back to the Ancients. Cope 

(2001) discusses “New Music” movements through the 20th Century, including highly algorithmic 

methods such as Serialism and Choice/Chance music. 

This project is not about algorithmic composition itself. Rather, it is about a high-speed machine – a 

computer – producing outputs of musical value by means of algorithms that may be too complex to 

execute by hand. Probably the best known example of such a computer-run algorithm is David 

Cope’s Experiments in Musical Intelligence, described in detail by Cope (1996, 2000). Cope’s work 

was ground breaking, not least because he claimed and, arguably, demonstrated that the machine 

could compose in the styles of recognised classical composers. Even so, in his website Cope states 

that his original motivation was essentially for himself as a composer facing writer’s block (Cope, 

n.d.). 

Cope was hardly the first person to use a computer algorithm to produce a musical output. A 

complete and detailed historical overview falls outside of the scope of this work. Nevertheless as an 

illustration and amusing side note, the famous “Singularity” futurist Ray Kurzweil  appeared on a 

television show in 1965 at the age of 17 to demonstrate a piece of music that he had written using a 

self-built electronic computer (Ray Kurzweil on ‘I’ve Got a Secret’, 2007). 

As a practitioner, a key concern is to understand the mechanisms by which computers may be 

brought to compose or generate musical output. Relevant techniques have been in a state of 

ongoing development and change, particularly since the early days of the personal computer. 

Various approaches have predominated for a time before being superseded, often making a partial 

comeback in confluence with other approaches. 

2.4.1.1. Grammatical and Rule-Based Approaches 

If the commencement of the modern era of computer algorithms for music generation is marked by 

the proliferation of the personal computer in the late 1970s, then the first significant modern 

approach to the generation of music by computer algorithm was the grammatical approach. First 

published in 1983 and reflecting a decade of theoretical and practical development up to that point, 
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Lerdahl & Jackendoff’s (2010) A Generative Theory of Tonal Music (GTTM) set out a complete, 

practitioner-friendly theory of rules and processes that can generate tonal music. GTTM was itself 

influenced by two main trains of thought. One was the consideration of music as a generative 

grammar, following the linguistic “transformational-generative grammar” work of Noam Chomsky 

(Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 2010, p. 5). The other was the consideration of music theory as a formal 

description of musical intuitions, and therefore related to psychology and musical perception or 

cognition (pp. 1, 7). These themes of grammar and perception run deep through Lerdahl & 

Jackendoff’s theory. From a practitioner’s standpoint, GTTM contributes a set of rules – well-

formedness rules and preference rules – and processes – reductions, segmentations and 

prolongations – which can be used to generate musical elements. 

Around the same time, Steedman (1984) described a generative grammar that produced sequences 

of jazz chords. Naturally, this is a simpler problem than melody composition. Even so this work was 

important because it disclosed a practically successful algorithmic mechanism for embedding 

human-defined musical rules in the form of a generative grammar. 

The 1990s saw a shift in focus to probabilistic techniques, and later to machine learning. But the 

generative grammar and other rule-based approaches didn’t go away: they adapted and survived for 

at least a quarter century by taking on some of the features of the newer approaches. 

A Pattern-Based Software Framework for Computer Aided Jazz Improvisation (Klein, 2005) is a 

Diploma thesis that describes the back-end framework and functioning of a piece of software called 

coJIVE, which is designed to interpret and modify (or “correct”) the user’s input so that it conforms 

to musical rules. The extent of corrections is controllable. Buchholz & Klein (2006) provide a video 

description with examples. Klein’s paper details the structures of the rules and the workings of the 

algorithm, covering scales, modes, chords, and jazz harmony. The coJIVE software has a lot in 

common with this project: it involves an algorithm that performs rule-based musical functions in 

real-time, using basic jazz improvisation practices as a reference. Klein’s work was entirely rule 

based and did not have the control parameters that are a feature of this project. It was also 

fundamentally not generative. To reduce it to its most essential element, coJIVE is a note quantiser 

programmed to adjust the notepool in response to a chord chart. 

Hamanaka et al. (2006) describes an approach to analysing music that is based on the Generative 

Theory of Tonal Music. Although the paper focuses on analysis of existing music rather than 

generation of new content, it is highly relevant to this project in one particular aspect: it describes 

what is essentially a procedural approach with adjustable parameters. 
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Keller et al. (2007) and Keller & Morrison (2007) combined probabilistic techniques with generative 

grammars to produce a probabilistic grammar. This adaptation permitted the inherently rigid 

grammar to produce more varied and nuanced output. Keller’s approach provided a way to include 

musical features that are both likely and unlikely (referring to the likelihood of a given musical 

element being encountered in the target idiom), without the risk of over representing the unlikely 

elements or under representing the likely elements. The probabilistic grammar allowed for 

weightings to control the likelihood of any defined outcome, thereby providing a level of control 

over idiomatic conformity. 

2.4.1.2. Probabilistic Approaches 

The use of probabilistic computer algorithms for music generation may arguably have been 

inevitable, considering the historical use of chance and probability in composition and the ready 

access to pseudo-random number generation offered by computers. 

Iannis Xenakis was experimenting with stochastic music at the very beginning of the modern 

computer age (Xenakis & Kanach, 1992). In its most elemental form, stochastic music uses random 

processes to determine a selected subset of values in the musical output. While perhaps the typical 

student or beginner might randomly select one or two musical parameters such as note pitch or 

duration, Xenakis applied stochastic techniques to many other musical parameters affecting timing 

& rhythm, melodic contour, harmony & key, and timbre. 

Purely stochastic music is unlikely to produce musical output that fits within any established musical 

idiom. To fit within an idiom, the stochastic processes require a suitable framework or scaffolding. 

This principle can be observed in the 18th Century German parlour game Musikaliches Würfelspiel, 

(musical dice game) which is frequently attributed to Mozart (Manaris & Brown, 2014, p. 156). In 

this game, pre-composed bars are selected at random. The random process only affects the order in 

which the bars are played. To the extent that characteristics such as tonality, key, and broad style 

are defined within the pre-composed bars, they will remain constant from one game to the next, 

irrespective of the random process.  

Pachet (2003) used probabilistic techniques in his Continuator, which is a real-time algorithm that 

generates new compositional material consistent with the style of the musical input. Pachet’s (n.d.) 

website contains further descriptions and examples. The Continuator is implemented as a 

probabilistic grammar using a Markov model to adjust probabilities. Essentially the algorithm is 

designed to characterise the musical input and use that information to adjust the model so that the 

musical output bears a stylistic resemblance to the input. 
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Pachet et al. (2011) showed an extension of earlier work which introduces a class of control 

constraints to a Markov Model to represent musical intentions. This was an attempt to increase the 

degree of control that the user has over the generative system, in contrast to just letting the system 

operate in the same mode and manner at all times. 

The idea of using hybrid techniques – for example, probabilistic with grammatical – is taken further 

by Gillick et al. (2010). Gillick took Keller’s jazz grammar and trained an artificial intelligence machine 

on the grammar using machine learning techniques. Gillick noted that the probabilistic grammar 

could be codified using a Markov Chain – itself a probabilistic expression of states and state 

transitions. As such Gillick’s work is a hybrid of grammatical, probabilistic and Artificial Intelligence 

approaches. 

Today, outside of experimental music, practitioners tend to use probabilistic approaches in 

conjunction with other approaches rather than on their own. Randomness can create novelty, but it 

will not tend to create anything recognisable within a given idiom. The mechanism for idiomatic 

conformance has tended to be either some form of rule-based approach such as a grammar, a 

weighting mechanism within the probabilistic system, or an artificial intelligence approach. 

2.4.1.3. Artificial Intelligence approaches 

Echoing the development of the electronic computer itself, the theoretical foundations for Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) were explored many years before the physical hardware was sufficiently developed 

to achieve practical implementations. The personal computer age saw AI emerge out of the 

mainframe Computer Science laboratory and into the reach of other disciplines, including the Arts. 

Dartnall (1984) provides a collection of articles reflecting the state of the then-emerging field of 

Artificial Creativity. As well as giving insight into the theoretical AI frameworks that were being 

explored, this book touches on many of the perennial questions around AI and creativity such as the 

nature of creativity and whether computers are capable of creativity. 

Hoffman & Weinberg (2010, 2011) describe a robotic marimba player, named Shimon, that has been 

designed to improvise melodies in collaboration with human musicians. I saw Shimon perform at 

Robotronica at Queensland University of Technology in 2015 (‘Jazz-playing robot and world's fastest 

drummer on Robotronica stage’, 2015). Gil Weinberg gave a keynote address at the same expo. This 

robot and the team’s earlier, simpler Haile drumming robot constitute experiments in human-robot 

musical interaction. The literature focuses on the cooperative aspects including gesture, movement, 

and perception. The improvisational algorithm described in the literature utilises a Markov Chain 

with seeding from a human-controlled keyboard. In the Robotronica address, some further work 

involving corpus training was described and briefly demonstrated.  
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Some of the recent research which appears to be quite successful in applying AI to melody 

generation is described by Colombo et al. (2016, 2017). These papers describe the Deep Artificial 

Composer (DAC), a deep recurrent neural network trained on a corpus of melodies with the ability to 

produce its own original, convincing, melodies in the same musical idiom. Of interest is the fact that 

a corpus of 2,158 Irish melodies (in one case) and 585 Kletzmer tunes (in the other case) were used 

in the training sets.  

Gonzaga Videira et al. (2017) present a recent implementation that could be characterised as a 

hybrid approach between artificial intelligence and more structured procedural programming. The 

paper describes a parameterised theoretical model. An artificial intelligence system was trained on a 

corpus of music, but – significantly – at the control parameter level of abstraction rather than at the 

event level. The so-trained AI was then used to generate new sets of control parameters to generate 

new musical content. The authors claim an impressive level of success, specifically, “the output of 

our system approaches the one from the corpus and has relevant pleasantness to human listeners” 

(Gonzaga Videira et al., 2017, section 1).  

Hutchings & McCormack (2017) describe a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) artificial neural network 

approach to generating melody in real time. Their neural network was trained on a corpus of almost 

3,000 jazz standard chord progressions. Actual melody generation is accomplished by means of 

agents: one for melody and one for harmony. This approach is interesting because of its hybrid 

approach: the harmony agent consists of the trained neural network, while the melody agent is rule 

based and is arguably a variation of a recombination approach. The described approach involves 

complexities that are not applicable to this project, particularly around co-agency in the two-agent 

implementation. 

Personal Position on AI in This Project 

Much of my own knowledge of AI was developed in 2012 through a 12-week Coursera course on 

Machine Learning (Ng, n.d.). The course theory was supported by practical exercises in which 

students built, trained and tested neural networks of increasing complexity. This experience 

provided a down-to-earth understanding of the workings of neural networks. It helped to refine my 

understanding of what AI can and can’t do, how it does what it does, and what’s really meant by 

some of the marketing statements about AI. 

By the start of this project, I had developed the intuition that contemporary AI techniques may not 

be as well suited to jazz improvisation as might be assumed by the casual observer. I felt that it 

would be more promising to intentionally code in the chord and harmony theory and basic 
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improvising techniques that are taught to human students of jazz. This theory and technique has 

been developed over many decades by thousands of talented individuals, and has proven itself in 

practice - at least with human practitioners. Arguably the state of teaching on jazz improvisation is 

itself an optimised algorithm for human practitioners. I reasoned that the best possible outcome 

from training a neural network using event-level data from an ultimately limited corpus of samples 

would be that the neural network might internally organise some kind of harmonic theory which is 

unlikely to be as nuanced or robust as the harmonic theory that’s been developed by human 

scholars and practitioners. I note that this intuition has not been strongly tested. As such it could be 

characterised as a bias or prejudice. That is to say, the above statements do not constitute a claim 

regarding the relative suitability of AI to the task: they are merely a record of the thinking and 

reasoning that led me to have a non-favourable attitude toward AI approaches. 

Ultimately the decision to not make this an AI project came down to how it would have influenced 

the focus and conduct of the project: I wanted to focus on the musicality of jazz improvisation – the 

theory, and thinking, and processes behind it. In contrast, an AI project would have focused on data 

gathering and data processing. It would have more closely resembled a computer science research 

project. Ultimately, the decision was a matter of personal preference. 

2.4.2. Practitioners’ Guides 

2.4.2.1. Jazz Improvisation 

Non-academic practitioners’ guides to jazz improvisation provide an insight into the thinking and 

processes that a human musician might follow while improvising jazz. Over the years prior to 

commencing this research, in the context of personal musical development, I had acquired a jazz 

fakebook by Wong (1988) and made attempts at self-teaching jazz improvisation from books and 

guides by LaPorta (2000), Levine (1989) and Shneidman (2000). I had attended two jazz 

improvisation short courses, one run by the Melbourne-based jazz keyboardist Steve Sedergreen, 

and the other by Jazzworks / JMI in Brisbane. I had also taken fortnightly jazz piano lessons with a 

teacher for a period of about two years from 2010 to 2012. Throughout all of these learning 

attempts, a lot of the same theory and processes came up over again. Chief among these was the 

use of chord analysis and major modal theory to identify the harmonically significant pitch classes 

and to determine the “correct” scales for improvisation. At the time of commencing this study, 

having developed the belief that this chord analysis and mode theory was a core part of the human 

improvisor’s thinking, it was on on this chord analysis and mode theory that I expected to 

concentrate. 
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With that history and background, I initially turned to practitioners’ guides as sources of insight into 

the thinking and processes of jazz improvisers. Aebersold’s (2013) Red Book is arguably the most 

widely circulated of all jazz advice publications. It has been provided free of charge for over 40 years 

with regular updates. Not so much a text; this book is more like a collection of hints, suggestions and 

useful information for the beginning and developing jazz musician. This book was initially useful as 

an aid in analysing and understanding the process of jazz improvisation. However, within four to six 

months of commencing the project, it had become clear that this book’s advice worked principally as 

a prompt or stimulus to the developing jazz musician’s own practice; it provides little algorithmically 

useful process information. 

Berg (1998) provides what may be the practitioners’ guide that comes closest to setting out a step-

by-step algorithm for jazz improvisation. However, even Berg’s seemingly detailed instructions 

demand interpretation and creativity from the human. While the detailed steps might specify which 

notes are harmonically compatible, and might even suggest some rhythmic motifs, they do not go to 

the level of instructing “play this note now”: the human practitioner is required to take the creative 

step of making something up. This underscores the point that even the most apparently algorithmic 

of jazz texts is still not sufficiently algorithmic to be used for a computer algorithm on its own. 

In this project, the reference for jazz standard melodies and chord progressions is The Real Book, 6th 

Edition (2004) volumes 1, 2 and 3. 

2.4.2.2. Computer Music Programming 

Manaris & Brown (2014) provide a dual-purpose text which briefly covers the history and some 

introductory theory of algorithmic music and also acts as a progressive tutor on the Jython 

Environment for Music (JEM). This is a Java environment for programming in a slightly modified 

version of Python. Manaris (n.d.) maintains a web-based reference for JEM. I was already familiar 

with Python, having previously enjoyed the relative flexibility it offers in comparison to C++. As a 

practitioner with an eye on avoiding analysis paralysis, I briefly tried out the JEM programming 

environment, was satisfied that it would be suitable, and so settled on that decision. 

Branciforte (2017) describes real-time algorithmic approaches using MAX. Highly practical, this 

article is written in a conversational style and includes discussions of different approaches that could 

be taken at each juncture. This article contributed not so much technical advice as a personal level of 

comfort with the knowledge that there’s no single correct way to approach algorithms in music 

generation. By understanding how the author considered different possible approaches, my 

preparedness to make judgment calls increased. 
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2.4.3. Music Structure and Perception 

In addition to its grammatical view, Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s Generative Theory of Tonal Music 

(GTTM) considers music theory as a formal description of musical intuitions. This relates to the 

human perception of music. Narmour (1990) set out to understand how basic melodic structures are 

perceived. Narmour introduces the Implication-Realisation model of melodic expectation. The work 

introduces certain melodic archetypes, with a focus on how the expectations of the listener may be 

influenced by exposure to typical melodic structures. Huron (2007) dives into the relationship 

between musical expectation and emotional response. Huron describes the ITPRA model in which 

the human response to any given event can be framed as a sequence involving imagination – tension 

– prediction – reaction – appraisal. The ITPRA model provides a framework for emotional intent in 

music which has the potential to be algorithmically useful, based on the proposition that emotion 

comes from having expectations filled, delayed or denied. Further, the text provides a summary of 

‘expected’ melodic structures in Western music based on large-scale analysis. It introduces specific 

melodic features such as step declination, step inertia, and melodic arch. These features are 

described not as inviolable rules but as references for human expectation. 

While the work of Narmour and Huron opened avenues of exploration for music analysis and 

algorithmic generation, they were not revolutionary. They can be viewed as markers in an ongoing 

tradition of music analysis. Predating both of them and, in fact, predating the modern era of 

computer music by many decades, Schenkerian Analysis (Pankhurst, 2008) views Western tonal 

musical melody as having a relatively simple fundamental line (‘Urlinie’ in the original German) with 

elaborations. While perhaps some versions of Schenkerian Analysis are rather narrow – insisting, for 

example, that the fundamental line must descend stepwise and finish on the tonic – a more flexible 

version of Schenkerian analysis seems to be reasonably applicable to the large majority of Western 

melodies. That is to say, a simplified basic or fundamental melodic line can typically be identified 

running through any given melody, and additional notes can be viewed as elaborations or 

embellishments on top of this fundamental line. 

2.4.4. Note on the connection between analysis and generation 

How is a system of analysis useful or applicable to a generative algorithm? An analogy might be 

drawn to engineering training, with which I have first-hand experience. Many design techniques in 

Engineering are taught first as methods of analysis. By performing deep, qualitative and quantitative 

analysis of representative systems, engineering students develop an understanding of the 

interrelationships between parts and their contributions to the overall system performance. The 

analysis process can then be inverted to become a design process. Instead of answering the question 

“given this system’s constituent parts, how does it behave?” the question becomes generative: 
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“Given this desired behaviour, what must the constituent parts be?” Although on reflection it is 

possible to question the validity of this approach to a highly creative application in which many 

possible answers may exist, nevertheless due to my engineering background it seemed that a study 

of analytical techniques would be likely to yield fruitful direction, or at least ideas, for a generative 

algorithm. 

With that background, the works of David Temperley were particularly useful and inspiring. 

Temperley (2004) brings together the threads of GTTM, Narmour and Schenker to propose what is 

arguably a refined and updated replacement for GTTM. Temperley allows his model to be 

summarised in Well Formedness Rules and Preference Rules covering six structural elements of 

music: meter, melodic phrases, counterpoint, tonal pitch class, harmony and key. Of the six, meter 

and melody are the most applicable to a melody-generating algorithm. Far from being a dry 

technical work, Temperley is deeply interested in music perception. He discusses at length such 

topics as ambiguity, expectation, tension and energy. What makes Temperley’s work particularly 

exciting is that the structural theories are stated in algorithmically meaningful language. Ideas are 

expressed with sufficient detail of structure and logic as to make it relatively easy to conceive of a 

sequence of steps (an algorithm) that would achieve the idea, at least to a recognisable degree. 

If Temperley’s (2004) The Cognition of Basic Musical Structures is exciting, his later (2010) Music and 

Probability is a revelation. Here Temperley uses Bayes’ Theorem to analyse how a musical “surface” 

(that is, its observable features such as melodic contour, rhythm, and use of key) reflects an 

underlying “structure”. The structure could be some theory of music or approach to composition. 

This conceptual framework inspired my thinking about a possible approach to the reductionism vs 

holism issue identified by Sorensen & Brown (2008), who caution against an overly-reductionist 

approach. They argue that generative musical processes are most successful when attempting to 

simultaneously address all dimensions of the musical puzzle. This point is particularly resonant to an 

engineer with a tendency to take a reductionist approach. Temperley’s use of Bayes’ Theorem 

introduces an intermediate model, a “structure”, which itself may be relatively abstract and could 

potentially be generated in isolation. With care and thought, the form of the intermediate model 

could permit various musical elements (rhythm, melodic contour, harmonic tension) to be generated 

on their own, guided by the intermediate model. When brought together, the individually-generated 

musical elements could be expected to complement each other and form a cohesive whole by virtue 

of their common reference the intermediate model. The search for a suitable intermediate model 

forms one of the subplots running through this project. 
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2.4.5. Appreciating Broader Musical Horizons 

Part of the research journey was to recognise, contextualise and understand my own musical 

prejudices. Although I did not dive deeply into this area, a couple of texts were very illuminating and 

challenging. 

Cox & Warner (2004) curate a collection of essays on Audio Culture. Some of these essays were 

challenging because they centred around and even glorified some musical practices that I had been 

conditioned to view as low-skill, low-effort and essentially worthless: for example (acknowledging 

that this is perhaps the most extreme example), playing loud music in a public space, ghetto blaster 

style. The writings in this book presented topics including noise music and electronic experimental 

music as touchstones and binding forces around which people congregate and share. It was 

interesting to see a kind of apologetics which circumvented any criticism of skill, effort or artistic 

merit by instead focusing on – to the point of giddy exultation – the  cultural role and significance of 

the practices, and the human experience of engagement. While I cannot say that this book has 

changed my tastes, it did give me pause to realise that I have viewed these practices as Other my 

whole life without really having a concrete reason beyond absorbed values and beliefs. In terms of 

direct impact on the project, this book helped to relax what might have become a fixation on tonal 

and harmonic perfection, and more willingly embrace and even enjoy the experimental nature of the 

project. 

Cope (2001) provides an accessible and engaging survey of New Music. As a person whose musical 

upbringing generally avoided New Music, this book made two specific contributions. Firstly, Cope 

lays out and explains the various movements that make up modern music. This illuminated some of 

the non-musical factors that influenced the development of modern music: experiments with 

notation, experiments with the agency of the performers themselves, explorations of the materiality 

of musical instruments and other sound sources, experiments with emerging technologies such as 

cassette players and electronic amplifiers. Secondly, Cope provides some of the philosophical and 

societal context. This contextualised my own musical upbringing and imbibed musical values. This 

was a very powerful experience; a kind of “aha moment”. Again, it hasn’t changed my own musical 

tastes and preferences. But it has shown me how I can appreciate the importance and value of New 

Music, even if I might choose not to listen to much of it recreationally. 

2.4.6. Musebots and Metacreation 

Although it was not evident at the outset, Musebots were to have a significant impact on this 

project. Musebots are described in the Manifesto for a Musebot Ensemble (Bown et al., 2015), the 

Musebot Specification (Bown et al., n.d.) and the Musical Metacreation website (MuMe, n.d.). 
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Noting that the Musebot framework is relatively fluid, Musebots can be described in a general sense 

as independent musical agents. They are typically implemented as programs running on one or more 

computers and performing musical tasks independently but cooperatively. During the course of this 

project there was a Musebot collaboration between Griffith University and Simon Fraser University 

which afforded me a significant amount of direct involvement with Musebots and Musical 

Metacreation. 

Musebots, and their influence on this project, are discussed in section 4 The Project Part 2 – 

Interludes and Explorations. 

2.4.7. Comparable Commercial Software 

The commercial market offers a number of software packages that perform functions similar to this 

project’s aim. This section provides a brief survey without attempting to be exhaustive. 

Melody Sauce (Evabeat, n.d.) is a plugin that can create melodies. It bears similarities to this project 

in that it has a small number of parametric controls that don’t require advanced musical knowledge. 

It generates melodic riffs, which it calls toplines, that are one or two bars long. The target usage is 

more toward backing melodies, riffs and textures rather than actual melodies in the classical sense. 

ChordPotion (FeelYourSound, n.d.) is a plugin that takes chord triad notes as inputs and generates 

various bass, chord, and arpeggiation sequences. It has numerous presets as well as the ability to 

randomise. By using the triad input notes, it can be manipulated to adjust to chord and key changes. 

It does not generate melodies. 

Orb Composer (Orb Composer, n.d.) is a modular plugin suite that uses artificial intelligence to 

produce chords, melodies, bass lines and arpeggiation. Each module offers 8 user parametric 

controls. Most of these are rather low level controls, e.g. note density, level of polyphony, amount of 

silence. The single more abstract control is complexity. Orb Melody generates one-bar melodic 

motifs. As long as the parameters stay the same, the one-bar motif is played over and over with the 

same rhythm and melodic contour, but with its pitch (starting note) adjusted to suit the chord for 

that bar. The user can change parameters any time to alter the next bar’s motif. 

RapidComposer (MusicDevelopments, n.d.) is a program that offers generation of melody, bass, 

chords, arpeggiation and percussion. The related melody generator, Melodya, offers extensive 

parameter settings that precisely control the rhythmical and melodic/harmonic aspects of the 

generated melodies. Generation is done offline in an audition mode that stores all parameter 

settings as it goes, allowing the user to iterate and refine over a period of time. 
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Midi Madness 3 (Midi Madness Software, n.d.) is an algorithmic melody generator. It works on loops 

of up to 32 bars. User parameters offer reasonably direct control of technical parameters, most of 

which are implemented as probability settings. 

Band in a Box (PG Music Inc, n.d.) plays from a user-input chord chart. While this software is 

predominantly marketed as an automatic arranger and performer of a backing band – drums, bass, 

piano, guitar, horns, etc. – it does have the ability to generate melodic solos. Band in a Box does not 

disclose the working of their melody generation. However, it does advertise that the solos were 

recorded by human musicians. This suggests that Band in a Box uses a recombination technique as 

its core mechanic for melody generation. 
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3. The Project Part 1 – Concept Design 

This chapter describes the process and experience of going through the project, focusing on the 

discoveries and choices that were made along the way. This chapter does not go into detail about 

the workings of the algorithm: that is disclosed in chapter 5 Detailed Description of the Complete 

Algorithm. 

3.1. Objective 

The overarching objective was to produce a computer algorithm that would generate varied 

melodies based on a chord chart. 

  

More specifically, the generated melodies should reflect the harmonic information in the chord 

chart. Simply stated: the melody should match the chords. 

3.2. Early Work 

As described briefly in section 2.4.2.2, the Jython Environment for Music (JEM) was quickly selected 

as a suitable programming environment to start work. Aside from being open source free software 

and portable across the major operating systems, JEM offered numerous useful music-specific 

functions and abstractions including built-in MIDI functions. The use of the Python programming 

language, as compared to more formal languages such as C++ or Java, was also considered to be an 

advantage, as was the existence of a companion text (Manaris & Brown, 2014) and website 

(Manaris, n.d.). 

At the outset there was no imperative for the algorithm to perform either offline or in real time. The 

initial work used an offline approach because it circumvented the effort required to make the 

algorithm keep time and tempo. 

chord 
chart algorithm 

varied 
melodies 

input output 

Figure 4 - overall objective 
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3.2.1. Exploration 

Earliest work involved basic testing and familiarity with the environment. This was written as a 

progressive series of lightweight music generation algorithms as explorations. The first of these were 

completely deterministic algorithms with no variability of output. Each basic algorithm produced a 

midi file as output. These were loaded into Band in a Box and played with a backing. They were then 

published on YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGTlKqu5PkC1CRh0mL5bTdA . The 

notated MIDI files appear below, along with brief descriptions of the algorithms. 

The first basic algorithm simply played the root note of the chord on the first and third beat of each 

bar. This was a technical, rather than musical, exercise. The following shows the notated output, 

given the A-section of ‘Autumn Leaves’ as the input: 

 
Figure 5 - example output of version 0.01 – root note of the chord 

Next, an incremental change to the algorithm caused it to play the nearest chord note: 

 

Figure 6 - example output of version 0.02 – nearest chord note 

The next step was an attempt to introduce rhythm. A single, set rhythm was selected from the list of 

Jazz Rhythms in Aebersold (2013, p. 29). For melodic contour, the algorithm selected stochastically 

from six pre-set melodic shapes and an overall qualitative pitch range for each phrase. Each resulting 

phrase shape and range was then mapped to the chord and scale notes appropriate to the chord 

changes. For simplicity, only four scales were used: Ioninan, Dorian, Mixolydian, and Dorian with 

flattened 5th and 9th. 
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Figure 7 - example output of version 0.03 – pre-set rhythm with melody mapped to scale notes 

Even though this approach produced subtly different melodic lines from one phrase to the next, due 

to the chord and scale mapping, the repetitive nature of the rhythm quickly became aesthetically 

unpleasing. This led to version 0.04 in which all six of the Jazz Rhythms in the Aebersold (2013, p. 29) 

were included for stochastic selection. Melodic shape followed the same approach as version 0.03. 

The example solo plays once through the whole of Autumn Leaves. 

 

Figure 8 - example output of version 0.04 – varied rhythms 

The Python source code of these early exploratory algorithms is archived and publicly available on 

Github at https://github.com/Dan-field/Jazz/tree/DevArchive  
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3.2.2. More Flexibility Required 

By version 0.04 the algorithm had grown to over 300 lines of Python code with internal complexities 

that were imposing constraints on the algorithm’s flexibility. Simply adding more rhythms and 

melodic shapes would only take the algorithm so far. A fundamental rethink was required. The 

algorithm would need to be more modular to allow changing and refining sections of the algorithm 

without affecting other parts. Development would need to be performed incrementally, with each 

increment being runnable and testable, allowing ideas to be tested and issues to be ironed out 

iteratively. 

3.3. Rethinking the Basic Functioning of the Algorithm 

3.3.1. Inspiration from the Human Improviser 

The point of reference at the start of the project was the common practice of jazz improvisation as 

described and explained in rudimentary jazz study literature and beginner-level improvisation 

lessons. The original concept for the algorithm had been to model the sequence and thinking of jazz 

improvisation by a student. The reasoning behind this concept was that the teaching of jazz 

improvisation has been refined over many decades and could therefore be considered an optimised 

algorithm in its own right. 

As discussed in section 2.4.2.1, the beginner approach to jazz improvisation requires a significant 

amount of interpretation and assimilation on the part of the improvising jazz student. The texts and 

notes given to the students are not comprehensive descriptions of what to do; rather, they guide 

and prompt the developing student’s practice-based learning. Even the most algorithmic of texts 

leaves a lot to the initiative of the musician; albeit not as much as other texts. With this realisation, 

the focus for this project shifted away from absolute reliance on the texts and lessons, toward a 

desire to understand and model the total improvisation practice involving person + processes + 

instrument. 

3.3.2. An essential and realisable model 

Working as much as possible from First Principles, a very simple model of the human jazz musician 

was developed through an iterative process involving reading of jazz texts and notes, reflective 

practice and peer discussions. 

This model needed to be essential insofar as it had to cover the core processes and activities 

happening at the moment of, and contributing to, the generation of the jazz solo, and no more. 
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It needed to be realisable inasmuch as the end goal was a practical, functioning algorithm. This 

drove some basic decisions about what to exclude. As an example, human emotion is not currently 

realisable as an algorithm even though it is arguably a core human process that contributes to 

improvisation. Such a process, if considered essential, would have to be represented by a simplified 

proxy in order to maintain realisability. 

3.3.3. Going Real Time 

The early exploratory work involved an offline algorithm, as a matter of convenience. One of the 

considerations while pondering the requirements and implementation of the essential and realisable 

model was the desirability of live feedback to the user. If user feedback is to influence the output 

while playing, then the algorithm would need to be implemented as a real-time system. In contrast 

to an offline system, in which the algorithm completes its work before the user hears any of it, a 

real-time algorithm allows the user to listen to the output as it is being generated. This more closely 

mirrors the experience of playing a musical instrument. 

After some discussions with supervisors, it was decided that the algorithm should function in real 

time rather than offline. 

3.3.4. Rules/Processes and Choices 

The model that started to emerge through this iterative process viewed the jazz improviser as a 

person who possesses knowledge of certain rules. “Rules” used here in a broad sense to include the 

theoretical (such as jazz harmony), the practical (such as playing in time), and the intrinsic rules that 

a human musician takes for granted but a machine does not – such as the imperative to play 

anything at all (ignoring a few notable exceptions such as John Cage’s 1952 composition titled 

4’33”). The jazz-improvising person may or may not choose to follow the rules at any given moment 

– indeed may frequently make the artistic choice to break the rules. But, at least in traditional and 

mainstream jazz, they must possess knowledge of the rules in order to be considered a jazz 

musician. 

The essential processes during improvisation can be classified as either processes or choices. 

Processes may be analytical or practical. 

Analytical processes are generally defined in the beginner-level jazz texts mentioned in section 

2.4.2.1 and may be executed by the human musician in advance of soloing. Examples include the 

identification of key including any modulations, recognition of familiar or standard chord sequences, 

analysis of modes, and identification of harmonically important chord notes. 
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Despite the obvious limitations of hard coding that the early explorations had shown up, a hard-

coded approach recommends itself for the model’s analytical and practical processes. Such 

processes as key identification and mode analysis are, for the most part, rule-based activities that 

the jazz student learns from a textbook. Such rules can be coded into a computer. These would make 

up the inner loop. 

In contrast, the human choices in the model are not suited to hard-coding; that would make the 

choices too rigid and the output stylistically narrow. Instead the choices tend to suggest more 

flexible techniques such as a probabilistic approach (Markov models, grammars) or machine 

learning. This would be the outer loop. 

3.4.5. Thinking about Notes 

One of the basic decisions that needed to be made about the algorithm was how to represent the 

music within the algorithm’s operations. This question breaks down into two parts: firstly, with what 

symbols to represent the music, and secondly, whether the algorithm should operate directly at that 

symbolic level. 

In relation to representing music, Rowe (2001) discusses symbolic and sub-symbolic processes in the 

context of machine musicianship. He defines symbolic processes as “those (processes) based on 

representations of objects and relationships and manipulations of those representations according 

to some set of rules.” (p. 17). Manaris and Brown (2014) discuss various ways in which music may be 

represented in a computer. They settle on MIDI note events as the preferred symbolic 

representation for much of the book. The Jython Environment for Music includes functions that are 

designed to make the handling of MIDI notes relatively convenient. It was a relatively easy decision 

to represent the music as MIDI note events. 

In relation to the operation of the algorithm, this is a question of how the algorithm should “think”. 

Much of the existing work surveyed in chapter 2.4 involves thinking at the event level, where the 

event is usually an individual note or a very small sequence of notes. However, the human 

improviser model is disconnected from this event-level thinking in a way that was revealed through 

reflective practice. When improvising on the piano, I would never look at all 88 keys and wonder 

which one to play next. On the contrary, at any moment I would only look at a small subset of the 

available piano keys, based largely on the harmonic context and the intended future melodic 

contour. While deeply concentrating during an improvisation, I would not consciously think about 

the exact note at all: rather, in my mind I would be playing melodic contours, with various degrees of 

consonance or dissonance. I observed myself first seeing the part of the keyboard that I wanted to 

play next – representing a general idea about melodic contour – and then deciding on a specific note 
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3.4.7. First Practical Implementation of a Control Parameter 

The first attempt at implementing a control parameter within an otherwise hard-coded procedure 

related to a part of the algorithm that included a target step size. This target step size affected the 

pitch interval from the previously-played note to the note about to be played. Instead of hard coding 

the value, a user-controlled screen slider was set up. The slider could be operated with the mouse to 

control the target step size. 

 

Figure 13 - slider used to control the 'target step size' parameter 

Experimentation with the slider was quite satisfying. Having the algorithm respond almost 

immediately to control changes produced a sense of participating and interacting, which encouraged 

further experimentation. A video of this slider in action is on YouTube at 

https://youtu.be/TM8eOUlHc6M . 

3.4.8. Introducing a MIDI Controller 

With encouragement from my supervising professors, I tried using a MIDI controller to allow 

parameter control through physical sliders. I chose the Korg nanoKONTROL2, primarily for its low 

price. 

 
Figure 14 - the Korg nanoKONTROL2 

I found the physical sliders to be far preferable to mouse-controlled virtual sliders, both for their 

ease of use and for the ability to manipulate multiple sliders at a time. This MIDI controller became 

an integral part of CompAssist. 
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4. The Project Part 2 – Interludes and Explorations 

4.1. Musebots 

Unbeknownst to me at the time I commenced my Higher Degree Research journey, the study of 

Musebots was to become an integral and influential part of my studies. Work with Musebots drove 

forward the responsiveness and immediacy of my algorithm, as these characteristics were important 

in the live jamming environment. It also provided me with extended periods of concentrated focus – 

a product of two retreats – and the opportunity to collaborate with experienced researchers. 

Musebots are described in MuMe (n.d.) as independent musical agents that are able to collaborate 

to create music. Collaboration is enabled by the sending and receiving of messages over a network 

(Bown et al., n.d.). Independently from my studies, a research collaboration had been formed 

between Griffith University and Simon Fraser University (Vancouver, Canada) to further study 

Musebots. One of my supervisors, Prof Andrew Brown, was the Griffith University point of contact 

for this collaboration. 

4.1.1. First Musebot Retreat 

The main activities in the Musebot research collaboration were two week-long Musebot retreats. 

The first of these retreats took place in December 2017. In terms of project chronology, this was 

shortly after the first practical experiment with a control parameter, described in section 3.4.7. For 

the first retreat, two researchers visited from Simon Fraser University (SFU): they were Prof. Arne 

Eigenfeldt, the lead researcher from SFU and one of the creators of Musebots, and Matthew 

Horrigan, an early career researcher. A collaborator from Monash University, Prof. Toby Gifford, also 

attended along with Prof. Andrew Brown and me. 

The first Musebot retreat was hosted by Griffith University. It was an intensive time with typically 

around 12 hours each day being devoted to work, experimentation and collaboration on Musebots. I 

spent the first two days of the retreat working out the structural and technical issues relating to 

networking, receiving and sending Musebot messages. Once I had these basics in place I was able to 

focus on producing a Musebot with some capability to contribute musically. 

Tempo Keeping 

The Musebot standard (Bown et al., n.d.) calls for a conductor bot that sends time signals out over 

the network. These signals include information about the tempo. They also have a temporal aspect, 

in that a ‘downbeat’ message has the meaning that the downbeat occurs “now”. The other, more 
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experienced collaborators had developed the practice of relying entirely on the conductor bot for all 

time counting and tempo keeping. In contrast, my work had its own time and tempo functions. 

I decided to retain my own function for internal timekeeping and beat subdivision and to 

synchronise my algorithm’s internal count with the conductor bot’s messages. To this end I 

implemented a time-stretching function that would shorten or lengthen the current beat to achieve 

synchronisation. Unfortunately this implementation, as simple as it was, tended to ‘hunt’ the beat 

back and forth, alternately speeding up and slowing down too much and never quite synchronising. 

We eventually discovered that the local network had significant jitter: some messages from the 

conductor bot were taking around 20 milliseconds longer than others to be passed over the 

network. Given that we were wired in to the LAN using Ethernet cables, jitter was expected to be 

negligible. No explanation for the excessively high network jitter could be found, and we concluded 

that it was probably a characteristic of the cheap router we were using, in combination with the 

network latencies and inconsistent buffers built into my computer’s implementation of Python 

running on a Java Virtual machine. Noting that a crotchet beat’s duration is 125 milliseconds at a 

typical tempo (120 beats per minute), that jitter of 20 milliseconds goes a long way toward 

explaining the time synchronisation difficulties. This experience highlighted the criticality of technical 

bugs and timing issues in a live, real-time collaborative music environment. 

As a workaround to the time synchronisation problem I implemented a manual version of the time-

stretching function. I was able to listen to my Musebot through a headphone while listening to the 

other Musebots in the room, and manually manipulate my Musebot’s timing until it was close 

enough to synchronicity to participate in the collaborative music making. 

Interruptive Time and the Introduction of a Density Control 

At the commencement of the first Musebot retreat I had an algorithm that produced a continuous 

stream of quaver notes. This quickly proved itself to be unsatisfactory for collaborative music making 

for two reasons. Firstly, playing constantly seemed to be a dominating, rather than collaborative, 

behaviour. Secondly, generated melodies lacked interest and even became annoying due to the lack 

of rhythmic variation. 

This shortcoming was alleviated by the introduction of a means of starting and stopping the stream 

of quavers, implemented as a manual mute control which allowed the user to start and stop the 

note stream at will. This implementation affected only the sounding of the notes (that is, the audio), 

not the algorithmic production of the notes. The algorithm itself did not know that it was muted: it 
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continued to generate notes and send them to the output. The mute function worked by inhibiting 

the sounding of the output audio. 

Manually starting and stopping (that is, unmuting and muting) the stream of quavers instantly added 

musical interest. Based on this encouraging result, further work focused on a more automated 

version of the same functionality. User control was achieved via a ‘density’ slider which controlled 

the probability that a note would sound on any given beat. This concept of a density slider was 

inspired by conversations with the Musebot collaborators on the retreat. This turned out to be a 

very important addition, as a version of the density slider made it into the final version of the 

algorithm – albeit with an entirely deterministic, rather than probabilistic, implementation. 

The melodies generated with this scheme could be described as “choppy” in that they tended to be 

made up of very short phrases with short breaks in between. I did not implement an automatic 

notation function at the time and so there are no notated transcripts of the outputs. Instead, a short 

video of one of our Musebot jam sessions, where my algorithm was taking a solo, can be viewed at 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=z4MrFfyunlA . 

Lyrical Melody: attempt at a generative grammar 

By the time of the first Musebot retreat I had already worked out how to quantise my algorithm’s 

musical output to a musical scale (or any collection of pitch classes), and I already had a function 

that produced melodic lines controlled by a ‘step size’ parameter. Therefore, the problem of pitch 

generation was largely solved to a pragmatically useful degree. In contrast, the related problems of 

rhythmic generation and connection between pitch and rhythm were still outstanding. 

During the first Musebot retreat I was inspired to try writing a generative grammar for the 

production of rhythmic lines, based on the understanding I had gained from reading Keller & 

Morrison (2007). The germ of the idea came from something my late maternal grandmother had 

told me. Although committed to classical music, my grandmother took an interest in my jazz piano 

lessons. She only ever gave me one piece of advice in relation to jazz music; most likely it was advice 

that she had heard from somebody else. The advice was, “When you’re soloing, always have words”. 

Inspired to “always have words”, I set about defining a generative grammar based on the idea of 

words. Table 1 shows the elements of my lyrical grammar alongside Keller & Morrison’s (2007) 

grammar for comparison: 
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Phrase  → 4 clauses 

 Clause 1 → 4 Words 

  Word 1 → W Word 2 → D Word 3 → S W W W Word 4 → S W 

 Clause 2 → 7 Words 

  Word 1 → D Word 2 → W Word 3 → S W Word 4 → W 

  Word 5 → S W Word 6 → W Word 7 → S  

 Clause 3 → 8 Words 

  Word 1 → D Word 2 → W Word 3 → D Word 4 → W S W 

  Word 5 → W Word 6 → S Word 7 → W S Word 8 → S 

 Clause 4 → 5 Words 

  Word 1 → W S Word 2 → S W W Word 3 → W S W Word 4 → W 

  Word 5 → S W W  

The result is a string of beat types representing a phrase made up of four clauses of 4, 7, 8 and 5 

words respectively, with the syllable patterns as shown above. This could correspond to various 

phrases in English prose. As it is, I have contrived for it to correspond to Noam Chomsky’s (2015) 

description – originally published in 1965 – of a (linguistic) generative grammar (with clauses marked 

by slants /), “By a generative grammar / I mean simply a system of rules / that in some explicit and 

well-defined way / assigns structural descriptions to sentences.” (p. 6) 

Musical Treatment of the Generated Lyrical Phrase 

The phrases generated by the lyrical grammar were implemented in the generative Musebot with a 

twofold approach: 

1. strong syllables placed on strong beats, 

2. higher-pitched notes generated on strong beats. 

This dual approach was my attempt to tie melodic line and rhythm together, using syllable strength 

as the intermediary. As such, this was my first attempt at the sort of holism (as opposed to an 

overly-reductionist approach) that Sorensen & Brown (2008) discuss, as noted in section 2.4.4. 

Unfortunately there is no clear video of this Musebot in action: only small parts of our jam sessions 

were videoed and, typically, others were playing a lot. This made the Lyrical Musebot difficult to 

hear and identify. The clearest extract I have been able to find can be viewed at 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=jAajbxLmnco . The Lyrical Musebot was the bell sound (rather than the 
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piano sound, which was somebody else’s Musebot). It can be noted that the bell notes are not quite 

in time with the main beat: an example of the tempo keeping difficulties described above. 

I wrote this particular process very quickly; in a few hours one day. I then experimented with it 

during the Musebot retreat before moving on to other ideas and approaches. As a result, I did not 

develop this idea as far as possible. Even so, this episode connected me with generative music 

tradition: the idea of music as a generative grammar was fundamental to GTTM (Lerdahl & 

Jackendoff, 2010), which in turn was foundational to Narmour’s basic melodic structures (Narmour, 

1990). It infuses Temperley’s basic musical structures and influences his later probabilistic approach 

(Temperley, 2004, 2010). My implementation of a generative grammar, even though it did not make 

the final version of my algorithm, served as a kind of induction into one of the foundational 

contemporary ways of thinking about computer music generation. 

On-the-spot evaluation and moving on 

This lyrical generative grammar functioned as intended and therefore, as a programming exercise, it 

was successful. However, the musical output was disappointing. It had two related tendencies which 

I found annoying. The first tendency was to play a note on every downbeat, and the second 

tendency was to precede every downbeat with a rest. This produced melodies which had the feel of 

playing “one bar at a time”. If my intention in creating this generative grammar was to produce a 

more flowing, lyrical melody line, then the grammar was quite unsuccessful. That is not to say that it 

could not have been successful with effort: I believe the undesired effect was the result of the 

overall ratio between strong and weak syllables, in combination with the method for aligning strong 

syllables with strong beats. Some relatively small adjustments to the algorithm might have 

significantly changed the musical feel. However, in the fast-development context of the Musebot 

retreat, I found myself moving on from this generative grammar with a mental note that I could 

potentially work further on it one day. 

As it happens, I did not return to this generative grammar. 

4.1.2. Value of the First Musebot Retreat 

The first Musebot retreat was a very significant experience for my development as a researcher and 

musician. The value came both from what I did and what I was exposed to. 

In terms of what I did: I had a lot to learn very quickly, both technically in relation to Musebots and 

musically in relation to metacreative collaboration. The retreat environment was one in which I 

coded at speed, with free-flowing ideas. We held Musebot jams at least once per day, usually lasting 

between one and two hours. This environment allowed me to test, try, develop and discard ideas 
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very quickly. One indication of the amount of work I did in that week is the algorithm versions: I was 

up to draft version 7 immediately prior to the Musebot retreat. During the week of the retreat I 

produced three distinct new versions of my algorithm. A comparable volume of work under normal 

conditions – noting that my studies are part-time – would have taken some months to achieve. 

In terms of what I was exposed to: I was involved, either centrally or peripherally, in dozens of 

discussions covering topics relating to academia, research, music, performance, publication, 

journals, conferences, other researchers, research directions, and more. I identify the single most 

important concept from that week to be metacreation. It was during the first Musebot retreat that I 

started to think about metacreation for the first time, and started to develop my own understanding 

of what that means. At the start of the week I thought that metacreation was an interesting thing 

that some people engaged in. By the end of the week, I was starting to feel a connection with the 

idea of metacreation as a lens through which to view my own work. And by the end of the second 

Musebot retreat, I had started to call myself a metacreator. 

4.1.3. Second Musebot Retreat 

The second Musebot retreat took place in June 2018, about six months after the first. It involved an 

intensive five-day period leading up to a public performance. This retreat was hosted by Simon 

Fraser University in Vancouver and Whistler, British Columbia, Canada. The public performance was 

held in a venue called Gold Saucer Studio in Vancouver. 

This second Musebot retreat involved four of the same researchers from the first retreat: Prof. Arne 

Eigenfeldt, Prof. Andrew Brown, Matt Horrigan and myself. Again we worked long days of typically 

10 to 12 hours including daily jam sessions. In contrast to the first retreat, our work was focused on 

preparing for the public performance. This created an environment of increased organisation and 

purpose: while exploration was allowed and encouraged, everything was evaluated for its 

contribution to the performance preparation. 

4.1.4. Performance Pieces 

Our performance made up the second half of a concert showcasing human-machine interaction in 

music making, in a section titled Whistler Musebots. We prepared three pieces, each demonstrating 

a specific capability or characteristic of Musebots. 

1. Chill. This was inspired by one of the early jam sessions. It was a relatively straightforward 

performance piece which was intended to have a Reggae feel, demonstrating the ability of 

independent Musebots to keep time together and to change harmonic content (chord or 

notepool) together. In the performance, the Conductor bot had a technical glitch which 
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caused it to set a tempo that was significantly faster than the intended tempo. As a result 

the performance feel was not particularly Reggae. My Musebot contributed some melodic 

solos using a MIDI chime instrument sound. 

A video of this performance can be viewed at https://youtu.be/lHIpF y7QE.  

2. Canon. This piece demonstrated the capability of Musebots to take note of melodies played 

by other Musebots (using network messages), and to repeat and modify those melodies. The 

initial melody was played by hand by Andrew Brown. Other Musebots then came in one 

after the other at intervals of around 20 to 30 seconds – my Musebot came in second after 

Arne Eigenfeldt’s, with Matt Horrigan’s coming in after mine. Our Musebots echoed and 

modified the melodic motifs originally played by Andrew. By the end, Andrew had stopped 

playing and the remaining Musebots were listening to and echoing each others’ modified 

copies of copies of the original motif. 

This performance was also affected by a technical glitch, with Arne Eigenfeldt needing to 

shut down and restart his computer shortly after the piece started – a process which took 

several minutes. As a result, most of the performance was done with only two echoing 

Musebots rather than the three we had practiced with. Because the echoing Musebots 

generally listened more than they played, having one fewer Musebot tended to cause the 

motifs to be lost. Fortunately as performers we noticed when the melodic motif started to 

be played less and less, with shorter and shorter snippets remaining. We were able to 

respond to prevent it from dying out altogether: Andrew responded by manually playing 

some more, thereby giving the remaining Musebots new source material to work with. I 

responded by using the manual controls of my Musebot to generate longer, rather than 

shorter, variants of the source material. It was interesting to be part of a relatively 

automated performance, and yet to be manually intervening to overcome technical 

difficulties during the performance. 

A video of this performance can be viewed at https://youtu.be/7rN4vBhBSyQ.  

3. Chaos. This strongly percussive piece demonstrated the ability of Musebots to act without 

any human intervention and perform collaboratively in a structured piece. Arne Eigenfeldt 

ran a Conductor bot which, in addition to sending timing messages such as downbeats, also 

provided ‘section break’ information. The section breaks involved sudden, marked changes 

in tempo and time signature. All of the Musebots synchronised very well on all of the section 

changes. I downloaded some high-quality MIDI percussion instruments especially for this 
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piece, and my Musebot was able to contribute as part of the overall percussive texture. 

In order to emphasise the lack of human intervention, we performed this piece initially 

sitting at our devices, before standing up and walking away one at a time. In the end, the 

devices were left to continue and finish the performance with the four researchers sitting as 

spectators rather than active participants.  

A video of this performance can be viewed at https://youtu.be/k0FoG-9PZqg.  

4.1.5. Value of the Second Musebot Retreat 

My main learnings from this retreat were performance related, rather than algorithm related. The 

technical issues during the performance highlighted the importance of adaptability – in this case, the 

adaptability of the humans controlling the machines. 

So far as my algorithm goes, this retreat contributed to its versatility: I had reason to program my 

Musebots to play in styles that were quite different from my home idiom of standard jazz. This 

forced me to extend my own range as a metacreator, and it also contributed to my development as 

a musician including the gradual loosening of my affinity to traditional Western tonality. 

The retreat also made one very concrete contribution to my algorithm: I had to adapt it to use 

“notepools” (lists of MIDI numbers specifying a collection, or “pool”, of notes) which were Arne 

Eigenfeld’s preferred way of representing harmonic information. Prof Eigenfeld explained that the 

notepool was a versatile approach because the notes in the pool could be arbitrary: they could 

correspond to a chord or a key, but they were not limited to recognised chords and keys. This was a 

change from the strict chord and key approach that I had adopted in my earlier work. I found the 

notepool approach was quite easy to program. After this retreat, I continued to use notepool 

representations in my algorithm. Notepools are used to represent harmonic information in the final 

version. 

4.2. Foray into Schenkerian / Bayesian Construction 

4.2.1. Urlinie 

Schenkerian Analysis is an influential theory of tonal music which is relevant to phrasing and 

structure. One of the features of Schenkerian Analysis is an assumption that musical passages are 

made up of underlying simple structures of passing note progressions which form the background to 

the musical surface (Pankhurst, 2008). 

At its simplest, Schenkerian Analysis reduces the musical background to an Ursatz consisting of a 

melodic Urlinie in counterpoint with a Bassbrechung. As a fluent German speaker, I found it 
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interesting to ponder the meanings of these terms. Neither Ursatz, Urlinie, nor Bassbrechung are 

recognised German words according to the authoritative Duden dictionary, meaning that Heinrich 

Schenker invented or adopted the terms specifically for his theory. The terms ‘satz’, ‘linie’, ‘bass’ and 

‘brechung’ are simple enough German words: Satz is most directly translated as ‘set’ or, in a musical 

context, as ‘phrase’ or ‘movement’. Linie translates directly to the English ‘line’. Bass means ‘bass’, 

and Brechung can be directly translated as ‘break’ or ‘breaking’ but can also have a meaning more 

like a sudden bend, as in ‘refraction’ (of light) or even (colloquially) as a ‘twist’ in a story. 

It was the prefix ‘Ur’ that piqued my curiosity the most. In general usage, the German prefix ‘Ur’ 

implies something primordial or prehistoric. Direct translations include ‘primordial’, ‘primal’ and 

‘ancestral’, but there also some potentially technical translations: ‘primary’ and ‘prototype’. 

For this project with its focus on melody, the Urlinie was of most interest. While the word Urlinie 

could be translated as ‘primary line’, I found the implication of something very primitive and basic to 

be almost poetic. I was inspired to think of the Urlinie as being the most basic, most primitive form 

of the melodic line.  

4.2.2. The Attractiveness of an Urlinie for Algorithmic Generation 

The idea of a “most basic and primitive form” is quite attractive in algorithm development, as it 

implies relative simplicity. Thus, the Urlinie appeared to offer a form of reductionism that was 

compatible with music making: a simplification that could be adopted without needing to 

compromise the musical output. 

I perceived that the Urlinie provided an intermediate step in the generation of phrasal melodies: 

rather than attempting to generate a complete melody, a relatively simple primary line could be 

generated. And then, as a second step, the primary line could be used as an underlying structure to 

produce a melodic surface. 

4.2.3. Further Inspiration from Temperley 

David Temperley’s (2010) Music and Probability uses language that echoes Schenkerian Analysis. 

Temperley’s point of reference is Bayes’ Theorem which shows how to infer an underlying structure 

given an observed surface and some pre-knowledge of the probability of any given structure.  On 

reading Temperley, I immediately drew a parallel to Schenkerian Analysis: both refer to a surface – 

being the complete musical composition. And both refer to some kind of underlying structure. While 

Temperley does not limit the possible structures to Schenker’s Ursatz made up of Urlinie and 

Bassbrechung, it is nevertheless possible for the structure to be exactly that. 
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Again with this project’s focus on melody, and therefore an interest in the Urlinie rather than the 

Bassbrechung, direct correlations can be drawn: 

Schenker  Temperley 

Surface --------------------------- Surface 

Urlinie --------------------------- Structure 

 

The idea was born, based on these correlations, to create what might be called a ‘Schenkerian 

Construction’ by using Schenkerian Analysis in reverse. That is, by creating a simple Urlinie and then 

elaborating that Urlinie to create a complete melodic surface. At the same time, such a construction 

could be viewed as a sort of Bayesian Construction using Bayes’ Theorem in reverse: instead of 

observing a surface and inferring an underlying structure using knowledge of the probabilities of 

such  structures, a construction would create an underlying structure with some reference to the 

probability of that structure existing, and then use that structure to generate the melodic surface. 

Although still nebulous and needing development, this idea seemed promising because it appeared 

to be consistent with two significant schools of thought in music analysis, and also because it 

appeared to offer a valid reduction that would simplify algorithmic generation. 

4.2.4. Implementation of an Urlinie Generator 

I introduced the Urlinie generator at version 0.20. The Urlinie was implemented as a contour whose 

shape was directly controlled by parameters. Four parameters directly controlled the contour shape: 

1. Slope set the overall difference between the beginning and ending of the Urlinie. 

2. Arc set the amount of curvature, which could be positive or negative. 

3. Number of Undulations broke the contour down into sub contours. 

4. Undulation Gradient set the slope of the sub contours. 

Choice of the first two parameters was influenced by Huron’s (2007) notes on the statistical 

properties of music. Specifically, his notes on step declination (p. 75) and step inertia (p. 77) and the 

tendency of traditional Western music to exhibit melodic arch (p. 85). 

Choice of the third and fourth parameters was initially an attempt to build in a frame for 

Schenkerian ‘elaboration’ with repetition; I saw the undulations as potentially generating a repeating 

motif. 
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The active Urlinie contour was displayed to the user in a small window. Some example contours are 

shown in Figure 15 below. In each example, the horizontal axis represents time and the vertical axis 

represents pitch. 

 
Figure 15 - some of the Urlinie contours possible by manipulation of the four parameters 

With the Urlinie set, the algorithm would step through it with a step size that was directly 

controllable by the user. The step size control had the effect of compressing or dilating the contour. 

This idea of compression/dilation was inspired by Cope’s (2001) description of transformations in 

serial music. 

4.2.5. Addition of a Motif Generator 

Having established a controllable Urlinie generator, the next step in the Schenkerian Constructor was 

to generate the elaborations which would form the melodic surface. For this I started writing a class 

called ‘Motif’. Again inspired by the algorithmic transformations used in serialism, I wrote the Motif 

class with the following functions (abilities): 

1. generate a new motif with an arbitrary number of notes over an arbitrary range of 

semitones up or down, based on one of three underlying simple contours (straight, zig-zag, 

double-zigzag) 

2. invert the motif 

3. reverse the order (retrograde) 
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4. introduce random jitter to the motif pitch class values with a controllable ‘strength’ (this was 

inspired by work done during the second Musebot retreat) 

5. add two notes to the end of the motif, with control over the pitch step 

These could be used in combination as, for example, inverted retrograde. 

4.2.6. Implementation Challenges 

With the Urlinie and Motif classes both functioning, the algorithm possessed the capacity to 

generate fairly complex melodic contours made up of repetitive or variously transformed motifs 

following an underlying contour of somewhat arbitrary shape. The number of control parameters 

had grown to 10, and no kind of rhythmic control had yet been developed. As I attempted to 

continue developing this algorithm, two underlying problems proved very difficult to resolve. Those 

problems were the meaningful integration of rhythm, and phrasal alignment. 

4.2.6.1. Integration of Rhythm 

Both Lerdahl & Jackendoff (2010) and Temperley (2004) refer in their rhythmic and metrical analyses 

to strong beats. Temperley in particular goes on to discuss preference rules relating to harmonies 

and stresses in relation to these strong beats. Separately, Shelton Berg’s (1998) method is built 

around goal notes; these are introduced initially as pitches, with a stream of goal notes being 

analogous to the Urlinie of Schenkerian theory. Considering this mix of inputs, and drawing a 

connection between strong beats and goal notes, there emerges a possible implementation in which 

each note is first generated as an abstraction representing its strength, which in turn influences both 

the melodic and rhythmic generation of that note. Arguably, Keller and Morrison (2007) achieve this 

with their generative grammar through the meanings given to the grammar’s terminal symbols. 

My intent was to achieve this in a roundabout way, noting that the pitch contour already existed, by 

using the available information – that is, the Urlinie and the Motif – to work out which pitches 

should fall on strong beats. However, implementation proved to be elusive. My first attempts 

produced very repetitive rhythms. Subsequent attempts to increase rhythmic variety undermined 

beat alignment. I found the problem of musically meaningful rhythm generation for a known 

melodic contour to be surprisingly difficult. In the end I abandoned the attempt, not because I 

considered it to be intractable, but because other simpler approaches emerged so the effort was no 

longer required. 
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4.2.6.2. Phrase Alignment 

Musical phrasing is implicit in the chord charts, at least for typical Western tonal music. For much of 

its use, this algorithm is required to generate melodies in a context in which phrasing would be 

expected – and the phrases would be expected to align with the cadences of the chord sequence. 

In Schenkerian theory the ending of a phrase coincides with the end of an Urlinie. In contrast, the 

programmed Urlinie could end anywhere: there was nothing to cause any alignment between Urlinie 

progress and phrasing. 

An automatic step-size override was introduced. It could be manually enabled or disabled in real 

time during generation. The override worked by interrogating the chord chart to find out the 

number of beats remaining before the next V-I cadence. It then automatically set the step size to 

ensure that the end of the Urlinie would coincide with the ‘I’ of the V-I cadence. This approach was 

only partially successful. When a cadence ended with two bars of the ‘I’ chord – a not uncommon 

occurrence – the override would align the Urlinie ending with the first ‘I’, even though it may have 

been preferable to align it with the second ‘I’ chord. This shortcoming was not fatal, and could have 

been overcome with some additional coding effort. However, I abandoned the Urlinie for other 

reasons, before attempting any such refinements. 

4.2.7. Abandoning the Urlinie 

Implementing the Urlinie and Motif structure had taken a significant amount of effort and had 

required solutions to be found for many minor and not-so-minor problems. At its height, this 

approach added approximately 300 lines of code to the algorithm. 

Musically, and as a melody writing assistant, it was unsuccessful. 

It was unsuccessful musically because, in spite of its prodigious capability for melodic contour 

generation, the algorithm’s capabilities with respect to other musical dimensions such as rhythm and 

harmony remained comparatively primitive. Notwithstanding my lingering belief that it is probably 

possible, I found that my attempts to retro-fit musically meaningful rhythms to the already-

generated melodic contour created a web of complexity in which I did not have enough remaining 

degrees of freedom. And this was before addressing harmony – for example, whether to play chord 

notes, scale notes, or non-scale notes at any given time. 

It was unsuccessful as a melody writing assistant because of usability issues. During real-time melody 

generation, the user had control using 8 rotary knobs, 7 sliders, and a handful of selection boxes. 

The effect of each control was often subtle or, in the case of Urlinie changes, delayed. Even after a 

significant amount of time in use, it was almost impossible to develop any kind of “feel” for it. The 
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device seemed to doodle away, doing its thing, with little apparent direct cause-and-effect 

relationship between the user inputs and the resulting melody. 

This approach was ultimately abandoned in favour of the much simpler and more direct approach of 

using beat levels, as discussed in sections 5.4 and 5.5. 

4.3. Simplifying the control scheme 

Following my decision to abandon the Schenkerian approach, I re-wrote significant portions of the 

melody-generating algorithm while re-using the GUI functions as far as practicable. The evolution of 

the user interface is documented in Appendix C. Version 0.23 was the first version after the 

Schenkerian experiment. Its user interface appeared as shown below: 

 
Figure 16 - GUI for version 0.23 showing the final arrangement of six control parameters 

The six labelled sliders provided the control functions. These are briefly described here. Greater 

detail is given in the applicable parts of chapter 5. 

1. Grd controls pitch contour gradient whenever the ptch slider has not been manipulated for 

longer than two crotchet beats. This is described in section 5.3. 

2. ptch provides direct control of the target pitch within the pre-set pitch range. When this 

control is moved, it overrides the Grd setting. This is described in section 5.3. 

3. Tonlty provides the raw input value to the harmonicZeroCrossing parameter described in 

section 5.5.6. 
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4. TonGrd provides the raw input value to the harmonicGradient parameter described in 

section 5.5.6. 

5. Dens provides the input value for the noteDensity parameter described in section 5.4.2. 

6. Hrchy provides the input value for the beatHierarchy parameter described in section 5.4.2. 

4.4. Finishing Off the Algorithm with the Addition of Slider Memory 

Both Musebots and the Schenkerian Constructor proved to be peripheral to the project. Even so, 

both of these adventures contributed ideas, methods and approaches both directly and indirectly to 

the core algorithm. Development of the algorithm itself continued in a fairly non-linear manner. 

After discarding the Schenkerian approach and settling on a much smaller number of control 

parameters, experiments showed that the algorithm was functional. Usability was still problematic, 

in that it was difficult to think about and intentionally manipulate multiple control sliders at once. 

The idea of a slider memory arose as a way to alleviate this problem. 

A simple slider memory was added, similar in principle and function to slider memory functions 

typically found in DAW software. This memory keeps track of slider manipulations during each run-

through of the chord chart. If memory is selected then the memorised manipulations are 

automatically applied, starting at the beginning of the next play through. Slider memory can be 

enabled, disabled, and overwritten. 

Experimentation showed that the slider memory greatly improved usability by making it possible to 

concentrate on one or two parametric controls at a time. With this change, using the algorithm 

became a matter of iteratively improving the generated melody over several run-throughs of the 

chord chart. 

4.5. Finalising the User Interface 

The final version of the user interface is shown in Figure 17. Aside from removing the Satin Doll 

button, which was an experimental function that was not developed, the main addition since draft 

version 23 is the checkboxes below each slider. These checkboxes indicate when a slider is operating 

in ‘memory’ mode. The Figure 17 screenshot also shows a text window with the complete chord 

chart, the JEM main program window, and an inlay with a photograph of the MIDI controller being 

manipulated by hand. 
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Figure 17 - User Interface in action with inlay showing MIDI controller 

Due to the constraints of the JEM software environment, this User Interface was developed with 

functionality as the principal consideration. This UI is considered adequate to demonstrate the 

functionality of the algorithm, but no claim is made about its optimality. 

Once the algorithm was working with its final six control parameters and a slider memory to allow 

focus on one control at a time, it was functionally complete. Although not perfect as a product, it 

was complete as a prototype and demonstrator. The algorithm was designated as version 1.0, the 

first “for release” version and the basis for the descriptions in this thesis. 
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5. Detailed Description of the Complete Algorithm 

The architectural concept for the algorithm is discussed in section 3.4 and illustrated in Figure 12. 

This chapter discloses the structure and workings of the final algorithm. A view of the whole 

algorithm is provided in Figure 42. 

5.1. Algorithm Classes and their Functions 

The algorithm is built as five classes that interact with each other. The classes and their roles are: 

 HarmonicStructure – reads the chord chart, determines which modal scales to use 

 MIDIInput – accepts real-time user inputs, acts as central beat-keeper 

 Player – decides exactly which note to play “now” using information from the two classes 

listed above 

 NoteSender – handles the technical details of actually playing and recording the notes 

 MusicXMLWriter – produces the notation file 

In addition, there is a main program whose function is to set everything up and then start the central 

beat-keeping timer. The main program plays no further function once the timer starts. The following 

table briefly describes each class’s significant functions. 

HarmonicStructure 

 initialisation sets up the key/chord – modal scale lookup matrix 

sets up the display window which shows chord information 

starts the process of reading the chord chart from the text file 

initiateWithTextFile reads and parses the chord chart text file to create a chord list 

bruteForceAnalysis estimates the key based on the chord sequence 

Tick Triggered by the MIDIInput class as beat-keeper. 

Starts a new (temporary) thread which passes the ‘tick’ on to the 

Player class and updates its position in the chord chart. 

If the tick corresponds to a chord change, updates harmonic 

reference information to correspond to new chord. 

selectScale uses the current chord and key data and the modal scale lookup 

matrix to select a modal scale 

getScale specifies the note-by-note makeup of a modal scale 

noteNameToMIDI converts a note symbol (such as C or Eb or F#) into a MIDI pitch 

number from 0 to 11, where 0 represents the tonic 
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MIDIInput 

 initialisation connects to the MIDI controller 

sets up the display window for the controller 

 startTimer activates the master timer, which starts the algorithm playing 

 tick controlled by the master timer 

advances the tick counter, triggers the Tick function in the 

HarmonicStructure class 

 Top Triggered by HarmonicStructure to indicate that it has just 

completed the chord chart and is going back to the top. 

Activates or de-activates any MIDI slider recordings based on user 

input 

Player 

 initialisation sets up parameters including top and bottom of range and initial 

values for user-input parameters 

 buildNineScales creates nine versions of the currently selected modal scale, 

corresponding to the nine different harmonic responses (refer to 

section 5.5.6) 

 Tick Triggered by the HarmonicStructure class. Decides whether or not 

to play a new note onset based on note density parameters and the 

current beat level.  

 playNextNote selects a note target based on melodic contour inputs, then chooses 

the closest allowable note based on the current harmonic settings 

 playAccompaniment activates a basic chordal accompaniment to assist with placekeeping 

NoteSender 

 initialisation sets up its own initial state 

 sendNoteRawWithTickNo accepts a MIDI note number and bar & beat information, plays the 

note to MIDI output and makes a record of the note and timing (so 

that it can be written to a notation file) 

 sendNoteRaw Accepts a MIDI note number and plays it to MIDI output without 

making a record. This is used when sounding the chordal 

accompaniment. 

 showNoteLists sends all of the recorded note and timing information to the 

MusicXMLWriter  
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MusicXMLWriter 

 initialisation sets up its own internal parameters 

 writeMelodyFromTickList Accepts note and timing information, uses it to generate complete 

MusicXML notation file. 

Table 3 - significant class functions 

There are dozens of other functions not listed here. Functions that exist for administrative purposes 

– e.g. to tell classes about each other, to modify the format of a variable or list for easier processing, 

to handle low-level actions such as GUI button presses – are not listed. Nor are functions that 

perform sub-steps for the significant functions listed above. The interested reader will find all of 

these by inspecting the source code which is included in full in Appendix B Complete Python Code 

and is also available on Github at www.github.com/Dan-field/Jazz . 

5.2. Actions that Occur when the Algorithm is Started 

The algorithm starts when the user provides the appropriate command in the operating 

environment. In the current implementation, which is programmed in the Jython Environment for 

Music (JEM), the user starts the algorithm by running the ‘main’ program. I have adopted the 

practice of naming the main program according to the version number – for example, in draft 

version 9 it is called v0-09.py. The version at the time of this thesis – ‘for release’ version 1.0 – has a 

main program called v1-00.py. 

The main program initialises the five classes, gives them cross-references to each other where 

required, and then starts the run process. 

5.2.1. Loading and Parsing the Chord Chart 

The main program includes the name of the text file containing the chords. Chord representation is 

based on Keller’s lead sheet mini-language (Keller et al., 2007). 

The HarmonicStructure class opens the text file and reads the file contents line by line.  A simplified 

flowchart illustrates the process.  
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2. the chord type 

3. chord extensions 

The HarmonicStructure class has functions which take the chord symbol as text and return these 

three parameters. The chord symbol is read, one character at a time, from left to right. A flowchart 

of this process would be quite long and intricate, and so a more descriptive step-by-step explanation 

is given instead. 

1. Identify the chord base 

The first character of the text chord symbol is automatically adopted as the first letter of the 

chord base on the assumption that the text chord file is correctly written. In the current 

implementation, an unrecognised chord letter (for example, a character other than A-G, or a 

digit, or a punctuation mark) will not cause any errors and will ultimately default to a ‘C’. If 

the text chord symbol contains more than one character and the second character is ‘b’ or 

‘#’, it is appended to the chord base. Otherwise it is left for the next step. 

2. Identify the chord type 

If there are no further characters in the text chord symbol after the chord base, then the 

chord is designated as a Major. 

If there are further characters then the next character is checked and the applicable one of 

the following actions is taken: 

i. If the next character is a capital ‘M’, and it is not followed by the letters ‘in’ (in any 

combination of upper or lower case), then the chord is designated as a Major. If it is 

followed by the letters ‘in’, then the chord is designated as a minor. If the ‘M’ is 

followed by the letter combinations ‘aj’, ‘in’, ‘ajor’ or ‘inor’, those letters are discarded. 

ii. If, instead, the next character is a lower-case ‘m’ and it is not followed by the letters ‘aj’ 

(in any combination of upper or lower case), OR if the next character is a minus sign ‘-‘, 

then the chord is designated as a minor. If it is followed by ‘aj’ then the chord is 

designated as a Major. If the ‘m’ is followed by the letter combinations ‘aj’, ‘in’, ‘ajor’ or 

‘inor’, those letters are discarded. 

iii. If, instead, the next character is a ‘7’ or a ‘9’ then the chord is designated as a 

Dominant. 

iv. If, instead, the next character is a lower-case ‘o’ or a lower-case ‘d’ then the chord is 

designated as a Diminished. If the ‘d’ is followed by the letter combination ‘im’, those 

letters are discarded. 
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v. If, instead, the next two characters make up the number ‘13’, then a dominant 13th 

chord is assumed: the chord is designated as a Dominant and the ‘13’ characters are 

retained for the chord extension. 

vi. If, instead, the next three characters make up the letter combination ‘alt’, then an 

altered chord is assumed (dominant 7th, flat 9, sharp 9, sharp 11, sharp 5 / flat 13): the 

chord is designated as a Dominant and the ‘alt’ characters are retained for the chord 

extension. 

vii. If the chord type has been designated as minor then the text chord symbol is checked to 

see if the letter combination ‘7b5’ appears next. If it does, then the chord type is 

redesignated as half-diminished instead of minor. 

viii. Finally, a check is made for any trailing ‘7’ or ‘9’ characters, and they are discarded – for 

example if the chord symbol reads ‘Cdim7’ then the chord type is determined as 

‘diminished’ based on the lower-case ‘d’ and the letters ‘im’ are discarded, but the ‘7’ 

remains. If not removed, it would be included as part of the chord extension. Instead, I 

felt it would be preferable to remove any such 7’s or 9’s on the basis that they are 

optional (redundant) characters that relate to the chord type rather than the chord 

extension. 

If the chord type has not been identified by the above steps, then an empty string is 

returned and an information message is printed to the screen. 

3. Retain the extension 

The algorithm requires the chord base and chord type, but it does not require information 

about the chord extension. Nevertheless, chord extension information is stored – as it may 

potentially be useful in a future update. The chord extension is simply stored as text in its 

original form; no parsing is performed. 

At this stage the text chord symbol has been parsed to the extent that; 

1. A chord base has been isolated, and it has the value of <some character> which may or may 

not be followed by a ‘b’ or ‘#’. 

2. A chord type has been identified, and it is one of Major, minor, Dominant, Diminished or 

half-diminished. Alternatively, the chord was improperly written and the type is an empty 

string. 

3. A chord extension has been isolated and stored, but not parsed. 

The next and final step in chord symbol parsing is to interpret the chord base. This is done by a 

function called NoteNameToMIDI which is part of the HarmonicStructure class. This function 
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5.2.3. Key Estimation 

In addition to knowing the chord at any time, the algorithm must know what key the music is in. The 

key estimation algorithm was developed on the basis of a hierarchical application of tonal key theory 

as expounded in any number of texts such as Benward & Saker (2009), Granroth-Wilding & 

Steedman (2014), Pardo & Birmingham (2002), and Solomon (2019), and also using certain markers 

or shortcuts that I learned while studying jazz at an evening course held by the Jazz Music Institute 

(JMI Night Classes, n.d.) – specifically, looking for common chord sequences involving the dominant 

7th chord such as the “ii-V-I” sequence. 

Key estimation is performed using two different methods. This was more of an evolution than a plan. 

Initial attempts based on chord sequences did not work well, and so on pragmatic grounds I gave up 

and produced a brute force method. This is described as Method 1 below. Later, with the benefit of 

the brute force output, a version that referred to chord sequences came together; this is described 

as Method 2 below. These two methods differ slightly in their output – most notably, Method 1 

selects a single, static, key for the whole chord chart. In contrast, Method 2 allows for modulations 

and key excursions. This algorithm retains both methods. The slightly differing outputs are made 

available to the user via checkbox selections, which can be seen at the top left of Figure 16. 

5.2.4. Method 1 – Brute Force (Figure of Merit) 

This method is a points-accumulation method with a tonic or dominant multiplier. It works as a 

relatively simple brute force approach to estimating which single key is most likely to be the overall 

key of the chord chart. The method considers the 12 major keys and 12 harmonic minor keys. There 

is nothing to prevent this from being expanded to other key types. The method produces a score for 

each of the 24 potential keys, and then selects the highest-scoring key. 

Key Scoring 

For each major key (C Major, C# Major, … , B Major), the algorithm runs through the chords shown in 

the chord chart. At each change of chord, a point is scored if the new chord corresponds to a major 

modal scale of the key being checked. Additionally, a record is made of any cases where the chord 

corresponds to the tonic (I), second (ii) or dominant (V) of the key. 

At the first run the algorithm checks the chords against C Major, and the following chords each score 

a point because they correspond to the seven modal scales of C Major.  

Any other chord does not score a point. 

 C Major – also noted as corresponding to the tonic chord 

 D minor – also noted as corresponding to the second chord 
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 E minor 

 F Major 

 G Dominant 7th – also noted as corresponding to the dominant chord 

 A minor 

 B minor 7th flat 5 

At the second run, the algorithm checks the chords against C# Major, then D Major, and so on 

through all of the major keys until on the 12th run the algorithm checks the chords against B Major. 

Then it starts working through the minor keys: on the 13th run the algorithm checks the chords 

against C minor. The following chords each score a point because they correspond to the modal 

scales of C minor. Any other chord does not score a point for C minor. 

 C minor – also noted as corresponding to the tonic chord 

 D minor 7th flat 5 – also noted as corresponding to the second chord 

 Eb Major 

 F minor 

 G Dominant 7th – also noted as corresponding to the dominant chord 

 Ab Major 

 B diminished 

After 24 runs, all 12 Major and 12 minor keys have all been assigned their points, and any matching 

tonic (I), second (ii) and dominant (V) chords have been noted. These values are combined to 

produce a figure of merit for each key. Each key’s figure of merit is calculated as: 

𝐹𝑂𝑀 = 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 × 𝑇𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑠 + 𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠  

where; 

 FOM means Figure Of Merit (that is, the overall score for the key) 

 points means the number of points accumulated 

 Tonics means the number of times a Tonic chord occurs 

 Dominants means the number of times a Dominant chord occurs 

 The subscript key (e.g. FOMkey) indicates that this calculation is made for each key. 

The key with the highest figure of merit is noted as the “key from analysis” and made available to 

the user during real-time playing. 
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that the few C Major chords all appear around multiples of 16 bars is not taken into consideration. 

The accuracy of the method – at least for Western tonal music – could potentially be improved by 

giving extra weight to the final chord sequence, and the chord sequences at the ends of typical bar 

groupings. 

The next highest FOM is achieved by D minor, which scores relatively highly because there are 8 

changes to the ‘I’ of D minor (that is, the D minor chord) and a significant number of chords – 18 to 

be exact – belong to a mode of D minor. This can be contrasted with G Major which had even more 

chords – 20 – that belong to one of its modes. However, it achieved a much lower FOM than D minor 

due to the lack of I and V chords (G Major and D7 respectively). 

Method 1 selects C Major because it has the highest FOM. 

5.2.5. Method 2 – Chord Sequence Search 

This part of the algorithm was inspired by a key analysis technique that I was taught at the jazz 

evening course (JMI Night Classes, n.d.). The technique itself is based on fundamental tonal music 

theory. The technique involves looking for “ii-V” and “ii-V-I” chord sequences. This approach gains its 

robustness from the observation that a Dominant 7th chord only occurs for one major mode and one 

minor mode, namely; the fifth (V), or Mixolydian, major or minor mode. If a chord sequence does 

not deviate from pure major or minor modal theory, then the appearance of a Dominant 7th chord is 

a reliable key marker. For example, an F7 would indicate that F is a fifth above the key, therefore the 

key is B flat; similarly a G7 would indicate the key of C. However, composers frequently deviate from 

pure modal theory, and Dominant 7th chords frequently appear in places where they are not valid 

key markers at all. Beginner jazz musicians are typically taught to look for a Dominant 7th preceded 

by the second (ii) chord, also known as a “two-five” (ii-V), as a more robust marker of the key, or at 

least of a transient “borrowing of chords” from the apparently marked key. A slight extension on the 

ii-V approach is to look for ii-V-I sequences; that is, a ii-V sequence that then resolves to that major 

or minor chord a fifth below the dominant, thereby tending to confirm the key. This approach 

produces fewer false positives because it ignores transient ii-V sequences. 

The decision was made to create algorithms for both approaches, and to give the user the ability to 

select and change between the different approaches during real-time playing. This was in keeping 

with the spirit of providing controls to the user. 

The chord sequence search takes information about tonic (I), second (ii) and Dominant (V) chords 

from the 24 key searches that are performed for Method 1. For each of the 12 major and 12 minor 

key search results, it scans through and finds any occurrences where, in the given key, a second (ii) 
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chord is followed by a Dominant (V) chord. It further finds if any of those cases are followed by a 

tonic chord. This information is used to construct two different ‘key’ list versions: a ii-V key list, and a 

ii-V-I key list. These key lists show the key implied wherever there is a ii-V or ii-V-I sequence. Key lists 

default to the “key from analysis” (from method 1) wherever there is no such sequence. 

5.2.6. Starting the Main Timing Loop 

Once the processes described above have been completed, the algorithm has the information it 

needs to begin playing. For each beat of each bar, the algorithm has stored the chord – base note, 

chord type, any chord extensions; the estimated key based on brute-force analysis (same key for 

every beat of every bar); the estimated key if ii-V sequences are taken as key markers; and the 

estimated key if ii-V-I sequences are taken as key markers. 

The algorithm automatically starts its timing loop, which has the effect of starting the real-time 

processes. These are described next.  

5.3. Real-Time Melodic Contour Generation 

During real-time operation of the algorithm, while it is playing, the user is provided with two 

alternative controls for melodic contour. The first is a direct pitch control. The second is a pitch 

gradient. 

Direct Pitch 

The direct pitch control parameter is called directPitch. Its value represents a target MIDI number. 

The user is provided with a slider, through which a target pitch can be set as a proportion of the 

Player class’s pitch range. If, for example, the Player’s pitch range is two octaves starting at middle C, 

then setting the slider to the bottom makes middle C the target pitch. Setting it to the top makes the 

C two octaves above middle C the target pitch. A value in between corresponds proportionally to the 

notes in between. 

In the current implementation, the Player’s pitch range is set in the Python code using the internal 

parameters rangeTop and rangeBottom. These values can be changed in the code in between runs, 

but they cannot be changed during operation, and they are not accessible to the user. 

Pitch Gradient 

The pitch gradient control is called melodicGradient. The user is provided with a slider which is 

scaled to allow both positive and negative pitch gradients. Full manipulation of the slider to the 

bottom or top of the range corresponds to pitch gradients of -16 and +16 respectively. This value 
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sets the number of semitones above (positive value) or below (negative value) the current note for 

the next target note. 

Mixing Direct Pitch and Pitch Gradient 

The algorithm is set up to follow directPitch whenever it is being actively manipulated, and to revert 

to melodicGradient whenever the direct pitch slider does not move for two beats or longer. Like 

many other aspects of the algorithm, this arrangement was settled upon as a matter of pragmatic 

convenience: it does not necessarily represent the most optimal solution or the last word on the 

matter. 

5.4. Real-Time Rhythm Generation 

The timing of the algorithm works on ‘ticks’ which are generated by a timer. Ticks form the 

underlying basis of timekeeping. As such the tick duration sets the tempo, and tick duration 

manipulation can be performed to achieve a swing feel. 

The algorithm counts 12 ticks per crotchet beat. This number was selected as a reasonably 

convenient number to work with. With 12 ticks per crotchet, subdivisions down to semiquaver 

triplets can be programmed in to the algorithm. Why not a much higher tick count? For example, 

with 1,000 ticks per crotchet, a great number of subdivisions would be possible. However, 

experiences with Musebots had already shown that tempo and timing can become inconsistent in 

the JEM environment. The algorithm needs time to perform a number of processes during each tick. 

Therefore the objective was to use a relatively small number of ticks per crotchet beat. 

5.4.1. Discussion: Onsets vs Durations 

Standard musical notation provides two pieces of information about note timing: note onset and 

note duration. I first had reason to think about the distinction between note onsets and note 

durations while reflecting on a performance of Shimon Robot (Hoffman & Weinberg, 2010) and, 

separately, attending a lecture by creator Gil Weinberg, as part of Robotronica in August 2015. 

Weinberg’s work is implemented almost exclusively on percussive instruments: drums and marimba. 

These percussive instruments have note onsets, but they do not have controllable note durations. 

This contrasts with other tuned percussion instruments such as hand bells or piano where the decay 

time is relatively long, and standard methods of playing include a damping action to end the note. As 

is made clear by Hoffman & Weinberg (2011), Shimon Robot was primarily an exercise in human 

interactivity in a music improvisation setting. With that in mind, it probably made sense to simplify 

the musical generation algorithm by eliminating note durations. 
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Early experiments in this project, mentioned in section 3.2 and described more fully in my early work 

paper (Field, 2017), obviated the need to think too deeply about note duration by using the available 

predefined note lengths in the Jython Environment for Music. That is, each note was defined as a 

half-note, quarter-note, eighth-note-triplet, etc., according to the set note types in JEM. This 

approach worked as long as only predefined rhythms were used. However, it ceased being a 

workable approach with the adoption of a real-time core. 

With a real-time core the future onset time of the next note is not known at the onset of the current 

note. For that reason, the current note’s duration cannot be defined at its onset. This forced the 

development of a slightly more involved implementation in which note onsets and releases were 

sent separately using MIDI messages. Each note onset involved two actions: 1. end the previous 

note, 2. begin the current note. This approach achieves ‘legato’-style playing. 

The legato approach has been maintained in the current implementation of the algorithm. 

Effectively, each note’s timing is defined only by its onset. The duration is always assumed to be 

“until the next onset”. While very simplistic, this approach removes the complexity of dealing with 

note durations independently of onsets. The effect is that the algorithm plays and notates melodies 

as legato sequences of notes. It is up to the human user – the composer, using this algorithm as a 

melody writing assistant – to exercise artistic judgment in relation to note durations as an offline, 

after-the-fact process. Arguably, the utility of the algorithm as a melody-writing assistant is not 

significantly reduced by this simplification, especially considering that any note duration function 

would probably be implemented as another user-controlled input parameter (in keeping with the 

general approach). 

5.4.2. Rhythm Controls 

Rhythm is controlled directly by the Player class with reference to two user-controlled parameters. 

noteDensity sets the overall “amount of playing” from a minimum where the algorithm does not 

play any note onsets at all, to a maximum where the algorithm plays a note onset on every available 

beat. In the current version of the algorithm, every available beat means every quaver beat. 

beatHierarchy sets the beat preference based on the beat level. The algorithm uses a hierarchical 

beat structure based on the Well Formedness Definition for metrical structure set out by Temperley.  

Temperley’s (2004) well-formedness definition states: 

A well-formed metrical structure consists of several levels of beats, such that 

1. Every beat at a given level must be a beat at all lower levels. 
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1. play nothing 

2. play only beat level 0 (downbeats) 

3. play beat levels 0 and 1 (beats 1 & 3) 

4. play beat levels 0, 1 and 2 (all crotched beats) 

5. play all beat levels (all quaver beats) 

6. play beat levels 1, 2 and 3 (all quaver beats except the downbeat) 

7. play beat levels 2 and 3 (all quaver beats except beats 1 & 3) 

8. play only beat level 3 (off quavers) 

All four thresholds converge at the beatHierarchy mid-range point. With beatHierarchy set to 63, 

noteDensity effectively becomes a switch: either all beat levels are playing, or none are. This result is 

not necessarily desirable; it creates large dead zones where a parameter change has no effect, and in 

any case the same result can be achieved by rapidly changing noteDensity over its full range. These 

observations raise the thought that beatHierarchy could be implemented as a “normal/reverse” 

switch rather than a 0-127 slider. As an indication, the “normal” mode could correspond to a setting 

of approximately 16 in the current schema, which provides an even spread of threshold points over 

the noteDensity range. The “reverse” mode could correspond to a setting of approximately 112, 

providing an even spread of threshold points in the reverse sense. These positions are indicated in 

Figure 22 below. 

 
Figure 22 - suggested positioning of 'normal/reverse' beatHierarchy values 

5.4.3. Examples of Generated Rhythms 

Generation of rhythm is entirely deterministic based on the noteDensity and beatHierarchy settings. 

The table below shows examples from 15 different combinations. For the sake of clarity, the rhythms 
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When ‘Swing’ is selected to ON, the tick duration is altered: the first six ticks of each crotchet beat 

are lengthened by 24%, and the second six ticks are shortened by 24%. With a tempo of 100 crotchet 

beats per minute (50ms per tick), the first six tick durations are all lengthened to 62ms while the 

next six tick durations are all shortened to 38ms. The first quaver has a duration of 372 milliseconds 

and the second has a duration of 228 milliseconds. The total crotchet duration is still 600 

milliseconds, but the quaver subdivision is no longer equal. 

 

Figure 24 - tick timing in swing time 

The swing amount of 24% was selected by trial and error for a subjectively pleasing “slightly loose” 

swing feel. A swing amount of 33% sounds like the first and third notes of a triplet. This sound was 

described as “very tight swing” by fellow Higher Degree Research candidates when I demonstrated 

some of my very early work. This comment prompted thinking about the amount of swing, leading 

to some experimentation during the first Musebot retreat. It was during that retreat that I settled on 

24% swing as being subjectively pleasing. 

Arguably, the amount of swing is not important because the algorithm is not performing. Rather, it is 

merely providing an output as feedback to the user. Even so, I personally found that the sound of 

the swing time altered my response to the musical output. Based on this self-observation, I felt it 

was important to aim at least for a reasonably authentic swing feel. 

5.5. Real-Time Scale Quantisation 

The human jazz musician does not necessarily play notes from the modal scale. Quite separately 

from the theoretical knowledge about which modal scale is “correct” for the given key and chord 

combination, the musician makes a choice about how to respond to that knowledge. At one 

extreme, the musician may choose to play only a limited subset of the scale notes for a high degree 

of consonance; for example, just the notes of the chord triad. At the other extreme, the musician 

may choose to play anything but a scalically correct note. My own self-observation suggested a 

tendency to stick predominantly to the notes of the modal scale, with occasional excursions outside 

to add interest. This sort of usage echoes the ITPRA model’s evocation of human emotional response 

described by Huron (2007). 
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0. only play the root note of the scale 

1. only play a triad note (1, 3, 5) of the scale 

2. only play a triad note or 7th or 9th (1, 3, 5, 7, 9) of the scale 

3. play any note from the scale (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13) 

4. play any note at all (scale is ignored) 

5. play any note except for the root note of the scale 

6. play any note except for a triad note of the scale 

7. play any note except for a triad note or 7th or 9th of the scale 

8. play any non-scale note (playing “outside”) 

Beat Levels as a Common Reference between Rhythm and Harmony 

Beat levels were described in section 5.4.2. They provide a frame of reference for the generation of 

rhythms. The same beat levels are also used as a frame of reference for the response to the scale. 

This use of a common reference is expected to provide some coherence between the musical 

elements of rhythm and harmony, even though they are generated independently. 

Harmonic Parameter Inputs 

There are two harmonic parameter inputs. 

1. harmonicZeroCrossing  

2. harmonicGradient 

These two parameters are controlled by the human user, by means of sliders. Each slider provides a 

raw input value, being an integer from 0 to 127. 

The harmonicZeroCrossing parameter is scaled to have a decimal value between -6 and +12. This is 

done by means of the following operation: 

ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑜𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 =  
𝑟𝑎𝑤 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

7.05
− 6 

Note the input integer is converted to a float (decimal), so that harmonicZeroCrossing is a float 

rather than an integer. The effect is that harmonicZeroCrossing lies in the range from -6 to +12 in 

128 steps. 

The harmonicGradient parameter is scaled in a similar manner, except that its value lies in the range 

from -2 to +3. This is done by means of the following operation: 

ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 =  
𝑟𝑎𝑤 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

25.4
− 2 
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Scale Response vs Beat Level 

The two user-controlled parameters combine to select one of the 9 scale responses that were 

mentioned above. The two harmonic parameter inputs are used as the gradient and offset of a line 

specifying the scale response vs beat level. Specifically, the response is calculated as a straight line 

𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐 where gradient ‘m’ is the harmonicGradient value and vertical offset ‘c’ is 

harmonicZeroCrossing. An example of one possible line is shown here: 

 
Figure 25 - example of a scale response vs beat level line 

This example line would dictate the following harmonic responses: 

 for beat level 0 (downbeat), the scale response shall be type 1 (only play a triad note); 

 for beat level 1 (3rd beat), the scale response shall be type 2 (triad, 7th or 9th note); 

 for beat level 2 (2nd & 4th beats), the scale response shall be type 3 (any scale note); 

 for beat level 3 (off quavers), the scale response shall be type 4 (any note) 

Some plots are shown below, to illustrate the effects of these two parameters: 
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Figure 26 - effect of varying harmonicZeroCrossing parameter 

Varying harmonicZeroCrossing moves the whole response line up and down. 

 
Figure 27 - effect of varying harmonicGradient parameter 

Varying harmonicGradient changes the slope (gradient) of the response line. 

A positive value of harmonicGradient produces greater consonance on the downbeat (beat level 0), 

compared to the off quavers (beat level 3). In contrast, a negative value of harmonicGradient 

produces the opposite tendency: greater consonance on the off quavers than on the downbeats. A 

gradient of zero produces the same amount of consonance at all beat levels. 

5.5.7. Implementation using Notepools 

In CompAssist, the scale quantisation described above is implemented using notepools. I was 

introduced to notepools as a practical approach to harmonic quantisation during the first Musebot 

Jam (Brown et al, 2018). At that time I wrote a short Python function which compared a target note 

to an ordered list of MIDI numbers and then selected the closest value from the list. That list of MIDI 
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numbers was the “notepool”. The function was quickly developed during the first Musebot to take 

the following steps: 

1. input a notepool, being a list of MIDI numbers representing allowed notes, 

2. calculate the MIDI values for the pitch classes in the list, across all octaves of the piano, 

3. remove any duplicates, 

4. arrange the MIDI values in numerical order from lowest to highest, 

5. truncate the list top and bottom to match any specified pitch range. 

The result was an ordered list of the allowed MIDI values in all octaves over whatever pitch range 

was specified. 

As an example; if the original notepool was [60, 64, 67] – a C major triad on middle C – and the 

specified pitch range was MIDI note 50 to MIDI note 84 inclusive, then the resulting list would be 

[52, 55, 60, 64, 67, 72, 76, 79, 84]. This is illustrated in Figure 28 below. 

 
Figure 28 - example of C major triad notepool spread over pitch range MIDI 50 to 84 (inclusive) 

For clarity, the so-treated notepool will be referred to as the extended notepool in the discussion 

below. This distinguishes it from the original untreated notepool. 

Quantising to the extended notepool is a matter of selecting the closest value to the desired target 

note. For example, given the extended notepool specified above; if the target note is MIDI 68 (the G-

sharp above middle-C), then MIDI 67 (the G-natural above middle-C) would be selected since it is the 

closest value. If the target note is below the bottom of the range in the extended notepool then the 

lowest available value will be selected; similarly if the target note is above the top of the range then 

the highest available value will be selected. 

A tiebreaker is required in the event that a target note falls exactly between two values in the 

extended notepool. In this algorithm, the lower of the two equidistant note values is selected. This is 

merely a matter of convenience: it could equally have been implemented the other way, or with a 

random or alternating choice. 

5.5.8. Examples of Scale Quantisation 

This section presents a number of examples to illustrate the end result of the processes described 

above. 
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Case 1: Scale Response Levels 0 to 8 

Given the following input values: 

Scale: C Lydian 

 

Rhythm: all quavers 

Desired Melodic Contour: First bar rising linearly from middle C to the C one octave above, second 

bar rising quickly to the C two octaves above middle C (first half of bar), then falling in the second 

half linearly back to middle C. 

 

Pitch range: MIDI 57 (A below middle-C) to MIDI 86 (D two octaves above middle-C) 

 

The resulting generated melodies for each of the 9 scale response levels are shown in the figures 

below: 

 
Figure 29 - output with scale response #0 (tonic note) 

 
Figure 30 - output with scale response #1 (triad notes) 
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Figure 31 - output with scale response #2 (triad + 7th and 9th notes) 

 
Figure 32 - output with scale response #3 (any scale note) 

 
Figure 33 - output with scale response #4 (any note) 

 
Figure 34 - output with scale response #5 (any note except the tonic) 

 
Figure 35 - output with scale response #6 (any note except a triad note) 

 
Figure 36 - output with scale response #7 (any note except a triad note or 7th or 9th) 
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Figure 37 - output with scale response #8 (any non-scale note) 

These 9 examples are representative of the cases where the parameter harmonicZeroCrossing is set 

to the values 0 to 8 respectively, while harmonicGradient is kept at zero. 

Case 2: Using Beat-Level Gradient 

This section provides examples where harmonicGradient has a non-zero value. Effectively, the 

extended notepool changes from beat to beat (since the notepool corresponds to the scale 

response, and the scale response changes depending on beat level). For that reason, notepools are 

not shown in these examples. 

harmonicZeroCrossing = 0, harmonicGradient = 1 

A setting of zero for harmonicZeroCrossing means that beat level 0 (that is, downbeats) have a scale 

response of #0 (that is, tonic note only). A setting of one for harmonicGradient means that each 

‘lower’ beat level has a scale response one number higher: beat level 1 has a scale response of #1, 

beat level 2 has a scale response of #2, and beat level 3 has a scale response of #3. 

 
Figure 38 - output with zero crossing set to 0 and gradient set to +1 

With these parameters, the downbeats are forced to the tonic, while beat 3 must be a triad note. 

Beats 2 & 4 must be a triad note or 7th or 9th, while the off quavers may be any scale note. 

harmonicZeroCrossing = 0, harmonicGradient = 2 

Beat level 0 again has scale response #0, but the harmonicGradient setting of 2 means that each 

‘lower’ beat level how has a scale response two numbers higher; #2, #4 and #6 for beat levels 1, 2 

and 3 respectively. 

 
Figure 39 - output with zero crossing set to 0 and gradient set to +2 
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With the steeper harmonic gradient, there is a greater difference between the beat levels. Here, the 

downbeats are once again forced to the tonic. However, beat 3 is allowed to be a triad note or 7th or 

9th (note that it makes no difference in this case because the beat 3 target note is very close to the 

5th). Beats 2 & 4 may have any note at all, while the off quavers may be any note except for a triad 

note. 

harmonicZeroCrossing = 3, harmonicGradient = -1 

The negative harmonicGradient setting causes the ‘lower’ beat levels to have more consonance than 

the higher beat levels. 

 
Figure 40 - output with zero crossing set to 3 and gradient set to -1 

This combination of harmonic zero crossing and gradient produces a case where the off quavers are 

forced to the tonic. In contrast, the downbeats are allowed to be any scale note (although the 

nearest scale note happens to be the tonic, given the specified melodic target contour). Beat 3 is 

allowed to be any triad note, while beats 2 & 4 may be any triad note or 7th or 9th. 

harmonicZeroCrossing = 8, harmonicGradient = -2 

With this more ‘aggressive’ setting, the effects of the negative gradient can be more clearly seen. 

 
Figure 41 - output with zero crossing set to 8 and gradient set to -2 

Here the downbeats are at response level 8 which means they are not permitted to be scale notes. 

Beat 3 is at response level 6 which allows it to be any note except for a triad note. Beats 2 & 4 are at 

response level 4, which means they can be any notes. The off quavers are at response level 2, 

meaning they are required to be a triad note or 7th or 9th. The result is that the off quavers are more 

consonant while the main beats are more dissonant. 

5.5.9. Scale Quantisation Summary 

This section described the two-step process that determines the algorithm’s harmonic response. The 

first step is to determine an appropriate scale based on the current chord and key combination. The 

second step is to determine how to respond to that scale for each beat level. 
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The first step – scale selection – is achieved by means of a lookup table. The lookup table itself can 

be modified by changing the appropriate section of the algorithm. It is noted that any change to the 

lookup table would happen “offline”; the table cannot be updated while the algorithm is running. 

The second step – scale response – is controlled by two parameters that are designed to be changed 

by the user while the algorithm is running. These parameters enable a range of responses from 

highly consonant through to highly dissonant. 

Even though these two parameters provide a wide range of responses, they do not provide for all 

possible responses: for example, depending on the harmonicGradient setting, the amount of 

consonance/dissonance will increase/decrease monotonically through the beat levels. There is no 

static parameter setting that allows, for example, beat level 2 to be the most consonant or most 

dissonant beat. While this result could be achieved by rapidly changing the parameters from beat to 

beat (requiring precise timing on the part of the human operator), it is not a result that would 

typically be produced by this algorithm in its current form. If such a limitation were considered to be 

undesirable, then an alternate control scheme would need to be developed; for example, a control 

scheme that allows discrete control of scale response for each beat level separately. 

The main advantage of the current implementation is that the complete harmonic response of the 

algorithm can be controlled with only two parameters. It can produce a very wide range of harmonic 

responses, even though it cannot produce every possible harmonic response. 

5.6. Memory and Notation 

The algorithm’s NoteSender class receives individual note onsets from the Player class. It sends the 

note to MIDI output to be sounded for aural feedback. It also stores the note information in a 

memory structure for later recall. 

The user can stop the real-time playing by pressing the Write/Restart button on the GUI. The user is 

prompted for a title and a filename, and then the algorithm writes the stored note information to a 

MusicXML file. File writing is done by the MusicXMLWriter class. Writing is a fairly mechanical 

process that is dictated by the MusicXML format. The Python code is lengthy because it has to 

include the MusicXML text as well as instructions for file writing. It would have been more 

convenient to use a programming environment that offers a built-in MusicXML writer. However, I 

had already written large parts of this class for my entry to the 2018 Textual Data Sonification and 

Algorithmic Music Composition Competition which was run by RMIT University as part of National 

Science Week (Uitdenbogerd, 2018), which I entered as an extra-curricular activity. Adapting that 

work was not overly onerous. 
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5.7. Short Summary of the Algorithm’s Operation 

The algorithm loads a chord chart and estimates the key. It then starts playing through the chord 

chart in real time. User controls are accepted from a MIDI controller. 

At each beat, the algorithm updates its melodic contour based on the values of the pitch parameters 

PitchGradient or DirectPitch. It then decides whether or not to play a new note onset based on the 

beat level and the rhythm parameters – namely, Note Density and Beat Hierarchy. If it is playing a 

new note onset, it compares the target pitch to a notepool of currently permitted notes; the nearest 

note in the notepool is selected and played. This notepool is determined based on the current modal 

scale (which is determined by the current chord & key information), the beat level, and the two user 

parameters that control harmonic response – namely, Harmonic Gradient and Harmonic Zero 

Crossing. 

When a note is played, it is sounded via a MIDI output. This provides the user with real-time aural 

feedback. The played note MIDI values are stored in memory, and can be written to a MusicXML 

notation file. 

A video demonstration of the algorithm’s basic functionality can be viewed on YouTube at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CkwvPKuZpn4  

An diagram of the complete algorithm is shown in Figure 42 on the next page. 
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6. Evaluation Part 1: Classification of the System 

In this chapter, CompAssist is assessed with reference to selected frameworks. 

6.1. Creativity – Characteristics and Agency 

Boden (2009) provides, as a starting point to a discussion about computer creativity, a simple 

definition of creativity as the ability to generate novel and valuable ideas. Jordanous (2016) echoes 

and expands on this definition by identifying four elements that need to be evident in order to say 

that something is creative. Those elements are novelty, quality, intent, and awareness. Jordanous’ 

novelty and quality directly echo Boden’s novelty and value. The addition of intent and awareness 

tends to exclude the post factum assignment of creativity to natural or random processes or 

happenstance. 

Separately from identifying the characteristics of creativity, Bown (2015) discusses the fluidity of 

agency that may occur in a co-creative system and argues that every creative act should be framed 

in terms of processes of interaction. Combining Bown’s thoughts with Jordanous’s elements of 

creativity, It is useful to consider how creative agency could be attributed in the interactive 

CompAssist system. 

CompAssist is able to produce novelty in that it interprets the somewhat abstracted control inputs 

from a human user to generate melodies. Control is not precise, particularly when the human user is 

still learning the system. This introduces a dynamic in which CompAssist may surprise  the user, and 

the tool itself will shape the human’s use of it. This dynamic creates an argument for co-agency 

between the human user and the CompAssist system, in relation to novelty. 

CompAssist is able to produce quality in that it is constrained within a framework of rules which 

govern basic musical characteristics such as rhythm and tonality. Within these constraints, the 

human user has a large amount of influence over the final quality of the musical output, by 

manipulations of the ‘choices’ tier which can strongly affect  melodic contour, harmonic tonality, and 

rhythm. Again, this dynamic creates an argument for co-agency in relation to quality. 

CompAssist is not able to provide intent or awareness. It merely responds to the chord chart and the 

parametric inputs. There is no argument for co-agency in intent or awareness: these elements rest 

entirely with the human user. 

This discussion is summarised in the following table. 
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experimentation consonant as well as highly dissonant choices. There is room 
for experimentation, particularly in relation to tonality. 

7 thinking and evaluation The user is provided with immediate aural feedback, 
supporting on the spot evaluation and adjustment during 
melody generation. 

8 intention and emotional 
involvement 

CompAssist should provide sufficient breadth of expression to 
allow the human user to be expressive, but it contributes no 
intention or emotional involvement itself. 

9 social interaction and 
communication 

Direct interaction between one human user and CompAssist is 
a key part of operation. There are no other interactions. 

10 active involvement and 
persistence 

CompAssist continues to cycle through the chord chart until 
stopped by the user. Active participation by the human user is 
required in order to produce an output of value. 

11 progression and 
development 

The user would tend to become more competent over time. 
However, the algorithm itself does not develop or progress. 

12 general intellect CompAssist performs a set function. General thinking is a 
matter for the human user. 

13 dealing with uncertainty CompAssist is a deterministic procedural program. There 
should be little to no uncertainty. The program is unaware of 
anything going on outside of its own operation. 

14 independence and 
freedom 

CompAssist offers a constrained environment with defined 
boundaries. 

Table 20 - ranking and reflections on CompAssist in relation to Jordanous' 14 aspects of creativity 
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7. Evaluation Part 2: Demonstrations of the Melody Writing Assistant 

This chapter presents two example melodies, both generated using the melody writing assistant. The 

examples echo the project’s original inspiration – namely, jazz soloing – in that melodies are 

generated on chord charts that might be encountered in a jazz jam session. The generated melodies 

could be practised and used as prepared solos. 

7.1. First demonstration piece: Afternoon in Paris (A-section) 

The first demonstration piece is a short (8-bar) melody generated on the chords of the A-section of 

Afternoon in Paris by John Lewis. The chord sequence is taken from The Real Book, 6th Edition (2004, 

vol. 1, p. 12). 

The chord chart was entered into a text file called AfternoonInParis-A.txt. The text file is copied here 

for reference: 

% Afternoon in Paris (A section) 
 

timesig = 4/4 
key = C 

 
 C  | Cm7 F7   | Bb    | Bbm7 Eb7 | 
 Ab | Dm7 G7b9 | C Am7 | Dm7 G7   | 

 

A video of me using CompAssist to generate a melody can be seen on YouTube at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M ieByIhrDQ . The reader is advised that turning on the 

YouTube closed caption subtitles (CC) will enable some descriptive notes. 

Intent and Workflow 

I had the original melody of Afternoon in Paris in mind while working. Afternoon in Paris is a Be-Bop 

piece with a choppy stop/start melody. My intent was to generate a melody with a similar rhythmic 

flavour to the original, but with a different melodic contour. I started by setting the rhythm: first by 

manipulating and recording the note density control, and then the beat hierarchy control. It was 

fairly easy to achieve the strings of quavers with a stop/start feel that I was looking for. 

Having set the rhythm, I moved on to the melodic contour. In earlier practise and test use, I had 

tended to favour the direct pitch control over the pitch gradient control. Direct pitch has a more 

immediate feel because it allows melodic jumps directly to the target pitch area, in contrast to pitch 

gradient which might take a few notes to get there, and might overshoot. In my previous 
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familiarisation, testing and practice I had developed the practice of generally keeping pitch gradient 

at or near the centre of its range and using direct pitch for generation. 

I used direct pitch to input a pitch contour that I felt would be interesting. I attempted to use some 

of the characteristics that are set out the Well Formedness Rules of GTTM (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 

2010) and Temperley (2004) – specifically, melodic arch with a tendency to descend at the end of a 

phrase. 

I then set about working on the tonality and tonal gradient. My intent was to walk the line between 

too tonal, which might be boring, and too atonal, which might not appeal to a mainstream audience. 

My workflow in this first example was rhythm first, then melodic contour, then harmony. Having put 

each of those in place, I chose to re-do the melodic contour, which resulted in a more atonal melody 

than desired, leading to re-doing the tonality controls. All of this can be seen in the video recording. 

Result 

Notwithstanding some later, discarded, changes (refer to video), the entire melody generation 

process took only a few minutes. The MusicXML notation file is printed in full in Appendix A under 

the title Afternoon in Sliders. I chose to use the version of the melody starting on the upbeat to bar 

104. It was straightforward to copy the melody using notation software, and to use that software to 

tidy up the notation – for example to change the ‘A sharp’ chords to ‘B flat’ in keeping with the key 

signature. The selected and tidied-up generated melody appears below. 

 

The generated melody can be used as a starting point for writing. As discussed in section 5.4.1, 

CompAssist generates in a legato style: there are no rests. It is up to the human to adapt and adjust 

the generated melody to taste. 
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In the case of Afternoon in Sliders, I played through it a few times on the piano and was generally 

quite happy with the melody. There were three specific areas in which I chose to make changes. The 

first was the addition of rests. The second was the removal of some repeated notes. The third area 

was a tonal adjustment at the chord change to B-flat minor on the first beat of bar 4. Basic jazz 

theory would require the D in the melody to become a D-flat to match the chord change. This points 

to a timing issue in the algorithm which is discussed in greater detail in section 7.3.10 below. 

After making some adjustments by hand as described above, the final melody appears below. 

 

As the melody writer, I personally find this melody to be entirely satisfactory. It reflects my intent. 

The last three bars (from the A-flat chord to the end) are particularly pleasing to me, and I am not 

sure that I would have come up with that specific melody on my own without CompAssist. 

7.2. Second demonstration piece: Rhythm Changes 

The second demonstration piece is a more ambitious 32-bar melody generated on the chords of I 

Got Rhythm by George Gershwin. The chord chart text file, titled Rhythm.txt, is reproduced here for 

reference: 

% Rhythm Changes 
 

timesig = 4/4 
key = Bb 

 
BbMaj G7 | Cm7   F7  | Dm7     Gm7    | Cm7   F7 | 
Fm7  Bb7 | EbMaj Ab7 | Dm7 Gm7 Cm7 F7 | BbMaj F7 | 
BbMaj G7 | Cm7   F7  | Dm7     Gm7    | Cm7   F7 | 
Fm7  Bb7 | EbMaj Ab7 | Dm7 Gm7 Cm7 F7 | BbMaj    | 
D7       | D7        | G7             | G7       | 
C7       | C7        | F7             | F7       | 
BbMaj G7 | Cm7   F7  | Dm7     Gm7    | Cm7   F7 | 
Fm7  Bb7 | EbMaj Ab7 | Dm7 Gm7 Cm7 F7 | BbMaj    | 
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A video can be viewed on YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PaAQ K-VP4o . Again, 

the reader is advised that the YouTube closed caption subtitles (CC) provide some descriptive notes. 

Intent and Workflow 

My intent was to use my own artistic taste and judgment to generate an interesting and pleasant 

melody. This intent was fundamentally the same as my typical intent when soloing during a 

performance. 

Workflow differed from the first example, in which the melody was rhythmically driven. This time 

there was no such drive. I started by roughing in a melodic contour to have something to work with. 

I also took the opportunity to adjust the harmonic settings to a pleasing baseline. 

With a melodic contour in place, I focused entirely on rhythm for the second run. I experienced a 

reasonably good connection between musical intent and musical outcome, which is to say I found it 

fairly easy to get the rhythm I was looking for. 

After two runs there was a good rhythm and a satisfactory level of tonality. The melody seemed to 

need further work. Prior experience with CompAssist had given me a sense for how smooth and 

subtle the manipulations of the melody control can be. I aimed to explore the pitch range using 

generally smooth arcs, with many small movements to reduce the number of repeat notes. By the 

end of the third run, I was satisfied with both the rhythm and the melodic contour. 

I felt that the melody could be made more interesting by adjusting the tonality to add some out-of-

scale (atonal) notes. By relying mostly on the tonal gradient control, it was possible to place most of 

the atonal notes on the “off” beats where they would have the effect of passing notes. My decision 

to incorporate some atonal notes was an artistic choice that I made with the intent of producing a 

more interesting and contemporary melody, even if it involved some risk of reduced palatability to 

some more traditional listeners. 

Result 

The melody was generated over four run-throughs in about four and a half minutes. The MusicXML 

notation is printed in full in Appendix A under the title Rhythm on the Fly. I chose to use the version 

of the melody starting at bar 128, which is the final run-through, shown below after tidying up in the 

notation software. 
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Using the generated melody as a starting point, the first changes were again the addition of some 

rests and the removal of some repeated notes. To my taste, some repeated notes worked well while 

others did not. As with the earlier Afternoon in Sliders, some tonal adjustments were needed where 

the algorithm had exhibited a timing issue which is discussed in section 7.3.10. Additionally, I had 

some minor opinion changes in relation to the amount of dissonance in a few places, and manually 
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adjusted a small number of notes to reflect more consonant choices in those places. The final 

composed melody is shown below. 

 
Personally, as the writer, I find this melody mostly pleasing and satisfactory. I generally like the feel, 

flow and harmonies throughout, although there are a couple of places where I find myself vacillating 

in my opinion about some dissonances. The most notable example of this occurs in bar 11 with the 
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D-flat: this faithfully represents the choices I made during melody generation, as an intentionally 

dissonant passing note to add interest and create some tension, but I experience mixed feelings 

about this choice after the fact. Even so, I am satisfied overall with this melody: I believe it would 

stand up quite well as a jazz solo, which is my personal subjective measuring stick. 

7.3. The User Experience 

I found the experience of melody writing with CompAssist to be one of “playing” the MIDI controller. 

My experiences of live light blues performances have involved a large amount of improvisation on 

the keyboard. I generally considered my improvisations to be most successful when I was fully 

immersed in the music. At its best, I seemed to be able to play my musical thoughts directly on the 

keyboard with seemingly little thought or effort: something of a Flow State (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). 

I hoped that CompAssist would invite and support a similar creative immersion. In my 

experimentation I tried to concentrate on my desired melody and enter a state of mind similar to 

that of improvisation. Overall I would say that the algorithm and interface did support a level of 

immersion, and there were times when my musical intent seemed to be realised through the tool 

with relative ease. However, there were also some usability issues which could be addressed to 

further improve the user experience. 

The first issue is the distraction of process. Distracting processes included actions such as 

manipulating the slider memory buttons, keeping track of which slider is which, and generally trying 

to keep mentally on top of the process. The distraction and mental workload did decrease with 

experience, which suggests that higher levels of immersion may become easier to achieve over time. 

The second issue was with the gestures on the sliders. While there were times of flow where the 

slider became an almost transparent tool, this was the exception rather than the rule. The human-

machine interface could be designed to be more physically engaging, and more forgiving of very 

small movements that may be unintentional or imprecise.  

The third issue was the slider memory alignment with the chord chart. Because slider memory was 

programmed to record for an entire run through, I felt some cognitive overload at the end of each 

run through as I tried to finish working one slider an immediately move to another. In the video 

examples this was done reasonably successfully. But many practice runs were less successful. The 

issue was that the recording of one slider ends at the same moment that the recording of the next 

slider begins: there is no gap. A buffer of a bar or two would allow time for the user to collect their 

thoughts before starting on the new slider. 
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7.3.10. Timing Issue Causing Voice Lagging 

The current implementation of the algorithm exhibits a timing issue which causes some notes to be 

harmonically aligned with the previous chord, rather than the current chord. An example occurs at 

the beginning of bar 13 of Rhythm on the Fly (as generated), where an A-natural occurs. This note is 

circled in the extract below. Note the key signature is B-flat Major (two flats): 

 

According to basic jazz modal theory, the “correct” note choice would be A-flat to reflect the change 

of chord from F7 to Fm. A-flat is the minor third of the Fm chord. This apparent error by the 

algorithm was of sufficient concern to motivate a forensic study using the video recording which 

showed the control slider positions during the melody generation. 

Figure 43 below shows the slider positions at the last video frame before the onset of bar 13 beat 1, 

indicating the parameter settings at the moment that the A-natural was selected. 

 
Figure 43 - slider positions at the generation of the A natural 

A deep dive into the settings and their implications found nothing to explain the selection of the A-

natural. The programming of the algorithm was such that the A flat ought to have been selected. 

So what happened? The answer relates to the way in which the algorithm is executed. Early versions 

of the algorithm occasionally suffered from meter interruptions as the algorithm worked its way 
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through all of its tasks. These meter interruptions were sufficiently problematic that I introduced 

threading at several places in the code. The main timekeeping function runs on its own thread. The 

Player code runs on its own thread. When there is a change of chord, a significant portion of the new 

chord processing runs on its own thread. 

As a result of this threading approach, the timekeeping function and the Player continue to move 

forward through their operations even while the new chord processing steps are being executed. 

This creates the possibility for the player to perform its harmony-related processes before the 

notepool (modal scale) is updated from a new chord. This is likely to be only a matter of 

milliseconds, meaning it is less likely to occur at lower tempo settings, on more powerful computers, 

or with the processing load minimised by not using slider memory. 

Aside from using a more powerful computer or running at a slower tempo, the issue could almost 

certainly be overcome by altering the operation so that the new notepool is prepared in advance of 

the chord change. This is noted as further work. 

7.4. Evaluation Note 

It is tempting to evaluate the performance of the algorithm based on the musical value and 

characteristics of the output. However, such an approach risks missing a key point. CompAssist has 

been designed to be highly flexible within its constraints. It can produce any melodic contour within 

the programmed pitch range limits. It can produce any rhythm that is possible using quaver 

subdivisions. It can produce highly consonant tonalities as easily as highly dissonant ones. All of this 

flexibility is placed under the command of the human user through the control sliders. Therefore, 

the musical value and characteristics of the output are a product of the user manipulations to at 

least as great an extent as to the algorithm. 

To reiterate the discussion in chapter 6, Evaluation Part 1, CompAssist’s purpose is to co-create 

novel and valuable melodies under the control of a human user. Setting aside the “voice lagging” 

issue for now, the melody successfully demonstrated that it can fulfil this purpose, albeit with a 

number of potential improvement areas which will be discussed in chapter 8.1 Further Work. 
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8. Summary 

CompAssist is a melody writing assistant that operates in real time and responds harmonically to a 

chord chart. Version 1.0 has been realised in the Jython Environment for Music (JEM) using 

procedural programming, creating a system whose operation is entirely deterministic. CompAssist’s 

characteristic feature is the interactive control parameters that are made available to the user via a 

MIDI controller during melody generation. These controls significantly vary the musical 

characteristics of the generated melodic output, creating an environment for co-creation between 

the human artist and the machine assistant. Immediate acoustic feedback is provided to the user via 

a MIDI output, and a notation file of the generated melodies is saved as a record. 

8.1. Further Work Part 1 – the algorithm 

Further work can be classified into three groups: fixes, improvements, and expansions. 

8.1.1. Fixes 

The ‘voice lagging’ issue described in section 7.3.10 stands as the one actual bug that adversely 

affects the algorithm’s musical output. It is a pity that this bug was only detected at a late stage 

during thesis writing, after version 1.0 of the algorithm had been frozen. The manifestation of the 

issue is subtle, in that the occasional discordant note can be passed off in the moment as probably 

being a result of the control parameter settings. Fixing this bug will involve some timing changes in 

the algorithm. 

One of CompAssist’s major limitations is seen in its rhythms: generation is limited to quaver 

subdivisions. As discussed in section 5.4.2, extending the schema to allow more complex rhythm 

generation would be relatively trivial in principle but may involve a significant amount of 

programming effort. 

8.1.2. Improvements 

A number of improvements have suggested themselves through reflective use of CompAssist and 

through comparative use of other similar software. One such improvement is drop-in editing of the 

slider memory to allow the user to re-record a slider for a portion of a run through rather than a 

whole top-to-bottom run through. Another improvement is the addition of a control parameter that 

can suppress repeated notes by preventing the algorithm from selecting a next note with the same 

pitch as the previous note. This would provide a way for a user who feels strongly against repeated 

notes to ensure that they are not generated by the algorithm. Finally, the appearance of the 

graphical user interface (GUI) could be improved, noting that the current GUI was implemented 

within the constraints of the Jython Environment for Music and with a focus on functionality. 
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8.1.3. Expansions 

Separate from improvements, expansions are changes that use the existing algorithm as a starting 

point to extend functionality into new territory. 

Ability to specify number of syllables 

Melody writing for a jazz solo is unconstrained by syllable count. This contrasts with melody writing 

for a song, where the melodic rhythm needs to match with the words. CompAssist’s underlying 

algorithm provides rhythmic controls that could be extended to allow the user to specify the desired 

number of syllables. Such an extension would provide a utility that is more applicable to song writers 

in comparison to the current implementation. 

Implementation in other programming environments 

There is nothing in the algorithm’s principles or processes to limit its application to the JEM 

environment. Section 5 of this thesis provides a detailed description of the workings of the 

algorithm. Additionally, all of the Python code is fully disclosed by publication on GitHub at 

https://github.com/Dan-field/Jazz. Ideas, parts, or the whole of this algorithm could be taken and 

implemented in other environments. 

Pedagogical version 

The algorithm’s ability to alter its behaviour in relation to specific musical characteristics – for 

example, consonance/dissonance – lends it to potential application in the classroom as an aid to ear 

training. A simplified version of the algorithm could be developed to accept some kind of harmonic 

input – such as a chord symbol or a chord played on a MIDI keyboard – and provide granular control 

over the consonance/dissonance of either a generated note sequence, or a quantisation of a 

melodic input played by the user. 

Expansion of scales and tunings 

Musical breadth could be expanded beyond the modal scales by implementing other scale types. 

Candidate scales could include non-modal five-note or six-note scales such as the Pentatonic scale or 

the Whole Tone scale; Blues scales, Be-Bop scales, scales built on the diminished chord, etc. Looking 

outside of traditional jazz and be-bop, there are dozens of potential candidate scales including 

Acoustic, Enigmatic, Persian, Tritone, and western scales derived from Koto tunings, to name a few. 

Musical breadth could be further expanded with the use of microtonal MIDI to achieve tunings and 

tonalities other than equal-tempered. This would open up numerous tunings of Western scales that 

are not equal tempered, as well as innumerable non-Western scales that cannot be expressed 

accurately using only the equal-tempered notes of integer MIDI values, and a family of 
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mathematically-derived scales such as equal-tempered scales with an arbitrary number of scale 

degrees (15 tone, 16 tone, etc.). The possibilities become theoretically limitless if variable or 

adaptive tunings are considered. 

8.2. Further Work Part 2 – control automation and AI 

CompAssist’s architecture provides control parameters which could be manipulated in a variety of 

ways. The method of manipulation in version 1.0 is direct control by a human through a user 

interface. Further work could be done to implement alternative and potentially more advanced 

control manipulation techniques. Two directions are identified here: 

Automatic control using parametric paths 

The existing control parameter memory could be expanded to provide automated control. This could 

involve relatively simple schemes such as random walks as described and criticised by Whorley & 

Conklin (2016, Introduction). Or it could involve higher complexity approaches that are algorithms in 

their own right, such as data sonification as described by Bianchi & Manzo (2016, Chapter 12). Or 

artificial intelligence from a neural network that is trained on a corpus of parameter profiles such as 

the example of Gonzaga Videira et al. (2017). 

AI control 

Neural Networks for music generation are typically trained on a corpus of existing music, typically at 

the note event level. In contrast, the architecture of CompAssist provides the possibility of training 

on the control parameter level. With appropriate sample preparation, a neural network could be 

trained with parametric choice sequences or parametric paths. This higher-order approach – coding 

the parametric paths rather than the individual note events – would decrease the overhead on the 

neural network by eliminating the need for it to self-organise its own harmonic rules. This would, in 

turn, allow for a smaller-dimensioned neural network. 

Any attempt at AI control might be limited by the lack of a corpus of samples from which the AI 

could learn. This suggests that a supervised learning technique may be preferable. Alternatively, a 

corpus could be developed by making dozens or hundreds of recordings of control parameter inputs 

from runs that are considered “successful”. Another possible approach is to reverse engineer a 

corpus of jazz solos to determine what the control parameters “would have been”, and to use the 

reverse-engineered control parameters as a corpus for AI training. This is easier said than done, 

since in many cases there may be more than one combination of control parameters that would 

generate the required notes. This problem could perhaps be overcome by creating a priority order of 
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control parameters, or by giving some parameters a preferred or home position from which they 

should only be moved if absolutely necessary. 

In principle, adapting this algorithm for AI control is not technically difficult. The algorithm already 

has an input interface which accepts control parameter values, and an output interface which sends 

MIDI note onset events in real time. If an AI controller were to require other internal values such as 

chord information or timing information, the code could be adapted to provide the required data. 

8.3. Limitations of the Study 

Developing this system necessarily involved instantiating the abstract into something concrete. 

What started as a question and a loose collection of thoughts eventually became a real thing that 

can be analysed and dissected, and which has characteristic strengths and weaknesses. Observed 

weaknesses may reflect limitations in this specific implementation of the algorithm, or in the process 

of study and development. 

The first of these limitations relates to the user interface. The project focused predominantly on the 

algorithm itself: the UI was always just a functional prototype. In considering CompAssist and what 

we can learn from it, allowance must be made for the rudimentary nature of the UI. If a user 

experiences difficulties, for example moments of excessively high workload, we need to consider 

whether this reflects on the algorithm as a whole, or merely on the rather basic UI that is in place at 

version 1.0. 

The algorithm’s internal limitations are documented in this thesis: its rhythmic capability does not 

extend beyond the quaver. It operates using only the integer MIDI numbers and, therefore, standard 

Western equal-tempered tuning. The harmonic rules have been developed with tonal assumptions 

that are rooted in modal scales. These limitations exist within CompAssist version 1.0 as one specific 

instantiation of the overall architectural concept and algorithmic approach. The same concept and 

approach could be implemented differently to overcome these limitations, while perhaps 

introducing others. 

Finally, the time-bound nature of this project imposed practical limitations on the amount of effort 

and attention to detail that could be committed. While numerous rounds of exploration and 

experimentation were integral to the project, and several related topics were investigated at depth 

in background reading, time inevitably caught up and lines had to be drawn. Important decisions had 

to be locked in. Lines of enquiry had to be rationalised.  In an ideal world, every effort would have 

been made to approach perfection. However, this project is limited to best reasonable efforts. 
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8.4. Major Findings and Contribution 

Contemporary research into music-generating algorithms tends to focus on Artificial Intelligence 

techniques. In contrast, this study eschews AI and revives older techniques to produce what is 

essentially a rule-based system. A primary contribution of this study is to show that even a rule-

based system can offer great variety of output through the use of variable control parameters. 

Further, this flexible rule-based system provides interfaces through which it could be controlled by 

an AI, as potential further work. 

This study explored various control parameter schemes. It ultimately discarded a complex scheme 

that was inspired by Schenkerian Analysis and Bayes’ Theorem, due to poor usability. The study 

found success with a relatively simple control scheme that offers six sliders to the user: two to 

control melodic contour, two to control rhythm, and two to control tonality. A slider memory allows 

the user to focus on one or two sliders at a time, rather than manipulating all at once. 

This project contributes a new control scheme for tonality where the user controls tonal baseline 

and tonal gradient. These controls use as their tonal reference the modal scales applicable to the 

current chord and key combination. The tonal gradient further takes into account the beat level. This 

tonal control scheme was implemented successfully and its use is demonstrated in videos supporting 

this thesis. 

This study explored reductionism vs holism in the generation of musical content. The project 

experimented with intermediate layers that bind the musical elements together to create a more 

cohesive whole, even when generated separately in a reductionist system. This intermediate layer 

was attempted first as a generative grammar producing phrase strings of strong and weak syllables. 

It was also attempted as an Urlinie (fundamental line) based on Schenkerian analysis. These schemes 

were both discarded for a much simpler implementation which uses the beat level as a common 

point of reference to connect the rhythmic and the tonal generation. 
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Appendix A Notated Melodies from Demos 
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Appendix B Complete Python Code 

B.1 Main Program, v1-00.py 
# this version 1.00 is the "for release" version for the Masters thesis 
 
from HarmonicStructure import * 
from MIDIInput import * 
from NoteSender import * 
from MusicXMLWriter import * 
from Player import * 
from time import sleep 
 
CHORD_CHART = "Rhythm.txt" 
DISPLAY_SCALE = 1.0 #1.0 recommended for regular PC, 2.2 recommended for 'Surface' device 
 
NS = NoteSender() 
XW = MusicXMLWriter() 
LS = HarmonicStructure(CHORD_CHART, DISPLAY_SCALE) 
PP = Player() 
MI = MIDIInput(DISPLAY_SCALE) 
MI.setLeadSheetReference(LS) 
MI.setXMLWriterReference(XW) 
MI.setPlayerReference(PP) 
MI.setNoteSenderReference(NS) 
LS.setPlayerReference(PP) 
LS.setMIDIInputReference(MI) 
NS.setXMLWriterReference(XW) 
NS.setPlayerReference(PP) 
PP.setNoteSenderReference(NS) 
PP.setLeadSheetReference(LS) 
PP.setMIDIInputReference(MI) 
XW.startPart() 
MI.startTimer() 

B.2 HarmonicStructure.py 
############################################################### 
# Harmonic Structure class by Daniel Field                    # 
# derived from earlier 'LeadSheet' class                      # 
# contains functions to be used in the improviser             # 
# check out www.github.com/dan-field/jazz for info and rights # 
############################################################### 
 
# This class is intended to perform the functions described as 
# 'harmonic structure', namely: 
# - to read in a chord chart and perform key analysis on it 
# - to read in a chord+key chart (without performing key analysis) 
# - to provide a means for direct entry of chord/key or notepools 
# - to provide an OSC pipe for notepools 
 
from string import * 
from gui import * 
from guicontrols import * 
 
class HarmonicStructure: 
   def __init__(self, textFile=None, DS=1.0): 
      """Initialises a HarmonicStructure object""" 
      # set up the class variables 
      self.PP = None # placeholder for Player reference 
      self.MI = None # placeholder for MIDIInput reference 
      self.DS = DS # DISPLAY SCALE 
      self.defaultBeatsPerBar = 4 # used if the text file has no timesig 
      self.ticksPerBar = 48 
      self.accompany = False # used to signal the Player to accompany on 'tap' 
      self.thisTick = 0 
      self.thisBeat = 0 
      self.thisBar = 0 
      self.tickTimer = Timer(0, self.TickInternal, [], False) 
      self.chordBases = [] # for the chord base's MIDI number 
      self.chordTypes = [] # to be one of 'Maj', 'min', 'Dom', 'dim', 'mb5' (note: mb5 is 'half 

diminished') 
      self.chordExtns = [] # any leftover information from the chord symbol 
      self.keyBases0 = [] # the key's MIDI number for the key read from the text file 
      self.keyBases1 = [] # the key's MIDI number for option 1: single key as analysed 
      self.keyBases2 = [] # the key's MIDI number for option 2: analysed key with ii-V modulations 
      self.keyBases3 = [] # the key's MIDI number for option 3: analysed key with ii-V-I modulations 
      self.keyBases4 = [] # the key's MIDI number for option 4: analysed key with ii-V and ii-V-I 

modulations 
      self.keyTypes0 = [] # 'Maj' or 'min' for the key read from the text file 
      self.keyTypes1 = [] # 'Maj' or 'min' for options 1 and 2 
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      self.keyTypes2 = [] # 'Maj' or 'min' for options 3 and 4 
      self.I_singleKey = [] # locations of 'I' chords in the analysed single key 
      self.keyBaseManual = -1 
      self.keyTypeManual = "" 
      self.thisKeyBase = -1 
      self.thisKeyType = "" 
      self.keyMode = 0 # 0 = no key, 1 = manual, 2 = from file, 3 = analysis0, 4 = analysis1, 5 = 

analysis2, 6 = analysis3 
      # set up the array of scale choices for major and minor keys: top level lists correspond to the root 

positions 0-11 
      # second level lists correspond to the five basic chord types in the order Maj, min, Dom, dim, mb5 
      # bottom level is 'old school', 'new school' 
      self.majorKeyScaleGrid =[\ 
      [['ionian', 'lydian'],       ['dorian', 'minor_major'], ['mixolydian', 'lydian_dominant'], 

['diminished2', 'diminished'], ['locrian9', 'locrian']],\ 
      [['ionian', 'melodic6'],    ['dorian', 'melodic_major3'],['mixolydian', 'altered'],        

['diminished2', 'diminished2'],['locrian', 'locrian']],\ 
      [['ionian', 'lydian'],       ['dorian', 'dorian'],       ['mixolydian', 'mixolydian'],     

['diminished', 'diminished'],  ['locrian9', 'locrian9']],\ 
      [['lydian', 'lydian'],       ['dorian', 'melodic4'],     ['mixolydian', 'altered'],        

['diminished2', 'diminished2'],['locrian', 'locrian']],\ 
      [['ionian', 'melodic_major'],['phrygian', 'phrygian'],   ['melodic5', 'melodic5'],         

['diminished2', 'diminished2'],['locrian', 'locrian']],\ 
      [['lydian', 'lydian'],       ['dorian', 'melodic4'],    ['mixolydian', 'lydian_dominant'], 

['diminished', 'diminished2'], ['locrian9', 'locrian9']],\ 
      [['lydian', 'lydian'],       ['phrygian', 'melodic4'],   ['mixolydian', 'altered'],        

['diminished', 'diminished'],  ['locrian', 'locrian']],\ 
      [['ionian', 'lydian'],       ['dorian', 'melodic4'],    ['mixolydian', 'lydian_dominant'], 

['diminished2', 'diminished2'],['locrian9', 'locrian9']],\ 
      [['lydian', 'melodic6'],    ['dorian', 'melodic_major3'],['mixolydian', 'altered'],        

['diminished', 'diminished'],  ['locrian', 'locrian']],\ 
      [['ionian', 'melodic_major'],['aeolian', 'aeolian'],    ['aeolian_major', 

'aeolian_major'],['diminished', 'diminished'],  ['locrian9', 'locrian9']],\ 
      [['lydian', 'lydian'],       ['dorian', 'melodic4'],     ['mixolydian', 'altered'],        

['diminished2', 'diminished2'],['locrian9', 'locrian9']],\ 
      [['ionian', 'melodic_major'],['phrygian', 'phrygian'],   ['melodic5', 'melodic5'],         

['diminished', 'diminished'],  ['locrian', 'locrian']]] 
      self.minorKeyScaleGrid =[\ 
      [['ionian', 'minor_harmonic'],['aeolian', 'minor_melodic'],['minor_harmonic', 

'minor_harmonic'],['diminished', 'diminished'],['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic']],\ 
      [['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic'],['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic'],['minor_harmonic', 

'minor_harmonic'],['diminished2', 'diminished2'],['minor_harmonic', 
'minor_harmonic']],\ 

      [['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic'],['phrygian', 'minor_harmonic'],['minor_harmonic', 
'minor_harmonic'],['diminished', 'diminished2'],['locrian', 'melodic2']],\ 

      [['ionian', 'melodic3'],['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic'],['minor_harmonic', 
'minor_harmonic'],['diminished', 'diminished'],['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic']],\ 

      [['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic'],['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic'],['minor_harmonic', 
'minor_harmonic'],['diminished2', 'melodic7'],['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic']],\ 

      [['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic'],['dorian', 'melodic4'],['minor_harmonic', 
'minor_harmonic'],['diminished', 'diminished2'],['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic']],\ 

      [['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic'],['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic'],['minor_harmonic', 
'minor_harmonic'],['diminished', 'melodic7'],['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic']],\ 

      [['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic'],['aeolian', 'minor_harmonic'],['mixolydian', 
'melodic5'],['diminished2', 'diminished2'],['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic']],\ 

      [['lydian', 'melodic6'],['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic'],['minor_harmonic', 
'minor_harmonic'],['diminished', 'diminished2'],['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic']],\ 

      [['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic'],['phrygian', 'minor_harmonic'],['minor_harmonic', 
'minor_harmonic'],['diminished', 'diminished'],['locrian', 'minor_harmonic']],\ 

      [['ionian', 'minor_harmonic'],['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic'],['mixolydian', 
'minor_harmonic'],['diminished2', 'diminished2'],['minor_harmonic', 
'minor_harmonic']],\ 

      [['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic'],['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic'],['minor_harmonic', 
'minor_harmonic'],['diminished', 'melodic7'],['minor_harmonic', 'minor_harmonic']]] 

      # initialise the GUI 
      self.d = Display("Harmonic Structure", int(800*DS), int(240*DS), int(10*DS), int(10*DS), Color.WHITE) 
      self.label01 = Label("key:                "); 

self.label01.setFont(Font("Verdana",Font.BOLD,int(20*DS))) 
      self.label02 = Label("no key"); self.label02.setFont(Font("Verdana",Font.PLAIN,int(16*DS))) 
      self.label03 = Label("manual entry"); self.label03.setFont(Font("Verdana",Font.PLAIN,int(16*DS))) 
      self.label04 = Label("read from file"); self.label04.setFont(Font("Verdana",Font.PLAIN,int(16*DS))) 
      self.label05 = Label("analysed from file"); 

self.label05.setFont(Font("Verdana",Font.PLAIN,int(16*DS))) 
      self.label06 = Label("with ii-V mods"); self.label06.setFont(Font("Verdana",Font.PLAIN,int(16*DS))) 
      self.label07 = Label("with ii-V-I mods"); self.label07.setFont(Font("Verdana",Font.PLAIN,int(16*DS))) 
      self.label08 = Label("with all mods"); self.label08.setFont(Font("Verdana",Font.PLAIN,int(16*DS))) 
      self.label13 = Label("           "); self.label13.setFont(Font("Verdana",Font.PLAIN,int(16*DS))); 

self.label13.setForegroundColor(Color.BLUE) 
      self.label14 = Label("           "); self.label14.setFont(Font("Verdana",Font.PLAIN,int(16*DS))); 

self.label14.setForegroundColor(Color.BLUE) 
      self.label15 = Label("           "); self.label15.setFont(Font("Verdana",Font.PLAIN,int(16*DS))); 

self.label15.setForegroundColor(Color.BLUE) 
      self.label16 = Label("           "); self.label16.setFont(Font("Verdana",Font.PLAIN,int(16*DS))); 

self.label16.setForegroundColor(Color.BLUE) 
      self.label17 = Label("           "); self.label17.setFont(Font("Verdana",Font.PLAIN,int(16*DS))); 

self.label17.setForegroundColor(Color.BLUE) 
      self.label18 = Label("           "); self.label18.setFont(Font("Verdana",Font.PLAIN,int(16*DS))); 

self.label18.setForegroundColor(Color.BLUE) 
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      self.label41 = Label("chord:                       "); 
self.label41.setFont(Font("Verdana",Font.BOLD,int(20*DS))) 

      self.label71 = Label("beat:       bar:      "); 
self.label71.setFont(Font("Verdana",Font.BOLD,int(20*DS))) 

      self.tf01 = TextField("", 5, self.ManualKeyEntered) 
      self.toggle02 = 

Toggle(int(0*DS),int(0*DS),int(20*DS),int(20*DS),True,self.Toggle02,Color.YELLOW,Color.
LIGHT_GRAY,Color.BLUE,2) 

      self.toggle03 = 
Toggle(int(0*DS),int(0*DS),int(20*DS),int(20*DS),False,self.Toggle03,Color.YELLOW,Color
.LIGHT_GRAY,Color.BLUE,2) 

      self.toggle04 = 
Toggle(int(0*DS),int(0*DS),int(20*DS),int(20*DS),False,self.Toggle04,Color.YELLOW,Color
.LIGHT_GRAY,Color.BLUE,2) 

      self.toggle05 = 
Toggle(int(0*DS),int(0*DS),int(20*DS),int(20*DS),False,self.Toggle05,Color.YELLOW,Color
.LIGHT_GRAY,Color.BLUE,2) 

      self.toggle06 = 
Toggle(int(0*DS),int(0*DS),int(20*DS),int(20*DS),False,self.Toggle06,Color.YELLOW,Color
.LIGHT_GRAY,Color.BLUE,2) 

      self.toggle07 = 
Toggle(int(0*DS),int(0*DS),int(20*DS),int(20*DS),False,self.Toggle07,Color.YELLOW,Color
.LIGHT_GRAY,Color.BLUE,2) 

      self.toggle08 = 
Toggle(int(0*DS),int(0*DS),int(20*DS),int(20*DS),False,self.Toggle08,Color.YELLOW,Color
.LIGHT_GRAY,Color.BLUE,2) 

      if textFile is not None: 
         self.InitiateWithTextFile(textFile) 
         self.BeatsToNextI() 
         self.StartGUI() 
         self.toggle05.setValue(True) # change the key mode to Analysis - single key 
      else: 
         print "No text file specified for HarmonicStructure.\n" 
      #for b in range(len(self.chordBases)): 
      #   for s in range(len(self.chordBases[b])): 
      #      break 
      #      print self.selectScale(self.keyBases1[b][s], self.keyTypes1[b][s], self.chordBases[b][s], 

self.chordTypes[b][s], self.chordExtns[b][s], 'old') 
 
   # ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   #                         Functions for Information Passing 
   # ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
   def setPlayerReference(self, reference): 
      self.PP = reference 
 
   def setMIDIInputReference(self, reference): 
      self.MI = reference 
 
   def sendScale(self): 
      if self.PP is not None: 
         b = self.thisBar 
         n = self.thisBeat 
         self.PP.setScale(self.getScale(self.selectScale(self.keyBases1[b][n], self.keyTypes1[b][n], 

self.chordBases[b][n], self.chordTypes[b][n])), self.chordBases[b][n], 
self.keyBases1[b][n]) 

 
   def sendChord(self, chord_base, chord_type, chord_extn): 
      if self.PP is not None: 
         self.PP.setChord(chord_base, chord_type, chord_extn) 
 
   def PrintKeys(self): 
      # test function: print out the 'keyBases3' list in the terminal window 
      print self.keyBases3 
      print self.keyBases4 
 
   def PrintChords(self): 
      # print out the 'chordBases' list in the terminal window 
      print self.chordBases 
      print self.chordTypes 
 
   def BeatsToNextI(self): 
      # work out how many beats there are until the next I - returns 0 if currently at a I 
      # set up local variables 
      b = self.thisBar # 'b' for 'bar' 
      n = self.thisBeat # 'n' for 'note' 
      b_answer = 0 
      n_answer = 0 
      found = False 
      current_I = self.I_singleKey[b][n] 
      if current_I is False: # we're not currently at I 
         while b < len(self.I_singleKey): # go through the bars, starting at the current bar 
            while n < len(self.I_singleKey[b]): # go through the beats, starting at the current beat 
               if self.I_singleKey[b][n] is True: # the indexed bar & beat has been identified as a I 
                  b_answer = b-self.thisBar-1 # how many more bars on from this one 
                  n_answer = n # beat position in the bar 
                  found = True 
               if found is True: 
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                  break 
               n += 1 
            if found is True: 
               break 
            n = 0 
            b += 1 
      return n_answer+(len(self.chordBases[0])*b_answer) 
 
   def BeatsPerBar(self): 
      return len(self.chordBases[0]) 
 
   def RootOfNextI(self): 
      b = self.thisBar # 'b' for 'bar' 
      n = self.thisBeat # 'n' for 'note' 
      answer = -1 
      found = False 
      current_I = self.I_singleKey[b][n] 
      if current_I is False: # we're not currently at I 
         while b < len(self.I_singleKey): # go through the bars, starting at the current bar 
            while n < len(self.I_singleKey[b]): # go through the beats, starting at the current beat 
               if self.I_singleKey[b][n] is True: # the indexed bar & beat has been identified as a I 
                  answer = self.keyBases1[b][n] 
                  found = True 
               if found is True: 
                  break 
               n += 1 
            if found is True: 
               break 
            n = 0 
            b += 1 
      return answer 
 
   def RootAndTypeOfNextI(self): 
      b = self.thisBar # 'b' for 'bar' 
      n = self.thisBeat # 'n' for 'note' 
      root = -1 
      kind = "" 
      found = False 
      current_I = self.I_singleKey[b][n] 
      if current_I is False: # we're not currently at I 
         while b < len(self.I_singleKey): # go through the bars, starting at the current bar 
            while n < len(self.I_singleKey[b]): # go through the beats, starting at the current beat 
               if self.I_singleKey[b][n] is True: # the indexed bar & beat has been identified as a I 
                  root = self.keyBases1[b][n] 
                  kind = self.keyTypes1[b][n] 
                  found = True 
               if found is True: 
                  break 
               n += 1 
            if found is True: 
               break 
            n = 0 
            b += 1 
      return root, kind 
 
 
   # ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   #                                       GUI 
   # ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   def StartGUI(self): 
      self.d.add(self.label01, int(25*self.DS), int(6*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label02, int(50*self.DS), int(40*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label03, int(50*self.DS), int(60*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label04, int(50*self.DS), int(80*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label05, int(50*self.DS), int(100*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label06, int(50*self.DS), int(120*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label07, int(50*self.DS), int(140*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label08, int(50*self.DS), int(160*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label13, int(230*self.DS), int(60*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label14, int(230*self.DS), int(80*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label15, int(230*self.DS), int(100*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label16, int(230*self.DS), int(120*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label17, int(230*self.DS), int(140*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label18, int(230*self.DS), int(160*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label41, int(230*self.DS), int(6*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label71, int(570*self.DS), int(6*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.tf01, int(170*self.DS), int(60*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.toggle02, int(20*self.DS), int(40*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.toggle03, int(20*self.DS), int(60*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.toggle04, int(20*self.DS), int(80*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.toggle05, int(20*self.DS), int(100*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.toggle06, int(20*self.DS), int(120*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.toggle07, int(20*self.DS), int(140*self.DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.toggle08, int(20*self.DS), int(160*self.DS)) 
      self.label13.setText(self.MIDItoNoteName(self.keyBaseManual)+" "+self.keyTypeManual) 
      self.label14.setText(self.MIDItoNoteName(self.keyBases0[self.thisBar][self.thisBeat])+" 

"+self.keyTypes0[self.thisBar][self.thisBeat]) 
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      self.label15.setText(self.MIDItoNoteName(self.keyBases1[self.thisBar][self.thisBeat])+" 
"+self.keyTypes1[self.thisBar][self.thisBeat]) 

      self.label16.setText(self.MIDItoNoteName(self.keyBases2[self.thisBar][self.thisBeat])+" 
"+self.keyTypes1[self.thisBar][self.thisBeat]) 

      self.label17.setText(self.MIDItoNoteName(self.keyBases3[self.thisBar][self.thisBeat])+" 
"+self.keyTypes2[self.thisBar][self.thisBeat]) 

      self.label18.setText(self.MIDItoNoteName(self.keyBases4[self.thisBar][self.thisBeat])+" 
"+self.keyTypes2[self.thisBar][self.thisBeat]) 

      self.label41.setText("chord: "+self.MIDItoNoteName(self.chordBases[0][0])+" "+self.chordTypes[0][0]+" 
"+self.chordExtns[0][0]) 

   def ManualKeyEntered(self, key): # the user has entered something in the manual key box and pressed 
enter 

      root, kind, c = self.BreakDownChordSymbol(key) 
      if kind in ['Maj', 'min']: 
         self.keyBaseManual = self.NoteNameToMIDI(root) 
         self.keyTypeManual = kind 
         self.label13.setText(self.MIDItoNoteName(self.keyBaseManual)+" "+self.keyTypeManual) 
   def Toggle02(self, newState): # 'no key' has been toggled 
      if newState == True: 
         self.toggle08.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle07.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle06.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle05.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle04.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle03.setValue(False) 
         self.keyMode = 0 
      else: 
         if self.toggle03.getValue() is False and self.toggle04.getValue() is False and\ 
         self.toggle05.getValue() is False and self.toggle06.getValue() is False and\ 
         self.toggle07.getValue() is False and self.toggle08.getValue() is False: 
            self.toggle02.setValue(True) 
   def Toggle03(self, newState): # 'manual' has been toggled 
      if newState == True: 
         self.toggle08.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle07.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle06.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle05.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle04.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle02.setValue(False) 
         self.keyMode = 1 
      else: 
         if self.toggle02.getValue() is False and self.toggle04.getValue() is False and\ 
         self.toggle05.getValue() is False and self.toggle06.getValue() is False and\ 
         self.toggle07.getValue() is False and self.toggle08.getValue() is False: 
            self.toggle02.setValue(True) 
   def Toggle04(self, newState): # 'from file' has been toggled 
      if newState == True: 
         self.toggle08.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle07.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle06.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle05.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle03.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle02.setValue(False) 
         self.keyMode = 2 
      else: 
         if self.toggle02.getValue() is False and self.toggle03.getValue() is False and\ 
         self.toggle05.getValue() is False and self.toggle06.getValue() is False and\ 
         self.toggle07.getValue() is False and self.toggle08.getValue() is False: 
            self.toggle02.setValue(True) 
   def Toggle05(self, newState): # 'analysis - single key' has been toggled 
      if newState == True: 
         self.toggle02.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle03.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle04.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle06.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle07.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle08.setValue(False) 
         self.keyMode = 3 
      else: 
         if self.toggle02.getValue() is False and self.toggle03.getValue() is False and\ 
         self.toggle04.getValue() is False and self.toggle06.getValue() is False and\ 
         self.toggle07.getValue() is False and self.toggle08.getValue() is False: 
            self.toggle02.setValue(True) 
   def Toggle06(self, newState): # 'analysis - with ii-V modulations' has been toggled 
      if newState == True: 
         self.toggle02.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle03.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle04.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle05.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle07.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle08.setValue(False) 
         self.keyMode = 4 
      else: 
         if self.toggle02.getValue() is False and self.toggle03.getValue() is False and\ 
         self.toggle04.getValue() is False and self.toggle05.getValue() is False and\ 
         self.toggle07.getValue() is False and self.toggle08.getValue() is False: 
            self.toggle02.setValue(True) 
   def Toggle07(self, newState): # 'analysis - with ii-V-I modulations' has been toggled 
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      if newState == True: 
         self.toggle02.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle03.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle04.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle05.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle06.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle08.setValue(False) 
         self.keyMode = 5 
      else: 
         if self.toggle02.getValue() is False and self.toggle03.getValue() is False and\ 
         self.toggle04.getValue() is False and self.toggle05.getValue() is False and\ 
         self.toggle06.getValue() is False and self.toggle08.getValue() is False: 
            self.toggle02.setValue(True) 
   def Toggle08(self, newState): # 'analysis - with ii-V and ii-V-I modulations' has been toggled 
      if newState == True: 
         self.toggle02.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle03.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle04.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle05.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle06.setValue(False) 
         self.toggle07.setValue(False) 
         self.keyMode = 6 
      else: 
         if self.toggle02.getValue() is False and self.toggle03.getValue() is False and\ 
         self.toggle04.getValue() is False and self.toggle05.getValue() is False and\ 
         self.toggle06.getValue() is False and self.toggle07.getValue() is False: 
            self.toggle02.setValue(True) 
 
   # ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   #                              Main Control Functions 
   # ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   def InitiateWithTextFile(self, textFile): 
      # set up some temporary variables and read in the text file 
      result, key_from_file = self.ReadChords(textFile) 
      keyBase_from_file = -1 
      keyType_from_file = "" 
      foundKeyInFile = False 
      if key_from_file != "": # a key was read in from the text file 
         keyBase_from_file, keyType_from_file, c = self.BreakDownChordSymbol(key_from_file) 
         keyBase_from_file = self.NoteNameToMIDI(keyBase_from_file) 
         foundKeyInFile = True 
      if result: 
         for bar in result: 
            Ba = [] # set up empty lists for the new bars - list for chord bases 
            Bb = [] # list for chord types 
            Bc = [] # list for chord extensions 
            Bd = [] # list for key bases (if applicable) 
            Be = [] # list for key types (if applicable) 
            for symbol in bar: 
               a, b, c = self.BreakDownChordSymbol(symbol) # a is the chord letter, b is the chord type, c 

is anything left over 
               Ba.append(self.NoteNameToMIDI(a)) # converts the chord letter to a MIDI number (C=0...) 
               Bb.append(b) 
               Bc.append(c) 
               if foundKeyInFile: 
                  Bd.append(keyBase_from_file) 
                  Be.append(keyType_from_file) 
               else: 
                  Bd.append(-1) 
                  Be.append("") 
            self.chordBases.append(Ba) # put the one-bar list into the overall list 
            self.chordTypes.append(Bb) 
            self.chordExtns.append(Bc) 
            self.keyBases0.append(Bd) 
            self.keyTypes0.append(Be) 
 
      # we now have lists of the chord bases, types and extensions from the text file 
      # we need to extract the chord sequence (i.e. every change, rather than a chord per beat) 
      chord_base_sequence, chord_type_sequence, chord_change_index = self.GetChordSequence() 
      # now analyse the sequence for key-related features 
      key, key_type, key2, key3, key4, key_type2 = self.BruteForceAnalysis(chord_base_sequence, 

chord_type_sequence, chord_change_index) 
      print "key from file: "+str(keyBase_from_file)+keyType_from_file 
      print "key from analysis: "+str(key[0])+key_type[0] 
      # re-align these with the beats/bars lists (noting it's currently based on the changes only) 
      # but only if key wasn't identified in the file 
      self.keyBases1, self.keyTypes1 = self.RealignChords(key, key_type, chord_change_index) 
      self.keyBases2, self.keyTypes1 = self.RealignChords(key2, key_type, chord_change_index) 
      self.keyBases3, self.keyTypes2 = self.RealignChords(key3, key_type2, chord_change_index) 
      self.keyBases4, self.keyTypes2 = self.RealignChords(key4, key_type2, chord_change_index) 
      # Now do searches for I chords 
      self.I_singleKey = self.TwoTrue(self.AnalyseSameness(self.chordBases, self.keyBases1), 

self.AnalyseSameness(self.chordTypes, self.keyTypes1)) 
 
      # the Tap function defines the actions to be taken upon receiving a 'tap' signal, 
      # expected to come from a timekeeper. The actions involve advancing the placekeeper 
 
   def Tick(self): 
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      # the Tick function triggers a timer, because this is implemented in Jython as a new thread, 
      # therefore it does not delay the rest of the program 
      # the tickTimer triggers the TickInternal() function 
      self.tickTimer.start() 
      if self.thisTick == self.ticksPerBar-1: 
         if self.thisBar == len(self.keyBases0)-1: 
            if self.thisBeat == self.defaultBeatsPerBar-1: 
               self.MI.Top() 
 
   def TickInternal(self): 
      if self.thisTick < self.ticksPerBar-1: 
         self.thisTick += 1 
      else: 
         self.thisTick = 0 
      self.PP.Tick(self.thisTick) 
      if self.thisTick%12 == 0: # it's a crotchet beat 
         self.Tap() 
      elif self.thisTick%12 == 11: # next tick will be the start of the next beat 
         self.MI.nextZero() 
      elif self.thisTick%12 == 5: # next tick will be the start of the next quaver 
         self.MI.nextQuav() 
 
   def getTickCount(self): 
      return self.thisTick 
 
   def Tap(self): 
      # advance the beat counter 
      if self.thisBeat >= len(self.chordBases[0])-1: # we are at (or beyond) the end of the bar 
         self.thisBeat = 0 
         if self.thisBar >= len(self.chordBases)-1: # we are at (or beyond) the end of the chord chart 
            self.thisBar = 0 # go back to the start of the chord chart 
         else: 
            self.thisBar += 1 # not at the end of the chord chart; advance the bar counter by 1 
      else: 
         self.thisBeat += 1 # not at the end of the bar; advance the beat counter by 1 
      beat = self.thisBeat 
      bar = self.thisBar 
      # send the tap to the Player if required 
      if self.accompany: 
         if beat == 0 or beat == 2: 
            self.PP.playBassAccompaniment(self.chordBases[bar][beat]) 
            self.PP.playAccompaniment(self.chordBases[bar][beat], self.chordTypes[bar][beat]) 
      # update the relevant variables 
      if self.keyMode == 0: # no key 
         self.thisKeyBase = -1; self.thisKeyType = "" 
      elif self.keyMode == 1: # key as entered in the GUI 
         self.thisKeyBase = self.keyBaseManual; self.thisKeyType = self.keyTypeManual 
      elif self.keyMode == 2: # key as read in from text file 
         self.thisKeyBase = self.keyBases0[bar][beat]; self.thisKeyType = self.keyTypes0[bar][beat] 
      elif self.keyMode == 3: # key as read in from text file 
         self.thisKeyBase = self.keyBases1[bar][beat]; self.thisKeyType = self.keyTypes1[bar][beat] 
      elif self.keyMode == 4: # key as read in from text file 
         self.thisKeyBase = self.keyBases2[bar][beat]; self.thisKeyType = self.keyTypes1[bar][beat] 
      elif self.keyMode == 5: # key as read in from text file 
         self.thisKeyBase = self.keyBases3[bar][beat]; self.thisKeyType = self.keyTypes2[bar][beat] 
      elif self.keyMode == 6: # key as read in from text file 
         self.thisKeyBase = self.keyBases4[bar][beat]; self.thisKeyType = self.keyTypes2[bar][beat] 
      # then update the relevant GUI fields 
      self.label71.setText("beat: "+str(beat+1)+"  bar: "+str(bar+1)) 
      self.label41.setText("chord: "+self.MIDItoNoteName(self.chordBases[bar][beat])+" 

"+self.chordTypes[bar][beat]+" "+self.chordExtns[bar][beat]) 
      self.label01.setText("key: "+self.MIDItoNoteName(self.thisKeyBase)+" "+self.thisKeyType) 
      self.label14.setText(self.MIDItoNoteName(self.keyBases0[bar][beat])+" "+self.keyTypes0[bar][beat]) 
      self.label15.setText(self.MIDItoNoteName(self.keyBases1[bar][beat])+" "+self.keyTypes1[bar][beat]) 
      self.label16.setText(self.MIDItoNoteName(self.keyBases2[bar][beat])+" "+self.keyTypes1[bar][beat]) 
      self.label17.setText(self.MIDItoNoteName(self.keyBases3[bar][beat])+" "+self.keyTypes2[bar][beat]) 
      self.label18.setText(self.MIDItoNoteName(self.keyBases4[bar][beat])+" "+self.keyTypes2[bar][beat]) 
      # send the latest chord information to the player 
      self.sendScale() 
      self.sendChord(self.chordBases[bar][beat], self.chordTypes[bar][beat], self.chordExtns[bar][beat]) 
      #-------------self.PP.beat() 
      # if it's the first beat, send a 'new bar' event to the Urlinie (for testing purposes) 
      #if self.thisBeat == 0: 
      #   self.UL.newBar(self.thisBar) 
 
   def CurrentBeat(self): 
      return self.thisBeat 
 
   # ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   #                    Functions for Scale Theory and Chord Type 
   # ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   def selectScale(self, key_base, key_type, chord_base, chord_type, chord_extn=None, school=None): 
      if chord_extn is None: 
         chord_extn = "" 
      # 'school' will be either 'new' or not 'new' 
      # set up container for the result 
      scale_choice = "" # 
      # convert the chord type into an index number 
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      chord_number = 0 
      if chord_type == 'Maj': 
         chord_number = 0 
      elif chord_type == 'min': 
         chord_number = 1 
      elif chord_type == 'Dom': 
         chord_number = 2 
      elif chord_type == 'dim': 
         chord_number = 3 
      elif chord_type == 'mb5': 
         chord_number = 4 
      # convert the school type into an index number 
      school_number = 0 
      if school == 'new': 
         school_number = 1 
      # ensure chord_base is in the range 0-11 
      chord_base = int(chord_base)%12 
      # key_base outside of the 0-11 range, or key_type != Maj/min, indicates no particular key or unknown 

key 
      if key_base >= 0 and key_base < 12 and key_type in ['Maj', 'min']: # we do have key information 
         key_base = int(key_base) # just making sure - we already know it's in the 0-11 range but it might 

be a float 
         root_position = chord_base - key_base # interval between key and chord in semitones 
         if root_position < 0: 
            root_position += 12 # make sure it's in the range 0-11 
         elif root_position > 11: 
            root_position -= 12 
         if key_type == 'Maj': # pick the scale out of the major key/scale grid 
            scale_choice = self.majorKeyScaleGrid[root_position][chord_number][school_number] 
         elif key_type == 'min': 
            scale_choice = self.minorKeyScaleGrid[root_position][chord_number][school_number] 
         return scale_choice 
   def getScale(self, scale_name=None): 
      # this function gives the degrees of the scale starting with tonic = 0 
      # in each case, the 3-7 can be found by taking the 3rd and 7th degree in the list 
      # (that is, index 0 and 6); this works naturally with every scale except for 
      # the major blues, which has been arranged such as to achieve this 
      if scale_name == 'ionian': 
         return [0, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11] 
      elif scale_name == 'dorian': 
         return [0, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10] 
      elif scale_name == 'phrygian': 
         return [0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10] 
      elif scale_name == 'lydian': 
         return [0, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11] 
      elif scale_name == 'mixolydian': 
         return [0, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10] 
      elif scale_name == 'aeolian': 
         return [0, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10] 
      elif scale_name == 'locrian': 
         return [0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10] 
      elif scale_name == 'locrian9': 
         return [0, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10] 
      elif scale_name == 'minor_harmonic': 
         return [0, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11] 
      elif scale_name == 'minor_melodic': 
         return [0, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11] 
      elif scale_name == 'aeolian_major': 
         return [0, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10] 
      elif scale_name == 'diminished': 
         return [0, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11] 
      elif scale_name == 'diminished2': 
         return [0, 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10] 
      elif scale_name == 'lydian_dominant': 
         return [0, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10] 
      elif scale_name == 'minor_major': 
         return [0, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11] 
      elif scale_name == 'melodic_major': 
         return [0, 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11] 
      elif scale_name == 'melodic_major3': 
         return [0, 1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10] 
      elif scale_name == 'blues': 
         return [0, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10] 
      elif scale_name == 'blues_major': 
         return [0, 3, 4, 7, 9, 12, 14] 
      elif scale_name == 'melodic7': 
         return [0, 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9] 
      elif scale_name == 'melodic6': 
         return [0, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11] 
      elif scale_name == 'melodic5': 
         return [0, 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10] 
      elif scale_name == 'melodic4': 
         return [0, 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10] 
      elif scale_name == 'melodic3': 
         return [0, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11] 
      elif scale_name == 'melodic2': 
         return [0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10] 
      elif scale_name == 'altered': 
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         return [0, 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10] 
      else: 
         return [] 
 
   # ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   #                            Functions for Key Analysis 
   # ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      # the FlattenListOfLists function takes the "bars with beats" structure and flattens 
      # it to just have the beats with no bars 
   def FlattenListOfLists(self, listOfLists): 
      return [item for sublist in listOfLists for item in sublist] 
 
 
      # the GetChordSequence function accesses the Class variables that hold the lists of 
      # chords (at every beat of every bar) and breaks it down to just the chord sequence 
      # without any beat-by-beat repeats 
   def GetChordSequence(self): 
      bases_flat = self.FlattenListOfLists(self.chordBases) 
      types_flat = self.FlattenListOfLists(self.chordTypes) 
      chord_base_sequence = [] 
      chord_type_sequence = [] 
      chord_change_index = [] 
      this_base = -1 
      this_type = "" 
      for i in range(len(bases_flat)): 
         if bases_flat[i] != this_base or types_flat[i] != this_type: 
            chord_base_sequence.append(bases_flat[i]) 
            chord_type_sequence.append(types_flat[i]) 
            chord_change_index.append(i) 
            this_base = bases_flat[i] 
            this_type = types_flat[i] 
      return chord_base_sequence, chord_type_sequence, chord_change_index 
 
      # the RealignChords function takes a list that currently aligns with the chord changes, 
      # and constructs a beat-by-beat list of lists (i.e. beats in bars), using the change 
      # indexes to determine the placement of the changes. 
   def RealignChords(self, key_list, type_list, change_indexes): 
      change_indexes.append(len(self.FlattenListOfLists(self.chordBases))+1) 
      aligned_bases = [] 
      aligned_types = [] 
      counter = 0 
      index = 0 
      for bar in self.chordBases: 
         these_bases = [] 
         these_types = [] 
         for beat in bar: 
            if counter < change_indexes[index+1]: 
               these_bases.append(key_list[index]) 
               these_types.append(type_list[index]) 
            else: 
               index += 1 
               these_bases.append(key_list[index]) 
               these_types.append(type_list[index]) 
            counter += 1 
         aligned_bases.append(these_bases) 
         aligned_types.append(these_types) 
      return aligned_bases, aligned_types 
 
      # the BruteForceAnalysis function tries every major and minor key to see which one 
      # appears to be the best match for the given chord sequence; it initially selects a single 
      # key for the whole chord sequence. It then searches for instances of ii-V and ii-V-I sequences - 
      # limited to cases where the V is dominant - and it treats them as modulations 
      # it returns several versions of the key map: 
      # 1. single key for whole chord chart 
      # 2. key base changes for ii-V sequences 
      # 3. key base and type changes for ii-V-I sequences 
      # 4. version 3 plus version 2 (where the ii-V's are not ii-V-I's) 
   def BruteForceAnalysis(self, chord_base_sequence, chord_type_sequence, chord_change_index): 
      # Try all major keys using common major modal theory 
      all_key_roles = [] 
      for keyNo in range(12): 
         print keyNo 
         this_key_roles = [] 
         for i in range(len(chord_base_sequence)): 
            chromatic_degree = chord_base_sequence[i]-keyNo 
            if chromatic_degree < 0: 
               chromatic_degree += 12 
            if chromatic_degree > 11: 
               chromatic_degree -= 12 
            if chord_type_sequence[i] == 'Maj': 
               if chromatic_degree == 0: 
                  this_key_roles.append(1) 
                  print "got one on key "+str(keyNo)+" chord "+str(i) 
               elif chromatic_degree == 5: 
                  this_key_roles.append(4) 
               else: 
                  this_key_roles.append(0) 
            elif chord_type_sequence[i] == 'min': 
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               if chromatic_degree == 2: 
                  this_key_roles.append(2) 
               elif chromatic_degree == 4: 
                  this_key_roles.append(3) 
               elif chromatic_degree == 9: 
                  this_key_roles.append(6) 
               else: 
                  this_key_roles.append(0) 
            elif chord_type_sequence[i] == 'Dom': 
               if chromatic_degree == 7: 
                  this_key_roles.append(5) 
               else: 
                  this_key_roles.append(0) 
            elif chord_type_sequence[i] == 'mb5': 
               if chromatic_degree == 11: 
                  this_key_roles.append(7) 
               else: 
                  this_key_roles.append(0) 
            else: 
               this_key_roles.append(0) 
         print this_key_roles 
         all_key_roles.append(this_key_roles) 
      # Try all harmonic minor modes 
      for keyNo in range(12): 
         this_key_roles = [] 
         for i in range(len(chord_base_sequence)): 
            chromatic_degree = chord_base_sequence[i]-keyNo 
            if chromatic_degree < 0: 
               chromatic_degree += 12 
            if chromatic_degree > 11: 
               chromatic_degree -= 12 
            if chord_type_sequence[i] == 'min': 
               if chromatic_degree == 0: 
                  this_key_roles.append(1) 
               elif chromatic_degree == 5: 
                  this_key_roles.append(4) 
               else: 
                  this_key_roles.append(0) 
            elif chord_type_sequence[i] == 'Maj': 
               if chromatic_degree == 3: 
                  this_key_roles.append(3) 
               elif chromatic_degree == 8: 
                  this_key_roles.append(6) 
               else: 
                  this_key_roles.append(0) 
            elif chord_type_sequence[i] == 'Dom': 
               if chromatic_degree == 7: 
                  this_key_roles.append(5) 
               else: 
                  this_key_roles.append(0) 
            elif chord_type_sequence[i] == 'mb5': 
               if chromatic_degree == 2: 
                  this_key_roles.append(2) 
               else: 
                  this_key_roles.append(0) 
            elif chord_type_sequence[i] == 'dim': 
               if chromatic_degree == 11: 
                  this_key_roles.append(7) 
               else: 
                  this_key_roles.append(0) 
            else: 
               this_key_roles.append(0) 
         all_key_roles.append(this_key_roles) 
      # now tally the resulting hits 
      count = [] 
      Is = [] 
      Vs = [] 
      V_indexes = [] 
      for k in range(len(all_key_roles)): 
         chord_count = 0 
         I_count = 0 
         V_count = 0 
         V_indexes_this_key = [] 
         for e in range(len(all_key_roles[k])): 
            if all_key_roles[k][e] != 0: 
               chord_count += 1 
               if all_key_roles[k][e] == 1: 
                  I_count += 1 
               elif all_key_roles[k][e] == 5: 
                  V_count += 1 
                  V_indexes_this_key.append(e) 
         count.append(chord_count) 
         Is.append(I_count) 
         Vs.append(V_count) 
         V_indexes.append(V_indexes_this_key) 
      # we have the number of chords consistent with each key, as well as the number of I's and V's 
      # we also have the indexes of all V chords 
      # check which V's are part of a ii-V (ii can be any chord type) 
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      iiV_indexes = [] 
      iiVI_indexes = [] 
      iiVI_types = [] 
      for k in range(len(V_indexes)): 
         iiV_indexes_this_key = [] 
         iiVI_indexes_this_key = [] 
         iiVI_types_this_key = [] 
         for i in range(len(V_indexes[k])): 
            if V_indexes[k][i] > 0: # there's a V chord index with at least one chord before it 
               if chord_base_sequence[V_indexes[k][i]] - chord_base_sequence[V_indexes[k][i]-1] in [5, -7]: 

# the previous chord has degree 2 
                  iiV_indexes_this_key.append(V_indexes[k][i]) # save the index of the V 
                  if V_indexes[k][i] < len(chord_base_sequence)-1: # there's at least one chord after the V 

chord 
                     if chord_base_sequence[V_indexes[k][i]] - chord_base_sequence[V_indexes[k][i]+1] in [-

5, 7]: # the next chord has degree 0 
                        iiVI_indexes_this_key.append(V_indexes[k][i]) # save the index of the V 
                        iiVI_types_this_key.append(chord_type_sequence[V_indexes[k][i]+1]) 
         iiV_indexes.append(iiV_indexes_this_key) # all of the V's that are part of a ii-V 
         iiVI_indexes.append(iiVI_indexes_this_key) # all of the V's that are part of a ii-V-I 
         iiVI_types.append(iiVI_types_this_key) # the key of the I where the V is part of a ii-V-I 
         # note that the key choice needs to be constrained to Maj or min, while the type here could be any 

of the 5 chord types 
         # this needs to be taken into account 
 
      # Now create a scoring function of "consistent chords" * ("I's"+"V's") 
      key_scores = [a*(b+c) for a, b, c in zip(count, Is, Vs)] 
      print key_scores 
      print count 
      print Is 
      print Vs 
      max_key_score = max(key_scores) 
      key_result = -1 
      key_result_type = "" 
      for i in range(len(key_scores)): 
         if key_scores[i] == max_key_score: 
            key_result = i 
      if key_result < 12: 
         key_result_type = 'Maj' 
      else: 
         key_result -= 12 
         key_result_type = 'min' 
      # now make lists out of the key and key type (homogeneous, i.e. same key) 
      key_base_sequence = [] 
      key_type_sequence = [] 
      for chord in chord_base_sequence: 
         key_base_sequence.append(key_result) 
         key_type_sequence.append(key_result_type) 
      # now modify the key base sequence to include the ii-V (etc) modulations 
      # first make copies 
      key_base_seq_with_ii_Vs = [] 
      key_base_seq_with_ii_V_Is = [] 
      key_base_seq_with_ii_Vs_and_ii_V_Is = [] 
      for key_base in key_base_sequence: 
         key_base_seq_with_ii_Vs.append(key_base) 
         key_base_seq_with_ii_V_Is.append(key_base) 
         key_base_seq_with_ii_Vs_and_ii_V_Is.append(key_base) 
      key_type_sequence_with_ii_V_Is = [] 
      for key_t in key_type_sequence: 
         key_type_sequence_with_ii_V_Is.append(key_t) 
      # now modify the ii-V's 
      for k in range(len(iiV_indexes[0:12])): # go through the ii-V indexes list key by key, just the 

Majors 
         # (since the ii-V analysis produces the same results for Maj or min) 
         for index in iiV_indexes[k]: 
            key_base_seq_with_ii_Vs[index] = k 
            key_base_seq_with_ii_Vs[index-1] = k 
            key_base_seq_with_ii_Vs_and_ii_V_Is[index] = k 
            key_base_seq_with_ii_Vs_and_ii_V_Is[index-1] = k 
      # now do the same for the ii-V-I modulations, but only if the apparent resulting key is Maj or min 
      for k in range(len(iiVI_indexes[0:12])): 
         for i in range(len(iiVI_indexes[k])): 
            if iiVI_types[k][i] in ['Maj', 'min']: 
               key_base_seq_with_ii_V_Is[iiVI_indexes[k][i]-1] = k 
               key_base_seq_with_ii_V_Is[iiVI_indexes[k][i]] = k 
               key_base_seq_with_ii_V_Is[iiVI_indexes[k][i]+1] = k 
               key_type_sequence_with_ii_V_Is[iiVI_indexes[k][i]-1] = iiVI_types[k][i] 
               key_type_sequence_with_ii_V_Is[iiVI_indexes[k][i]] = iiVI_types[k][i] 
               key_type_sequence_with_ii_V_Is[iiVI_indexes[k][i]+1] = iiVI_types[k][i] 
               key_base_seq_with_ii_Vs_and_ii_V_Is[iiVI_indexes[k][i]+1] = k 
      return key_base_sequence, key_type_sequence, key_base_seq_with_ii_Vs,\ 
      key_base_seq_with_ii_V_Is, key_base_seq_with_ii_Vs_and_ii_V_Is, key_type_sequence_with_ii_V_Is 
 
      # AnalyseSameness goes through two lists with identical structures and marks a 'True' every 
      # beat where they are identical, otherwise 'False'. 
   def AnalyseSameness(self, list1, list2): # list1 and list2 MUST have the same length and structure 
      result = [] # set up a result list 
      for b, bar in enumerate(list1): # go through the bars 
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         this_bar = [] 
         for n, note in enumerate(bar): # for each beat 
            if list2[b][n] == note: # check if the value of list1 matches the value of list2 
               this_bar.append(True) # If yes, mark it True 
            else: 
               this_bar.append(False) # otherwise, False 
         result.append(this_bar) 
      return result 
 
   def TwoTrue(self, list1, list2): # basically the same as AnalyseSameness, except it checks for both 

being 'True' 
      result = [] 
      for b, bar in enumerate(list1): 
         this_bar = [] 
         for n, note in enumerate(bar): 
            if note is True and list2[b][n] is True: 
               this_bar.append(True) 
            else: 
               this_bar.append(False) 
         result.append(this_bar) 
      return result 
 
 
   # ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   #                Functions for Reading In the Chord Chart Text File 
   # ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      # ReadChords is a function to read the chords in from a text file 
      # and store them - one per beat - in bars 
   def ReadChords(self, filename=None): 
      if filename is None: 
         print("Unable to open file, as no file name has been specified\n") 
         return 0 
      else: 
         with open(str(filename)) as f: 
            chords_rough = f.readlines() 
            # now chords_rough is a list where each list element 
            # is a line (as a string) from the file 
         fileElements = [] # create an empty list for the file elements 
         i_beats = 0 # integer to hold the number of beats per bar (if specified) 
         i_beatType = 0 # integer to hold the beat type (if specified) 
         key = "" # string to hold key info from file 
         for line in chords_rough: 
            if line[0] == '%' or line[0] == '#': # first character is '%' or '#' 
               pass # it's a comment line; skip it 
            elif line == []: 
               pass # it's an empty line; skip it 
            elif line[0:3] == "key": # the text file contains a key statement 
               for i in range(len(line)): 
                  if i>2 and lower(line[i]) in "abcdefg": # find the first possible key name letter that's 

not in the word 'key' 
                     key = line[i:].strip() # remove any spaces and newlines from the end 
                     break # don't continue checking; the first instance found is assumed to be the correct 

instance 
            elif line[0:7] == "timesig": # this line specifies the time signature in the form a/b 
               s_beats = "" # the value read from the file will initially be a string 
               s_beatType = "" 
               foundEquals = False 
               foundBeats = False 
               for letter in line: 
                  if foundEquals is True: 
                     if foundBeats is False: 
                        if letter in "0123456789": 
                           s_beats = s_beats+letter 
                        elif letter == "/": 
                           if s_beats != "": 
                              foundBeats = True 
                     elif letter in "0123456789": 
                        s_beatType = s_beatType+letter 
                  elif letter == "=": 
                     foundEquals = True 
               if s_beats != "": 
                  i_beats = int(s_beats) 
               if s_beatType != "": 
                  i_beatType = int(s_beatType) 
               if s_beats == "" and s_beatType == "": 
                  print "-- no time signature found in text file" 
               elif s_beats == "": 
                  print "-- time signature specified in text file has unreadable form" 
               elif s_beatType == "": 
                  print "-- time signature specified in text file has unreadable form" 
               print "time signature from text file: "+str(i_beats)+"/"+str(i_beatType)+"." 
            else: # every other line that's not comment, blank or timesig 
               line = line.split() # break down using whitespace as delimiter 
               for element in line: # now take each element in the 'line' list 
                  fileElements.append(element) # and append it to the 'file elements' list 
         # Now we have a list of all the non-comment, non-timesig elements from the chord chart file. 
         # We're going to put them into bars, one chord per beat 
         if i_beats == 0: # this would be the case if the text file had no timesig 
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            i_beats = self.defaultBeatsPerBar # set the default 
         bars = [] 
         this_bar = [] 
         for element in fileElements: # each element is a single chord or a barline 
            if element == '|': # end of a bar 
               # insert function to spread the chords out one beat per bar 
               # first count the number of chords in the bar; 
               no_of_chords = len(this_bar) 
               this_bar_every_beat = [] 
               # if equal or greater than the number of beats, just take them in order (excess chords will 

be dropped this way) 
               if no_of_chords >= i_beats: 
                  for number in range(i_beats): 
                     this_bar_every_beat.append(this_bar[number]) 
               # otherwise, determine a distribution 
               else: 
                  spacing = float(no_of_chords)/float(i_beats) # this tells us the number of chords per 

beat as a float 
                  for number in range(i_beats): # set up a vector [0, 1, ... ,i_beats-1] 
                     this_bar_every_beat.append(this_bar[int(spacing*number)]) 
               bars.append(this_bar_every_beat) # add existing bar to the list of bars 
               this_bar = [] # start a fresh new bar 
            else: 
               this_bar.append(element) # add the chord to the current bar 
         return bars, key 
 
      # NoteNameToMIDI is a function for converting the note names to MIDI numbers. 
      # It only recognises the names A-G and the symbols # (sharp) and b (flat). 
      # It only recognises basic notes, e.g. Bb or F#; no double-flats or double-sharps. 
      # Capitals / lower case do not matter, as it converts all incoming strings to 'lower'. 
      # The returned MIDI number is in octave zero (C=0, C#=1, D=2, ..., B=11) 
   def NoteNameToMIDI(self, noteName): 
      n = lower(noteName) 
      if n == 'c' or n == 'b#': 
         return 0 
      elif n == 'c#' or n == 'db': 
         return 1 
      elif n == 'd': 
         return 2 
      elif n == 'd#' or n == 'eb': 
         return 3 
      elif n == 'e' or n == 'fb': 
         return 4 
      elif n == 'e#' or n == 'f': 
         return 5 
      elif n == 'f#' or n == 'gb': 
         return 6 
      elif n == 'g': 
         return 7 
      elif n == 'g#' or n == 'ab': 
         return 8 
      elif n == 'a': 
         return 9 
      elif n == 'a#' or n == 'bb': 
         return 10 
      elif n == 'b' or n == 'cb': 
         return 11 
      else: 
         print "in HarmonicStructure, NoteNametoMIDI, the note name "+str(n)+" was not 

recognised;\nreturning it as a 'C'" 
         return 0 
   def MIDItoNoteName(self, MIDIno): 
      if MIDIno == 0: 
         return 'C' 
      elif MIDIno == 1: 
         return 'C#' 
      elif MIDIno == 2: 
         return 'D' 
      elif MIDIno == 3: 
         return 'Eb' 
      elif MIDIno == 4: 
         return 'E' 
      elif MIDIno == 5: 
         return 'F' 
      elif MIDIno == 6: 
         return 'F#' 
      elif MIDIno == 7: 
         return 'G' 
      elif MIDIno == 8: 
         return 'Ab' 
      elif MIDIno == 9: 
         return 'A' 
      elif MIDIno == 10: 
         return 'Bb' 
      elif MIDIno == 11: 
         return 'B' 
      else: 
         return '--' 
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      # The BreakDownChordSymbol function takes a chord symbol which has the format 'note-type-extensions', 

e.g. C#mb9 
      # It extracts out the base note (being a letter A-G optionally followed by # or b), then reads the 

type as 
      # 'Maj' (major) if the letter stands alone, or if 'M' or 'Maj' appears immediately after, 
      # 'min' (minor) if 'm', '-' or 'min' appears immediately after. 
      # 'Dom' (dominant 7th) if '7', '9', '13' or 'alt' appears immediately after. 
      # 'dim' (diminished) if 'd', 'dim' or 'o' appears immediately after. 
      # 'mb5' (half-diminished) if it's already been assessed as 'min' and '7b5' appears immediately after. 
      # Anything remaining on the chord symbol is retained as an extension, and not analysed. 
      # Note also, in the case of a Dom based on '13' or 'alt', the 13 or alt is retained as the extension. 
      # So the example C#mb9 has note: C#, type: min, extension: b9. 
      # 'Bbalt' would be assessed as note: Bb, type: Dom, extension: alt 
      # This function does not attempt to cover every possible case. It could be extended to cover more 

cases as they come up. 
   def BreakDownChordSymbol(self, chordSymbol): 
      c = chordSymbol 
      # assume the symbol is correctly formatted 
      root = c[0] 
      c = c[1:] # remove the first character 
      kind = "" # this will be Maj, min, Dom, Aug, dim or mb5 
      if len(c) > 0: # there's at least a second character 
         if c[0] == 'b' or c[0] == '#': 
            root += c[0] 
            c = c[1:] # remove the 'b' or '#' character 
      if len(c) == 0: 
         kind = 'Maj' 
      elif c[0] == 'M': 
         kind = 'Maj' 
         c = c[1:] 
         if len(c) > 1: 
            if lower(c[0:2]) == 'aj': 
               c = c[2:] 
            elif lower(c[0:2]) == 'in': # someone might write out 'MIN' 
               kind = 'min' 
               c = c[2:] 
            if len(c) > 1: 
               if lower(c[0:2]) == 'or': # in case someone writes out 'major' or 'minor' 
                  c = c[2:] 
      elif c[0] == 'm' or c[0] == '-': 
         kind = 'min' 
         c = c[1:] 
         if len(c) > 1: 
            if lower(c[0:2]) == 'in': 
               c = c[2:] 
            elif lower(c[0:2]) == 'aj': # someone might write out 'maj' 
               kind = 'Maj' 
               c = c[2:] 
            if len(c) > 1: 
               if lower(c[0:2]) == 'or': 
                  c = c[2:] 
      elif c[0] == '7' or c[0] == '9': 
         kind = 'Dom' 
         c = c[1:] 
      elif c[0] == 'o' or c[0] == 'd': 
         kind = 'dim' 
         c = c[1:] 
         if len(c) > 1: 
            if lower(c[0:2]) == 'im': 
               c = c[2:] 
      elif len(c) > 1: 
         if c[0:2] == '13': 
            kind = 'Dom' # don't strip the '13' since it's an extension 
         elif len(c) > 2: 
            if lower(c[0:3]) == 'alt': 
               kind = 'Dom' # don't strip the word 'alt' since it's an extension 
      if kind == 'min' and len(c) > 2: 
         if c[0:3] == '7b5': 
            kind = 'mb5' 
            c = c[3:] 
      if len(c) > 0: 
         if c[0] == '7' or c[0] == '9': 
            c = c[1:] 
      # At this point we should have found the root and the basic type 
      # and we've stripped off that info. Anything remaining is an extension. 
      if kind == "": 
         print "Unable to identify chord type '"+str(c)+"'." 
      return root, kind, c 

B.3 MIDIInput.py 
############################################################### 
# MIDI Input class by Daniel Field                            # 
#                                                             # 
# contains functions to be used in the improviser             # 
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# check out www.github.com/dan-field/jazz for info and rights # 
############################################################### 
 
# This class is intended to interface with the KORG nanoKONTROL2 
# MIDI input device 
 
from gui import * 
from guicontrols import * 
from midi import * 
from music import * 
#from HarmonicStructure import * 
 
class MIDIInput: 
   def __init__(self, DS=1.0, controller=None): 
      """Initialises a MIDI Input object""" 
      # set up the class variables 
      if controller is None: 
         controller = "Unknown vendor nanoKONTROL2" 
 
      # set placeholder for references to other classes 
      self.LS = None # placeholder for Lead Sheet object 
      self.XW = None # placeholder for XMW Writer reference 
      self.PP = None # placeholder for Player object 
      #----------self.TK = None # placeholder for TimeKeeper object 
      self.NS = None # placeholder for NoteSender object 
 
      # connect to MIDI device 
      self.M = MidiIn(controller); 
      self.M.hideMessages() 
 
      # set up tempo variables 
      self.tempo = 120 
      self.volume = 100 
      self.swinging = False 
      minTempo = 45 
      maxTempo = 290 
      startTempo = self.tempo 
      minVol = 0 
      maxVol = 127 
      startVol = self.volume 
      self.kill = False 
      self.tickIndex = 0 
      self.tickWait = 0 
 
      # set up variables to hold the slider values 
      self.v_pitchGradient = 0 
      self.v_pitchDirect = 0 
      self.v_tonality = 0 
      self.v_tonalGradient = 0 
      self.v_density = 0 
      self.v_rhythmicHeirarchy = 0 
 
      # set up memory lists for variables 
      self.m_pitchGradient = [] 
      self.m_pitchDirect = [] 
      self.m_tonality = [] 
      self.m_tonalGradient = [] 
      self.m_density = [] 
      self.m_rhythmicHeirarchy = [] 
 
      # set up flags for memory lists 
      self.m_pitchGradient_Playback = False 
      self.m_pitchDirect_Playback = False 
      self.m_tonality_Playback = False 
      self.m_tonalGradient_Playback = False 
      self.m_density_Playback = False 
      self.m_rhythmicHeirarchy_Playback = False 
 
      # set up flags for memory toggling 
      self.m_pitchGradient_Select = False 
      self.m_pitchDirect_Select = False 
      self.m_tonality_Select = False 
      self.m_tonalGradient_Select = False 
      self.m_density_Select = False 
      self.m_rhythmicHeirarchy_Select = False 
 
      # setup flag to True 
      self.isSetup = True 
      # note, this is done because the Rotary knob seems to update its value on setup, 
      # which negates the attempt to buffer with spaces 
        
      # create display 
      self.d = Display("KORG nanoKONTROL2 indicator panel", int(1000*DS), int(350*DS), int(10*DS), 

int(260*DS)) 
 
      # create timer 
      self.t = Timer(int(5000.0/self.tempo), self.tick, [self.LS], True) # this is (60000.0/tempo)/12 since 

there are 12 ticks per beat 
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      # set slider ranges (must be integers) 
      self.minVal = 0   #  
      self.maxVal = 127   #  
        
      # create labels 
      self.label0a = Label("Grd") 
      self.label0 = Label( str(self.minVal) + "     ") 
      self.label1a = Label("ptch") 
      self.label1 = Label( str(self.minVal) + "     ") 
      self.label2a = Label("Tonlty") 
      self.label2 = Label( str(self.minVal) + "     ") 
      self.label3a = Label("TonGrd") 
      self.label3 = Label( str(self.minVal) + "     ") 
      self.label4a = Label("Dens") 
      self.label4 = Label( str(self.minVal) + "     ") 
      self.label5a = Label("Hrchy") 
      self.label5 = Label( str(self.minVal) + "     ") 
      self.label6a = Label("") 
      self.label6 = Label( str(self.minVal) + "     ") 
      self.label7 = Label( str(self.minVal) + "     ") 
      self.label16 = Label( str(self.minVal) + "     ") 
      self.label16a = Label("") 
      self.label17 = Label( str(self.minVal) + "     ") 
      self.label17a = Label("") 
      self.label18 = Label( str(self.minVal) + "     ") 
      self.label18a = Label("") 
      self.label19 = Label( str(self.minVal) + "     ") 
      self.label19a = Label("") 
      self.label20 = Label( str(self.minVal) + "     ") 
      self.label20a = Label("") 
      self.label21 = Label( str(self.minVal) + "     ") 
      self.label21a = Label("") 
      self.label22 = Label( str(self.minVal) + "     ") 
      self.label22a = Label("") 
      self.label23 = Label( str(self.minVal) + "     ") 
      self.label23a = Label("") 
      self.labelT1 = Label("Tempo: "+str(self.tempo)+" bpm") 
      self.labelT2 = Label("Vol: "+str(self.volume)) 
      self.labelSw = Label("Swing") 
      self.labelAcc = Label("Accompany") 
 
      # set fonts for labels 
      self.fontChoice = Font("SansSerif", Font.PLAIN, int(14*DS)) 
      self.fontBigger = Font("SansSerif", Font.BOLD, int(18*DS)) 
      self.label0.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label0a.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label1.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label1a.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label2.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label2a.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label3.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label3a.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label4.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label4a.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label5.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label5a.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label6.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label6a.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label7.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label16.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label16a.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label17.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label17a.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label18.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label18a.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label19.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label19a.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label20.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label20a.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label21.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label21a.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label22.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label22a.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label23.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.label23a.setFont(self.fontChoice) 
      self.labelT1.setFont(self.fontBigger) 
      self.labelT2.setFont(self.fontBigger) 
      self.labelSw.setFont(self.fontBigger) 
      self.labelAcc.setFont(self.fontBigger) 
 
      # next, create two slider widgets and assign their callback functions 
      #Slider(orientation, lower, upper, start, eventHandler) 
      #self.fader0 = VFader(0, 0, int(10*DS), int(50*DS), self.minVal, self.maxVal, self.minVal, 

self.setValue0, Color.BLUE, Color(50,110,255), Color.BLACK, int(3*DS)) 
      self.slider0 = Slider(VERTICAL, self.minVal, self.maxVal, self.minVal, self.setValue0) # melodic 

gradient 
      self.slider1 = Slider(VERTICAL, self.minVal, self.maxVal, 63, self.setValue1) # direct pitch 
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      self.slider2 = Slider(VERTICAL, self.minVal, self.maxVal, 94, self.setValue2) # harmonic zero-
crossing 

      self.slider3 = Slider(VERTICAL, self.minVal, self.maxVal, 15, self.setValue3) # harmonic gradient 
      self.slider4 = Slider(VERTICAL, self.minVal, self.maxVal, 63, self.setValue4) # note density 
      self.slider5 = Slider(VERTICAL, self.minVal, self.maxVal, 127, self.setValue5) # beat heirarchy 
      self.slider6 = Slider(VERTICAL, self.minVal, self.maxVal, self.minVal, self.setValue6) # blues scale 

usage 
      self.slider7 = Slider(VERTICAL, self.minVal, self.maxVal, self.minVal, self.setValue7) 
      self.sliderT1 = Slider(HORIZONTAL, minTempo, maxTempo, startTempo, self.setTempo) 
      self.sliderT2 = Slider(HORIZONTAL, minVol, maxVol, startVol, self.setVolume) 
      self.buttonT1 = Button("Write / Restart", self.killTimer) 
      self.rotary16 = Rotary(int(525*DS), int(40*DS), int(565*DS), int(80*DS), self.minVal, self.maxVal, 0, 

self.setValue16, Color(50, 110, 255), Color(240, 240, 240), Color(210, 210, 210), 1, 
360) 

      self.rotary17 = Rotary(int(575*DS), int(40*DS), int(615*DS), int(80*DS), self.minVal, self.maxVal, 0, 
self.setValue17, Color(50, 110, 255), Color(240, 240, 240), Color(210, 210, 210), 1, 
360) 

      self.rotary18 = Rotary(int(625*DS), int(40*DS), int(665*DS), int(80*DS), self.minVal, self.maxVal, 0, 
self.setValue18, Color(50, 110, 255), Color(240, 240, 240), Color(210, 210, 210), 1, 
360) 

      self.rotary19 = Rotary(int(675*DS), int(40*DS), int(715*DS), int(80*DS), self.minVal, self.maxVal, 0, 
self.setValue19, Color(50, 110, 255), Color(240, 240, 240), Color(210, 210, 210), 1, 
360) 

      self.rotary20 = Rotary(int(725*DS), int(40*DS), int(765*DS), int(80*DS), self.minVal, self.maxVal, 0, 
self.setValue20, Color(50, 110, 255), Color(240, 240, 240), Color(210, 210, 210), 1, 
360) 

      self.rotary21 = Rotary(int(775*DS), int(40*DS), int(815*DS), int(80*DS), self.minVal, self.maxVal, 0, 
self.setValue21, Color(50, 110, 255), Color(240, 240, 240), Color(210, 210, 210), 1, 
360) 

      self.rotary22 = Rotary(int(825*DS), int(40*DS), int(865*DS), int(80*DS), self.minVal, self.maxVal, 0, 
self.setValue22, Color(50, 110, 255), Color(240, 240, 240), Color(210, 210, 210), 1, 
360) 

      self.rotary23 = Rotary(int(875*DS), int(40*DS), int(915*DS), int(80*DS), self.minVal, self.maxVal, 0, 
self.setValue23, Color(50, 110, 255), Color(240, 240, 240), Color(210, 210, 210), 1, 
360) 

      self.toggleSw = Toggle(int(350*DS), int(40*DS), int(390*DS), int(80*DS), False, self.toggleSwing, 
Color.BLUE, Color.WHITE, Color(50, 110, 255)) 

      self.toggleAcc = Toggle(int(350*DS), int(90*DS), int(390*DS), int(130*DS), False, 
self.toggleAccompaniment, Color.BLUE, Color.WHITE, Color(50, 110, 255)) 

      self.check0 = Checkbox() 
      self.check1 = Checkbox() 
      self.check2 = Checkbox() 
      self.check3 = Checkbox() 
      self.check4 = Checkbox() 
      self.check5 = Checkbox() 
        
      # add labels and sliders to display 
      self.d.add(self.label0a, int(540*DS), int(95*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.slider0, int(540*DS), int(110*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.check0, int(540*DS), int(310*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label1a, int(575*DS), int(95*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.slider1, int(590*DS), int(110*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.check1, int(590*DS), int(310*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label2a, int(625*DS), int(95*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.slider2, int(640*DS), int(110*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.check2, int(640*DS), int(310*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label3a, int(675*DS), int(95*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.slider3, int(690*DS), int(110*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.check3, int(690*DS), int(310*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label4a, int(725*DS), int(95*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.slider4, int(740*DS), int(110*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.check4, int(740*DS), int(310*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label5a, int(775*DS), int(95*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.slider5, int(790*DS), int(110*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.check5, int(790*DS), int(310*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label6a, int(835*DS), int(95*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.slider6, int(840*DS), int(110*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label7, int(890*DS), int(95*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.slider7, int(890*DS), int(110*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.rotary16) 
      self.d.add(self.label16, int(540*DS), int(20*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label16a, int(540*DS), int(3*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.rotary17) 
      self.d.add(self.label17, int(590*DS), int(20*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label17a, int(590*DS), int(3*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.rotary18) 
      self.d.add(self.label18, int(640*DS), int(20*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label18a, int(640*DS), int(3*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.rotary19) 
      self.d.add(self.label19, int(690*DS), int(20*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label19a, int(690*DS), int(3*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.rotary20) 
      self.d.add(self.label20, int(740*DS), int(20*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label20a, int(740*DS), int(3*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.rotary21) 
      self.d.add(self.label21, int(790*DS), int(20*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label21a, int(790*DS), int(3*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.rotary22) 
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      self.d.add(self.label22, int(840*DS), int(20*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label22a, int(840*DS), int(3*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.rotary23) 
      self.d.add(self.label23, int(890*DS), int(20*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.label23a, int(890*DS), int(3*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.labelT1, int(40*DS), int(30*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.sliderT1, int(40*DS), int(60*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.labelT2, int(40*DS), int(120*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.sliderT2, int(40*DS), int(150*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.buttonT1, int(40*DS), int(210*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.toggleSw) 
      self.d.add(self.labelSw, int(400*DS), int(46*DS)) 
      self.d.add(self.toggleAcc) 
      self.d.add(self.labelAcc, int(400*DS), int(96*DS)) 
 
      # setup is finished 
      self.isSetup = False 
 
      # start up MIDI listener 
      self.M.onInput(176, self.incoming); 
 
   def setLeadSheetReference(self, reference): 
      self.LS = reference 
      self.t.setFunction(self.tick, [self.LS]) 
 
   def setXMLWriterReference(self, reference): 
      self.XW = reference 
 
   def setPlayerReference(self, reference): 
      self.PP = reference 
 
   def setTimeKeeperReference(self, reference): 
      self.TK = reference 
 
   def setNoteSenderReference(self, reference): 
      self.NS = reference 
 
   # define callback functions (called every time the slider changes) 
   def setValue0(self, value):   # first slider has changed 
      self.label0.setText(str(value)) 
      self.PP.setMelodicGradient(value) 
      self.v_pitchGradient = value 
   def setValue1(self, value):   # second slider has changed 
      self.label1.setText(str(value))  # update label 
      self.PP.setDirectPitch(value) 
      self.v_pitchDirect = value 
   def setValue2(self, value):   # third slider has changed 
      self.label2.setText(str(value))  # update label 
      self.PP.setHarmonicZeroCrossing(value) 
      self.v_tonality = value 
   def setValue3(self, value):   # fourth slider has changed 
      self.label3.setText(str(value))  # update label 
      self.PP.setHarmonicGradient(value) 
      self.v_tonalGradient = value 
   def setValue4(self, value):   # fifth slider has changed 
      self.label4.setText(str(value))  # update label 
      self.PP.setNoteDensity(value) 
      self.v_density = value 
   def setValue5(self, value):   # sixth slider has changed 
      self.label5.setText(str(value))  # update label 
      self.PP.setBeatHeirarchy(value) 
      self.v_rhythmicHeirarchy = value 
   def setValue6(self, value):   # seventh slider has changed 
      self.label6.setText(str(value))  # update label 
      self.PP.setBluesiness(value) 
   def setValue7(self, value):   # eighth slider has changed 
      self.label7.setText(str(value))  # update label 
   def setValue16(self, value): # rotary labels are set differently depending if it's still the setup phase 

or not 
      if self.isSetup: 
         self.label16.setText("0    ") 
      else: 
         self.label16.setText(str(value)) 
   def setValue17(self, value): 
      if self.isSetup: 
         self.label17.setText("0    ") 
      else: 
         self.label17.setText(str(value)) 
   def setValue18(self, value): 
      if self.isSetup: 
         self.label18.setText("0    ") 
      else: 
         self.label18.setText(str(value)) 
   def setValue19(self, value): 
      if self.isSetup: 
         self.label19.setText("0    ") 
      else: 
         self.label19.setText(str(value)) 
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   def setValue20(self, value): 
      if self.isSetup: 
         self.label20.setText("0    ") 
      else: 
         self.label20.setText(str(value)) 
   def setValue21(self, value): 
      if self.isSetup: 
         self.label21.setText("0    ") 
      else: 
         self.label21.setText(str(value)) 
   def setValue22(self, value): 
      if self.isSetup: 
         self.label22.setText("0    ") 
      else: 
         self.label22.setText(str(value)) 
   def setValue23(self, value): 
      if self.isSetup: 
         self.label23.setText("0    ") 
      else: 
         self.label23.setText(str(value)) 
 
   def setTempo(self, newTempo): 
      #if self.TK is not None: 
      #   self.TK.setTempo(newTempo) 
      self.labelT1.setText("Tempo: "+str(newTempo)+" bpm") 
      self.tempo = newTempo 
      self.t.setDelay(int(5000.0/newTempo)) 
       
   def setVolume(self, newVolume): 
      self.volume = newVolume 
      self.labelT2.setText("Vol: "+str(newVolume)) 
       
   def killTimer(self): 
      if self.kill == False: 
         self.kill = True 
         self.t.stop() 
         self.NS.showNoteLists() 
      else: 
         self.kill = False 
         self.t.start() 
      #if self.XW is not None: 
      #   self.XW.endPart() 
      #   self.XW.endXMLFile() 
    
   def toggleSwing(self, value): 
      self.swinging = value 
      self.PP.setSwinging(value) 
      if value is False: 
         self.t.setDelay(int(5000.0/self.tempo)) 
 
 
   def toggleAccompaniment(self, value): 
      self.LS.accompany = value 
 
   # define MIDI device slider callback 
   def incoming(self, eventType, channel, data1, data2): 
      if data1 == 0: 
         self.slider0.setValue(data2) 
      elif data1 ==1: 
         self.slider1.setValue(data2) 
      elif data1 ==2: 
         self.slider2.setValue(data2) 
      elif data1 ==3: 
         self.slider3.setValue(data2) 
      elif data1 ==4: 
         self.slider4.setValue(data2) 
      elif data1 ==5: 
         self.slider5.setValue(data2) 
      elif data1 ==6: 
         self.slider6.setValue(data2) 
      elif data1 ==7: 
         self.slider7.setValue(data2) 
      elif data1 == 16: 
         self.rotary16.setValue(data2) 
      elif data1 == 17: 
         self.rotary17.setValue(data2) 
      elif data1 == 18: 
         self.rotary18.setValue(data2) 
      elif data1 == 19: 
         self.rotary19.setValue(data2) 
      elif data1 == 20: 
         self.rotary20.setValue(data2) 
      elif data1 == 21: 
         self.rotary21.setValue(data2) 
      elif data1 == 22: 
         self.rotary22.setValue(data2) 
      elif data1 == 23: 
         self.rotary23.setValue(data2) 
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      elif data1 == 32 and data2 == 127: # 'S' button on slider 1 has been pressed 
         self.m_pitchGradient_Select = True 
      elif data1 == 33 and data2 == 127: # 'S' button on slider 2 has been pressed 
         self.m_pitchDirect_Select = True 
      elif data1 == 34 and data2 == 127: # 'S' button on slider 3 has been pressed 
         self.m_tonality_Select = True 
      elif data1 == 35 and data2 == 127: # 'S' button on slider 4 has been pressed 
         self.m_tonalGradient_Select = True 
      elif data1 == 36 and data2 == 127: # 'S' button on slider 5 has been pressed 
         self.m_density_Select = True 
      elif data1 == 37 and data2 == 127: # 'S' button on slider 6 has been pressed 
         self.m_rhythmicHeirarchy_Select = True 
 
   def tick(self, ls): 
      # send the tick on to the LeadSheet 
      if ls is not None: 
         ls.Tick() 
         self.tickWait += 1 
         if self.tickWait > 2: 
            self.tickWait = 0 
            if self.m_pitchGradient_Playback is False: 
               self.m_pitchGradient.append(self.v_pitchGradient) 
            else: 
               self.slider0.setValue(self.m_pitchGradient[self.tickIndex]) 
            if self.m_pitchDirect_Playback is False: 
               self.m_pitchDirect.append(self.v_pitchDirect) 
            else: 
               self.slider1.setValue(self.m_pitchDirect[self.tickIndex]) 
            if self.m_tonality_Playback is False: 
               self.m_tonality.append(self.v_tonality) 
            else: 
               self.slider2.setValue(self.m_tonality[self.tickIndex]) 
            if self.m_tonalGradient_Playback is False: 
               self.m_tonalGradient.append(self.v_tonalGradient) 
            else: 
               self.slider3.setValue(self.m_tonalGradient[self.tickIndex]) 
            if self.m_density_Playback is False: 
               self.m_density.append(self.v_density) 
            else: 
               self.slider4.setValue(self.m_density[self.tickIndex]) 
            if self.m_rhythmicHeirarchy_Playback is False: 
               self.m_rhythmicHeirarchy.append(self.v_rhythmicHeirarchy) 
            else: 
               self.slider5.setValue(self.m_rhythmicHeirarchy[self.tickIndex]) 
            self.tickIndex += 1 
      else: 
         print "no ls" 
 
   def Top(self): 
      # the lead sheet has just gone back to the top 
      # check any required changes of states for the midi input playbacks 
      if self.m_pitchGradient_Select is True: 
         self.m_pitchGradient_Select = False 
         if self.m_pitchGradient_Playback is True: 
            self.m_pitchGradient_Playback = False 
            self.check0.uncheck() 
         else: 
            self.m_pitchGradient_Playback = True 
            self.check0.check() 
      if self.m_pitchDirect_Select is True: 
         self.m_pitchDirect_Select = False 
         if self.m_pitchDirect_Playback is True: 
            self.m_pitchDirect_Playback = False 
            self.check1.uncheck() 
         else: 
            self.m_pitchDirect_Playback = True 
            self.check1.check() 
      if self.m_tonality_Select is True: 
         self.m_tonality_Select = False 
         if self.m_tonality_Playback is True: 
            self.m_tonality_Playback = False 
            self.check2.uncheck() 
         else: 
            self.m_tonality_Playback = True 
            self.check2.check() 
      if self.m_tonalGradient_Select is True: 
         self.m_tonalGradient_Select = False 
         if self.m_tonalGradient_Playback is True: 
            self.m_tonalGradient_Playback = False 
            self.check3.uncheck() 
         else: 
            self.m_tonalGradient_Playback = True 
            self.check3.check() 
      if self.m_density_Select is True: 
         self.m_density_Select = False 
         if self.m_density_Playback is True: 
            self.m_density_Playback = False 
            self.check4.uncheck() 
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         else: 
            self.m_density_Playback = True 
            self.check4.check() 
      if self.m_rhythmicHeirarchy_Select is True: 
         self.m_rhythmicHeirarchy_Select = False 
         if self.m_rhythmicHeirarchy_Playback is True: 
            self.m_rhythmicHeirarchy_Playback = False 
            self.check5.uncheck() 
         else: 
            self.m_rhythmicHeirarchy_Playback = True 
            self.check5.check() 
      # clear any midi playback lists that are not being played back 
      if self.m_pitchGradient_Playback is False: 
         del self.m_pitchGradient[:] 
      if self.m_pitchDirect_Playback is False: 
         del self.m_pitchDirect[:] 
      if self.m_tonality_Playback is False: 
         del self.m_tonality[:] 
      if self.m_tonalGradient_Playback is False: 
         del self.m_tonalGradient[:] 
      if self.m_density_Playback is False: 
         del self.m_density[:] 
      if self.m_rhythmicHeirarchy_Playback is False: 
         del self.m_rhythmicHeirarchy[:] 
      self.tickIndex = 0 
 
   def nextZero(self): 
      # the next tick will be the start of the next beat 
      if self.swinging: 
         # swing is set to on, so the tick timer needs to be adjusted 
         # using a 62/38 ratio for swing 
         # ticks need to be adjusted by a factor of 62:50 
         self.t.setDelay(int(5000.0*62.0/(self.tempo*50.0))) 
         # note: I'm assuming the new delay value will take effect at the NEXT timer run 
 
   def nextQuav(self): 
      # the next tick will be the start of the second quaver beat 
      if self.swinging: 
         # swing is set to on, so the tick timer needs to be adjusted 
         # using a 62/38 ratio for swing 
         # ticks need to be adjusted by a factor of 38:50 
         self.t.setDelay(int(5000.0*38.0/(self.tempo*50.0))) 
         # note: I'm assuming the new delay value will take effect at the NEXT timer run 
 
   def getTempo(self): 
      return self.tempo 
 
   def startTimer(self): 
      # run the central counter 
      self.t.start() 
      #while(self.kill == False): 
      #   self.tick(self.LS) 
      #   sleep(5.0/self.tempo) # this is (60.0/tempo)/12 since there are 12 ticks per beat 
          

B.4 Player.py 
############################################################### 
# Player class by Daniel Field                                # 
#                                                             # 
# contains functions to be used in the improviser             # 
# check out www.github.com/dan-field/jazz for info and rights # 
############################################################### 
 
# The 'Player' decides what notes to play, and when. 
# It has access to information about: 
# - timing / beats 
# - progress through the lead sheet, including distance to end and distance to next V-I (if applicable) 
# - current chord and key 
 
from gui import * 
from guicontrols import * 
from midi import * 
from music import * 
from random import * 
 
class Player: 
   def __init__(self): 
      """Initialises a Player object""" 
      # set up the class variables 
      self.rangeTop = 90 # MIDI number of top note 
      self.rangeBottom = 54 # MIDI number of bottom note 
      self.lastNotePlayed = 69 # set a starting reference point that's mid range 
      self.melodicGradient = 1.0 
      self.directPitch = 64 
      self.directPitchMoved = False 
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      self.beatsSinceLastDirectPitchMove = 0 
      self.DBAffinity = 127 
      self.IAffinity = 127 
      self.swinging = False 
      self.noteDensity = 63 
      self.beatHeirarchy = 127 
      self.bluesiness = 0 
      self.heirarchyZero = 0.0 # extra weight given to the downbeat 
      self.heirarchyOne = 0.0 # extra weight given to beat 3 
      self.heirarchyThree = 0 # extra weight given to the off quavers 
      self.scale = [0, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11] # start with the Major/Ionian scale 
      self.BLUES = [0, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10] # reference blues scale 
      self.scaleBase = 0 # start with 'C' 
      self.rangedBluesScale = [] # holder for the blues scale based on the current scale root, across the 

current range 
      self.rangedScale1 = [] 
      self.rangedScale2 = [] 
      self.rangedScale3 = [] 
      self.rangedScale4 = [] 
      self.rangedScale5 = [] 
      self.rangedScale6 = [] 
      self.rangedScale7 = [] 
      self.rangedScale8 = [] 
      self.rangedScale9 = [] 
      self.harmonicGradient = 0.0 
      self.harmonicZeroCrossing = 2.0 
      self.weight_1 = 80 # assume slider 1 starts at value 15 
      self.weight_3 = 22 
      self.weight_5 = 22 
      self.weight_other = 0 
      self.thisTick = 0 
      self.thisBar = 0 
      self.ticksPerBar = 48 
      self.cumulativeBars = 0 
 
      # set placeholder for references to other classes 
      self.NS = None # placeholder for Note Sender object 
      self.LS = None # placeholder for Lead Sheet object 
      self.MI = None # placeholder for MIDI Input object 
 
 
   def setNoteSenderReference(self, newNS): 
      self.NS = newNS 
      self.NS.setReverb(0) 
 
   def setLeadSheetReference(self, newLS): 
      self.LS = newLS 
 
   def setMIDIInputReference(self, newMI): 
      self.MI = newMI 
 
   def setSwinging(self, newSwinging): 
      self.swinging = newSwinging 
 
   def setScale(self, newScale, newScaleBase, newKeyBase): 
      self.scale = newScale 
      self.scaleBase = newScaleBase 
      self.buildNineScales(newScale, newScaleBase, newKeyBase) 
 
   def setChord(self, chord_base, chord_type, chord_extn): 
      if self.NS is not None: 
         self.NS.sendChord(chord_base, chord_type, chord_extn, self.thisTick, self.thisBar) 
 
   def setMelodicGradient(self, newGradient): 
      self.melodicGradient = float(newGradient-64)*0.25 
 
   def setDirectPitch(self, newDirectPitch): 
      pitchRange = self.rangeTop - self.rangeBottom 
      self.directPitch = (newDirectPitch*pitchRange)/127 + self.rangeBottom 
      self.directPitchMoved = True 
      self.beatsSinceLastDirectPitchMove = 0 
 
   def setNoteDensity(self, newDensity): 
      self.noteDensity = newDensity 
 
   def setBeatHeirarchy(self, newBeatHeirarchy): 
      self.beatHeirarchy = newBeatHeirarchy 
      self.heirarchyZero = float(newBeatHeirarchy)*121.0/127.0 
      self.heirarchyOne = float(newBeatHeirarchy)*40.0/127.0 
 
   def setBluesiness(self, newBluesiness): 
      self.bluesiness = newBluesiness # bluesiness will have an integer value from 0 to 127 
 
   def setHarmonicGradient(self, newValue): 
      self.harmonicGradient = float(newValue)/25.6 - 2.0 # this sets the value to a float from -2.0 to +3.0 
 
   def setHarmonicZeroCrossing(self, newValue): 
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      self.harmonicZeroCrossing = float(newValue)/7.05-6.0 # this sets the value to a float from -6.0 to 
+12.0 

 
   def getPitchRange(self): 
      return self.rangeTop, self.rangeBottom 
 
   def Tick(self, tick): 
      if tick == 0: 
         self.thisBar += 1 
      self.thisTick = tick # note 'ticks per bar' is set to 48 in the HarmonicStructure class; that's 12 

ticks per crotchet 
      if tick%6 == 0: # it's a quaver tick 
         self.beatsSinceLastDirectPitchMove += 1 
         if self.beatsSinceLastDirectPitchMove > 4: 
            self.directPitchMoved = False 
         play = False 
         beat_level = 0 
         if tick == 0: # this is a downbeat 
            if self.noteDensity-3 > int(self.heirarchyZero): 
               play = True 
               beat_level = 0 
         elif tick == 24: # this is beat three 
            if self.noteDensity-43 > int(self.heirarchyOne): 
               play = True 
               beat_level = 1 
         elif tick%12 == 0: # this is beat 2 or 4 
            if self.noteDensity-83 > int(-self.heirarchyOne): 
               play = True 
               beat_level = 2 
         else: # this is an off quaver beat 
            if self.noteDensity-124 > int(-self.heirarchyZero): 
               play = True 
               beat_level = 3 
         if play: 
            self.playNextNote(beat_level) # new new version that uses melody slider rather than 

Urlinie/Motif 
 
   def playNextNote(self, beat_level=None): # copied from playNextMotifNote_noDice(), and modified to do 

away with the Motif 
      if beat_level is None: 
         beat_level = 1 
      notepool = [] 
      scale_choice = 2 
      if random()*128 < self.bluesiness: 
         notepool = self.rangedBluesScale 
      else: 
         scale_choice = int(self.harmonicGradient*beat_level + self.harmonicZeroCrossing + 0.5) # y = mx+c, 

with the extra 0.5 to account for the conversion to int 
         if scale_choice > 8: # upper limit of 8 
            scale_choice = 8 
         elif scale_choice < 0: # lower limit of zero 
            scale_choice = 0 
         if scale_choice == 0: 
            notepool = self.rangedScale1 
         elif scale_choice == 1: 
            notepool = self.rangedScale2 
         elif scale_choice == 2: 
            notepool = self.rangedScale3 
         elif scale_choice == 3: 
            notepool = self.rangedScale4 
         elif scale_choice == 4: 
            notepool = self.rangedScale5 
         elif scale_choice == 5: 
            notepool = self.rangedScale6 
         elif scale_choice == 6: 
            notepool = self.rangedScale7 
         elif scale_choice == 7: 
            notepool = self.rangedScale8 
         elif scale_choice == 8: 
            notepool = self.rangedScale9 
         else: 
            notepool = self.rangedScale5 # default to the chromatic scale 
            print "in Player.playNextNote(), scale_choice fell out the bottom" 
      if self.directPitchMoved: 
         target = self.directPitch 
      else: 
         target = self.lastNotePlayed + self.melodicGradient # note 'melodicGradient' is a float, 

lastNotePlayed is an int, but pickClosest() is happy with a float 
      #notepool = self.rangedScale5 # override for the sake of testing 
      selectedNote = self.pickClosest(notepool, target) 
      #self.NS.MM.allNotesOff() 
      #self.NS.noteOff(self.lastNotePlayed) 
      self.NS.sendNoteRawWithTickNo(selectedNote, self.thisTick, self.thisBar, self.ticksPerBar) 
      self.lastNotePlayed = selectedNote 
 
   def playBassAccompaniment(self, chordBase): #chordBase is a MIDI number 0-11, chordType is min, Maj, 

Dom, dim or mb5 
      self.NS.sendNoteBass(chordBase+36) 
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   def playAccompaniment(self, chordBase, chordType): #chordBase is a MIDI number 0-11, chordType is min, 

Maj, Dom, dim or mb5 
      if chordType[0] == "m": 
         self.NS.sendNoteRaw(chordBase+60+3) 
         self.NS.sendNoteRaw(chordBase+60+7) 
         self.NS.sendNoteRaw(chordBase+60+10) 
      elif chordType[0] == "D": 
         self.NS.sendNoteRaw(chordBase+60+4) 
         self.NS.sendNoteRaw(chordBase+60+7) 
         self.NS.sendNoteRaw(chordBase+60+10) 
      elif chordType[0] == "M": 
         self.NS.sendNoteRaw(chordBase+60+4) 
         self.NS.sendNoteRaw(chordBase+60+7) 
         self.NS.sendNoteRaw(chordBase+60+11) 
      elif chordType[0] == "d": 
         self.NS.sendNoteRaw(chordBase+60+3) 
         self.NS.sendNoteRaw(chordBase+60+6) 
         self.NS.sendNoteRaw(chordBase+60+9) 
 
   def resetBar(self): 
      self.thisBar = 0 
      self.thisTick = 0 
 
   def buildNineScales(self, ordered_scale, rootMIDI, keyMIDI): # Takes a list of MIDI note numbers and 

returns the same notes spread across all octaves 
      # for efficiencey, THIS VERSION ASSUMES THE SCALE IS ALREADY ORDERED 
      # this version builds 9 'scales': 
      # 1. just the root note (in octaves) 
      # 2. just the triad notes 
      # 3. triad plus 7ths and 9ths 
      # 4. full scale 
      # 5. all notes (never changes) 
      # 6. all notes minus the roots 
      # 7. all notes minus the triad notes 
      # 8. all notes minus the triad notes and 7ths and 9ths 
      # 9. all non-scale notes (i.e. 'outside') 
      # Note: the input scale must be in order with 7 degrees, assumed to be in order 
      # 1, 2 (9), 3, 4 (11), 5, 6 (13), 7 
      ordered_pitch_classes = [] 
      for note in ordered_scale: 
         ordered_pitch_classes.append(note%12) # make a copy of ordered_scale containing just the pitch 

classes 
      scale1 = [] 
      scale2 = [] 
      scale3 = [] 
      scale4 = [] 
      scale5 = [] 
      scale6 = [] 
      scale7 = [] 
      scale8 = [] 
      scale9 = [] 
      scaleBlues = [] 
      rootMIDI = rootMIDI%12 # get the pitch class of the root 
      keyMIDI = keyMIDI%12 # get the pitch class of the key 
      octaves = [0, 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 84, 96, 108] 
      for octave in octaves: 
         for pitch_class in range(12): # go through each cromatic degree and build up the 9 scales 
            scale5.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) # add every degree to scale5 
            if pitch_class < ordered_pitch_classes[0]: # it's a cromatic value below the root of the scale; 

belongs in scales 6-9 
               scale6.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale7.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale8.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale9.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
            elif pitch_class == ordered_pitch_classes[0]: # this is the first degree of the scale; belongs 

in scales 1-5 (don't bother with 5; already done) 
               scale1.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale2.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale3.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale4.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
            elif pitch_class < ordered_pitch_classes[1]: # it's a cromatic value between the root and the 

next degree; scales 6-9 
               scale6.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale7.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale8.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale9.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
            elif pitch_class == ordered_pitch_classes[1]: # this is note 2 of the scale (the 9th); scales 

3-7 
               scale3.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale4.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale6.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale7.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
            elif pitch_class < ordered_pitch_classes[2]: # between notes 2 and 3; scales 6-9 
               scale6.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale7.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale8.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale9.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
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            elif pitch_class == ordered_pitch_classes[2]: # note 3 (the 3rd); scales 2-6 
               scale2.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale3.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale4.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale6.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
            elif pitch_class < ordered_pitch_classes[3]: # between notes 3 and 4; scales 6-9 
               scale6.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale7.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale8.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale9.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
            elif pitch_class == ordered_pitch_classes[3]: # note 4 (the 11th); scales 4-8 
               scale4.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale6.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale7.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale8.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
            elif pitch_class < ordered_pitch_classes[4]: # between notes 4 and 5; scales 6-9 
               scale6.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale7.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale8.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale9.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
            elif pitch_class == ordered_pitch_classes[4]: # note 5 (the 5th); scales 2-6 
               scale2.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale3.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale4.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale6.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
            elif pitch_class < ordered_pitch_classes[5]: # between notes 5 and 6; scales 6-9 
               scale6.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale7.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale8.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale9.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
            elif pitch_class == ordered_pitch_classes[5]: # note 6 (the 13th); scales 4-8 
               scale4.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale6.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale7.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale8.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
            elif pitch_class < ordered_pitch_classes[6]: # between notes 6 and 7; scales 6-9 
               scale6.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale7.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale8.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale9.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
            elif pitch_class == ordered_pitch_classes[6]: # note 7 (the 7th); scales 3-7 
               scale3.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale4.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale6.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale7.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
            else: # chromatic note above note 7; scales 6-9 
               scale6.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale7.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale8.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
               scale9.append(octave+pitch_class+rootMIDI) 
         for pitch_class in [0, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10]: # blues scale reference 
            scaleBlues.append(octave+pitch_class+keyMIDI) 
      self.rangedScale1 = self.cutToPlayerRange(scale1) 
      self.rangedScale2 = self.cutToPlayerRange(scale2) 
      self.rangedScale3 = self.cutToPlayerRange(scale3) 
      self.rangedScale4 = self.cutToPlayerRange(scale4) 
      self.rangedScale5 = self.cutToPlayerRange(scale5) 
      self.rangedScale6 = self.cutToPlayerRange(scale6) 
      self.rangedScale7 = self.cutToPlayerRange(scale7) 
      self.rangedScale8 = self.cutToPlayerRange(scale8) 
      self.rangedScale9 = self.cutToPlayerRange(scale9) 
      self.rangedBluesScale = self.cutToPlayerRange(scaleBlues) 
 
   def cutToPlayerRange(self, valueList): 
      resultList = [] 
      top = self.rangeTop 
      bot = self.rangeBottom 
      for value in valueList: 
         if value > bot and value < top: 
            resultList.append(value) 
      return resultList 
 
   def pickClosest(self, notepool, target): # returns the nearest note in the notepool to the target 
      # check how far the potential notes are from the target 
      if len(notepool) > 0: 
         differences = [abs(target - float(note)) for note in notepool] 
         # find the closest 
         closest = differences.index(min(differences)) 
         return notepool[closest] 
      else: 
         print "Player.pickClosest() was called with an empty notepool" 
         return int(target) 
 
   def weighted_choice(self, weights): 
      # thanks to Eli Benderski's Website 
      totals = [] 
      running_total = 0 
      for w in weights: 
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         running_total += w 
         totals.append(running_total) 
      rnd = random() * running_total 
      for i, total in enumerate(totals): 
         if rnd < total: 
            return i 

B.5 NoteSender.py 
############################################################### 
# Note Sender class by Daniel Field                           # 
#                                                             # 
# contains functions to be used in the improvisor             # 
# check out www.github.com/dan-field/jazz for info and rights # 
############################################################### 
 
# This class is intended to sent note messages over OSC 
# It will accept note MIDI number and velocity inputs, and 
# will send them out over OSC 
 
from osc import * 
from midi import * 
from random import choice 
 
class NoteSender: 
   def __init__(self): 
      """Initialises an Note Sender object""" 
      self.noteDown = False 
      self.lastPitch = 0 
      self.tempo = 120 
      self.adjust_to_scale = True 
      self.current_scale = [] 
      self.current_note = 0 
      self.default_velocity = 60 
      self.this_bar_notes = [] 
      self.this_bar_times = [] 
      self.this_bar_count = -1 
      # set up lists to hold records of the notes played 
      self.playedMIDIno = [] 
      self.playedTick = [] 
      self.playedBar = [] 
      self.ticksPerBar = [] 
      self.chordBases = [] 
      self.chordTypes = [] 
      self.chordExtns = [] 
      self.chordTicks = [] 
      self.chordBars = [] 
 
      self.MM = MidiOut("Unknown vendor DUO-CAPTURE EX")#("OpenJDK Gervill") 
      self.XW = None # placeholder for reference to XML Writer 
      self.PP = None # placeholder for Player reference 
 
   def setXMLWriterReference(self, reference): 
      self.XW = reference 
 
   def setPlayerReference(self, reference): 
      self.PP = reference 
 
   def updateBar(self, newBar): 
      if self.XW is not None: 
         print "NoteSender is using the XW.addBarOfNotes function" 
         self.XW.addBarOfNotes(self.this_bar_notes, self.this_bar_times) 
         self.this_bar_notes = [] 
         self.this_bar_times = [] 
         if newBar == 0: 
            self.XW.addMeasureDbl() 
         else: 
            self.XW.addMeasure() 
 
   def noteOn(self, MIDI_No, fractional_count, velocity=None): # receive a new note, intended as part of a 

stream of notes. MIDI_No -1 for REST 
      self.MM.noteOff(self.current_note) 
      if self.adjust_to_scale is True: 
         MIDI_No = self.pickClosest(self.current_scale, MIDI_No) 
      if velocity is None: 
         self.MM.noteOn(MIDI_No, self.default_velocity) 
      else: 
         self.MM.noteOn(MIDI_No, velocity) 
      self.current_note = MIDI_No 
      self.this_bar_notes.append(MIDI_No) 
      self.this_bar_times.append(fractional_count) # this should be the "48ths" position of the note 
 
   def sendNoteRaw(self, MIDI_No, Vel=None, Note_length=None): 
      if Vel is None: 
         Vel = 45 + choice([-7, -4, 0, 3, 6]) 
      if Note_length is None: 
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         Note_length = 0.9 
      duration = int(60000*Note_length/self.tempo) 
      self.MM.note(MIDI_No, 0, duration, Vel, 0, 64) 
 
   def sendNoteBass(self, MIDI_No, Vel=None, Note_length=None): 
      if Vel is None: 
         Vel = 51 + choice([-5, -3, -1, 0, 1, 3, 5]) 
      if Note_length is None: 
         Note_length = 3.75 
      duration = int(60000*Note_length/self.tempo) 
      self.MM.note(MIDI_No, 0, duration, Vel, 0, 64) 
 
   def sendNoteRawWithTickNo(self, MIDI_No, tick, bar, ticksPerBar, Vel=None, Note_length=None): 
      if Vel is None: 
         Vel = 75 + choice([-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3]) 
      #if Note_length is None: 
      #   Note_length = 0.9 
      #duration = int(60000*Note_length/self.tempo) 
      if self.noteDown: 
         self.MM.noteOff(self.lastPitch, 0) 
         self.noteDown = False 
      self.MM.noteOn(MIDI_No, Vel, 0, 64) 
      self.noteDown = True 
      #self.MM.note(MIDI_No, 0, duration, Vel, 0, 64) 
      self.lastPitch = MIDI_No 
      self.playedMIDIno.append(MIDI_No) 
      self.playedTick.append(tick) 
      self.playedBar.append(bar) 
      self.ticksPerBar.append(ticksPerBar) 
 
   def lastNoteOff(self): 
      if self.noteDown: 
         self.MM.noteOff(self.lastPitch, 0) 
         self.noteDown = False 
 
   def sendChord(self, chord_base, chord_type, chord_extn, tick, bar): 
      self.chordBases.append(chord_base) 
      self.chordTypes.append(chord_type) 
      self.chordExtns.append(chord_extn) 
      self.chordTicks.append(tick) 
      self.chordBars.append(bar) 
 
   def showNoteLists(self): 
      print "MIDI numbers played: "+str(self.playedMIDIno) 
      print "Ticks played: "+str(self.playedTick) 
      print "Bars played: "+str(self.playedBar) 
      print "------ sending info to MusicXMLWriter ------" 
      self.XW.writeMelodyFromTickList(0, self.playedMIDIno, self.playedTick, self.playedBar, 

self.ticksPerBar, self.chordBases, self.chordTypes, self.chordExtns, self.chordTicks, 
self.chordBars) 

      self.playedMIDIno = [] 
      self.playedTick = [] 
      self.playedBar = [] 
      self.PP.resetBar() 
 
   def pickClosest(self, notepool, target): # returns the nearest note in the notepool to the target 
      # check how far the potential notes are from the target 
      if len(notepool) > 0: 
         differences = [abs(target - float(note)) for note in notepool] 
         # find the closest 
         closest = differences.index(min(differences)) 
         return notepool[closest] 
      else: 
         print "NoteSender.pickClosest() was called with an empty notepool" 
         return target 
 
   def setReverb(self, setting): 
      self.MM.sendMidiMessage(176, 0, 91, setting) # set the reverb - 176 means control change, 91 means 

reverb, last value is the level 
 
   def allNotesOff(self): 
      self.MM.allNotesOff() 

B.6 MusicXMLWriter.py 
#################################################################### 
# Music XML Writer class by Daniel Field                           # 
#                                                                  # 
# This class handles the creation and appending of a MusicXML file # 
#                                                                  # 
# check out www.github.com/dan-field/jazz for info and rights      # 
#################################################################### 
 
class MusicXMLWriter: 
   def __init__(self, usrTitle=None, progID=None): 
      """Initialises a MusicXMLWriter object""" 
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      if usrTitle is None: 
         self.Title = "Parametric Melody" 
      else: 
         self.Title = str(usrTitle) 
      if progID is None: 
         self.progID = "CompAssist" 
      else: 
         self.progID = str(progID) 
      self.DIVISIONS = 12 # number of counts per crotchet 
      self.ticksPerBar = 48 
      self.measureNo = 0 
      self.tie_active = False # flag to indicate that a tie has been opened but not closed 
      self.tied_note = -1 # MIDI number of note being tied over (initialised to -1 for 'rest') 
      self.voice = 1 # 1 Soprano, 2 Alto, 3 Tenor, 4 Bass 
      self.flats = True # assumes black notes should be written as flats - will need to be updated once a 

'key' functionality is added 
      self.file = None 
      self.fileName = "" 
      self.MIDI_by_bar = [] 
      self.Tick_by_bar = [] 
 
   def setTitle(self, newTitle): 
      self.Title = str(newTitle) 
 
   def writeMelodyFromTickList(self, key, MIDIList, TickList, BarList, ticksPerBar, chordBaseList, 

chordTypeList, chordExtnList, chordTickList, chordBarList): 
      totalBars = BarList[-1] # last entry in the BarList shows the total number of bars 
      MIDI_by_bar = [] 
      Tick_by_bar = [] 
      ChordBase_by_bar = [] 
      ChordAlter_by_bar = [] 
      ChordType_by_bar = [] 
      for bar in range(totalBars): 
         thisBarMIDINos = [] 
         thisBarTicks = [] 
         thisBarChordBases = [] 
         thisBarChordAlter = [] 
         thisBarChordType = [] 
         for index in range(len(MIDIList)): 
            if BarList[index] == bar: 
               thisBarMIDINos.append(MIDIList[index]) 
               thisBarTicks.append(TickList[index]) 
               self.ticksPerBar = ticksPerBar[index] 
         for index in range(len(chordBaseList)): 
            if chordBarList[index] == bar: 
               octave, step, alter = self.MIDI2Note(chordBaseList[index]) 
               thisBarChordBases.append(step) 
               thisBarChordAlter.append(alter) 
               thisBarChordType.append(self.Chord2XMLType(chordTypeList[index])) 
         MIDI_by_bar.append(thisBarMIDINos) 
         Tick_by_bar.append(thisBarTicks) 
         ChordBase_by_bar.append(thisBarChordBases) 
         ChordAlter_by_bar.append(thisBarChordAlter) 
         ChordType_by_bar.append(thisBarChordType) 
      # now we have three lists of lists, representing the bars 
      print "MIDI numbers by bar: "+str(MIDI_by_bar) 
      print "Tick numbers by bar: "+str(Tick_by_bar) 
      print "Chord bases by bar: "+str(ChordBase_by_bar) 
      print "Chord alter by bar: "+str(ChordAlter_by_bar) 
      print "Raw Chord Types: "+str(chordTypeList) 
      print "Chord type by bar: "+str(ChordType_by_bar) 
      self.startFile() 
      self.startPart() 
      tiedOver = False 
      tiedMIDI = -1 
      for b, bar in enumerate(Tick_by_bar): # go through the bars one at a time 
         if b > 0: # skip over the first bar (dud bar) 
            if len(ChordBase_by_bar) > b: 
               #if len(ChordBase_by_bar[b] > 0): 
               self.addChordSymbol(ChordBase_by_bar[b][0], ChordAlter_by_bar[b][0], ChordType_by_bar[b][0]) 
            if len(bar) == 0: # it's an empty bar 
               if tiedOver is True: 
                  self.addNote(tiedMIDI, self.ticksPerBar) # put in a tied minim 
                  self.addMeasure() 
                  tiedOver = False # don't want to tie over more than one extra bar 
               else: 
                  self.addNote(-1, self.ticksPerBar) # add a whole bar rest 
                  self.addMeasure() 
            else: # the bar is not empty 
               noteLengths = [] 
               previousOnset = 0 
               for note in bar: # actually note onsets by Tick number 
                  noteLengths.append(note-previousOnset) # note: first value in each bar is the Ticks 

BEFORE the first note (may be 0) 
                  previousOnset = note 
               noteLengths.append(self.ticksPerBar-previousOnset) # add on the final duration to the end of 

the bar 
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               print "note lengths in bar "+str(b)+": "+str(noteLengths) # Ticks to first note, then 
durations of subsequent notes 

               for n, noteLength in enumerate(noteLengths): # go through the bar that's just been 
constructed 

                  if n == 0: # this is the first value (i.e. ticks BEFORE first note) 
                     if noteLength > 0: # we must have a tied over note 
                        self.addNote(tiedMIDI, noteLength, "stop") 
                  else: 
                     thisNote = MIDI_by_bar[b][n-1] 
                     if n == len(noteLengths)-1: # this is the last note in the bar 
                        if len(Tick_by_bar) > b+1: # there's at least one more bar to go 
                           if len(Tick_by_bar[b+1]) > 0: # there's at least one note in the next bar 
                              if Tick_by_bar[b+1][0] > 0: # the next bar's first note is tied over from 

this bar 
                                 self.addNote(thisNote, noteLength, "start") 
                                 tiedMIDI = thisNote 
                              else: 
                                 self.addNote(thisNote, noteLength) 
                           else: 
                              self.addNote(thisNote, noteLength) 
                        else: 
                           self.addNote(thisNote, noteLength) 
                     else: 
                        self.addNote(thisNote, noteLength) 
               self.addMeasure() 
      self.endPart() 
      self.endFile() 
 
 
   def startFile(self): 
      usrFileName = raw_input("please enter a name for the output file\n: ") 
      self.fileName = usrFileName+".musicxml" 
      try: 
         self.file = open(self.fileName, "w") 
      except (OSError, IOError): 
         self.file = None 
         print "\nThere was an issue with the file operation." 
         print "Please double-check your filename.\n" 
         print "Note the MusicXML file will attempt to save in the" 
         print "same folder as the Python files; please ensure you" 
         print "have write permission for that folder." 
         return 
      usrTitle = raw_input("please enter a title\n: ") 
      if usrTitle != "": 
         self.Title = usrTitle 
      self.file.write('<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>\n') 
      self.file.write('<!DOCTYPE score-partwise PUBLIC\n') 
      self.file.write('     "-//Recordare//DTD MusicXML 3.1 Partwise//EN"\n') 
      self.file.write('     "http://www.musicxml.org/dtds/partwise.dtd">\n') 
      self.file.write('<score-partwise version="3.1">\n') 
      self.file.write('  <work>\n') 
      self.file.write('    <work-title>'+str(self.Title)+'</work-title>\n') 
      self.file.write('  </work>\n') 
      self.file.write('  <identification>\n') 
      self.file.write('    <creator type="composer">'+str(self.progID)+'</creator>\n') 
      self.file.write('  </identification>\n') 
      self.file.write('  <part-list>\n') 
      self.file.write('    <score-part id="P1">\n') 
      self.file.write('      <part-name>melody</part-name>\n') 
      self.file.write('    </score-part>\n') 
      self.file.write('  </part-list>\n') 
 
   def startPart(self, key=None): 
      if self.file is not None: 
         self.measureNo = 0 
         self.voice = 1 
         if key is None: 
            key = -1 
         self.file.write('  <part id="P1">\n') 
         self.file.write('    <measure number="'+str(self.measureNo)+'">\n') 
         #self.file.write('      <text>\n') 
         #self.file.write('        <tempo>1.33333</tempo>\n') 
         #self.file.write('        <followText>1</followText>\n') 
         #self.file.write('        <text><sym>unicodeNoteQuarterUp</sym> = 80</text>\n') 
         #self.file.write('      </text>\n') 
         self.file.write('      <attributes>\n') 
         self.file.write('        <divisions>'+str(self.DIVISIONS)+'</divisions>\n') 
         self.file.write('        <key>\n') 
         self.file.write('          <fifths>'+str(key)+'</fifths>\n') 
         self.file.write('        </key>\n') 
         self.file.write('        <time>\n') 
         self.file.write('          <beats>4</beats>\n') 
         self.file.write('          <beat-type>4</beat-type>\n') 
         self.file.write('        </time>\n') 
         self.file.write('        <clef number="1">\n') 
         self.file.write('          <sign>G</sign>\n') 
         self.file.write('          <line>2</line>\n') 
         self.file.write('        </clef>\n') 
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         self.file.write('      </attributes>\n') 
 
   def endPart(self): 
      if self.file is not None: 
         #self.file.write('      </note>\n') 
         self.file.write('      <barline location="right">\n') 
         self.file.write('        <bar-style>light-heavy</bar-style>\n') 
         self.file.write('      </barline>\n') 
         self.file.write('    </measure>\n') 
         self.file.write('  </part>\n') 
 
   def endFile(self): 
      if self.file is not None: 
         self.file.write('</score-partwise>\n') 
         self.file.close() 
 
   def addMeasure(self): 
      if self.file is not None: 
         self.file.write('    </measure>\n') 
         self.measureNo += 1 
         self.file.write('    <measure number="'+str(self.measureNo)+'">\n') 
 
   def addChordSymbol(self, base, alter, kind): 
      if self.file is not None: 
         self.file.write('       <harmony default-y="100">\n') 
         self.file.write('        <root>\n') 
         self.file.write('          <root-step>'+str(base)+'</root-step>\n') 
         self.file.write('          <root-alter>'+str(alter)+'</root-alter>\n') 
         self.file.write('        </root>\n') 
         self.file.write('        <kind halign="center" text="6">'+str(kind)+'</kind>\n') 
         self.file.write('       </harmony>\n') 
 
   def addMeasureDbl(self): 
      if self.file is not None: 
         self.file.write('    </measure>\n') 
         self.measureNo += 1 
         self.file.write('    <measure number="'+str(self.measureNo)+'">\n') 
         self.file.write('      <barline location="left">\n') 
         self.file.write('        <bar-style>light-light</bar-style>\n') 
         self.file.write('      </barline>\n') 
 
   def addMeasureKeyChange(self, newKey): 
      if self.file is not None: 
         self.file.write('    </measure>\n') 
         self.measureNo += 1 
         self.file.write('    <measure number="'+str(self.measureNo)+'">\n') 
         self.file.write('      <barline location="left">\n') 
         self.file.write('        <bar-style>light-light</bar-style>\n') 
         self.file.write('      </barline>\n') 
         self.file.write('      <attributes>\n') 
         self.file.write('        <key>\n') 
         self.file.write('          <fifths>'+str(newKey)+'</fifths>\n') 
         self.file.write('        </key>\n') 
         self.file.write('      </attributes>\n') 
 
   def addNote(self, MIDI_No, duration=None, tie=None): # duration: 12 = crotchet, 48 = semi-breve 
      if self.file is not None: 
         if duration is None: 
            duration = 12 # default to a crotchet 
         note_type, dotted, tiedToMinim = self.Duration2Type(duration) 
         self.file.write('      <note>\n') 
         if MIDI_No != -1: 
            octave, step, alter = self.MIDI2Note(MIDI_No, self.flats) 
            self.file.write('        <pitch>\n') 
            self.file.write('          <step>'+str(step)+'</step>\n') 
            if alter != 0: 
               self.file.write('          <alter>'+str(alter)+'</alter>\n') 
            self.file.write('          <octave>'+str(octave)+'</octave>\n') 
            self.file.write('        </pitch>\n') 
         else: 
            self.file.write('        <rest/>\n') 
         if tiedToMinim is False: 
            self.file.write('        <duration>'+str(duration)+'</duration>\n') 
         else: 
            self.file.write('        <duration>'+str(duration-24)+'</duration>\n') 
         self.file.write('        <voice>'+str(self.voice)+'</voice>\n') 
         self.file.write('        <type>'+str(note_type)+'</type>\n') 
         if dotted is True: 
            self.file.write('        <dot></dot>\n') 
         if tie is not None and tiedToMinim is False: 
            self.file.write('        <notations>\n') 
            self.file.write('          <tied type="'+str(tie)+'"></tied>\n') 
            self.file.write('        </notations>\n') 
         if tiedToMinim is True: 
            self.file.write('        <notations>\n') 
            if tie == "stop": 
               self.file.write('          <tied type="stop"></tied>\n') 
            self.file.write('          <tied type="start"></tied>\n') 
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            self.file.write('        </notations>\n')             
         self.file.write('      </note>\n') 
         if tiedToMinim is True: 
            self.file.write('      <note>\n') 
            if MIDI_No != -1: 
               self.file.write('        <pitch>\n') 
               self.file.write('          <step>'+str(step)+'</step>\n') 
               if alter != 0: 
                  self.file.write('          <alter>'+str(alter)+'</alter>\n') 
               self.file.write('          <octave>'+str(octave)+'</octave>\n') 
               self.file.write('        </pitch>\n') 
            else: 
               self.file.write('        <rest/>\n') 
            self.file.write('        <duration>24</duration>\n') 
            self.file.write('        <voice>'+str(self.voice)+'</voice>\n') 
            self.file.write('        <type>half</type>\n') 
            self.file.write('        <notations>\n') 
            self.file.write('          <tied type="stop"></tied>\n') 
            if tie == "start": 
               self.file.write('          <tied type="start"></tied>\n') 
            self.file.write('        </notations>\n') 
            self.file.write('      </note>\n') 
 
   def addNoteMayBeTied(self, MIDI_No, duration=None, tie=None): # copy of addNote() except the last couple 

of lines are left off 
      if self.file is not None: 
         if duration is None: 
            duration = 12 # default to a crotchet 
         note_type, dotted, tiedToMinim = self.Duration2Type(duration) 
         self.file.write('      <note>\n') 
         if MIDI_No != -1: 
            octave, step, alter = self.MIDI2Note(MIDI_No, self.flats) 
            self.file.write('        <pitch>\n') 
            self.file.write('          <step>'+str(step)+'</step>\n') 
            if alter != 0: 
               self.file.write('          <alter>'+str(alter)+'</alter>\n') 
            self.file.write('          <octave>'+str(octave)+'</octave>\n') 
            self.file.write('        </pitch>\n') 
         else: 
            self.file.write('        <rest/>\n') 
         self.file.write('        <duration>'+str(duration)+'</duration>\n') 
         self.file.write('        <voice>'+str(self.voice)+'</voice>\n') 
         self.file.write('        <type>'+str(note_type)+'</type>\n') 
         if dotted is True: 
            self.file.write('        <dot></dot>\n') 
         if tie is not None: 
            self.file.write('        <notations>\n') 
            self.file.write('          <tied type="'+str(tie)+'"></tied>\n') 
            self.file.write('        </notations>\n') 
 
   def closeNoteWithTieStart(self): 
      if self.file is not None: 
         self.file.write('        <notations>\n') 
         self.file.write('          <tied type="start"></tied>\n') 
         self.file.write('        </notations>\n') 
         self.file.write('      </note>\n') 
 
   def closeNoteWithoutTieStart(self): 
      if self.file is not None: 
         self.file.write('      </note>\n') 
 
   def addFirstBarOfNotes(self, noteList, timingList): # same as below except it doesn't close off the 

previous note (since there is no previous note) 
      first_note_completes_tie = False 
      durations_list = [] 
      time_previous = 0 
      for i, time in enumerate(timingList): # go through the list of onset times 
         if time != 0: # at each onset, we're counting the duration of the PREVIOUS note, so we ignore any 

onset at time zero (previous note already closed off in previous bar) 
            if i == 0: # it's first onset but time is NOT zero: that means the previous bar's last note (or 

rest) is carried over 
               noteList.insert(0, self.tied_note) # we need to add the tied over note to the start of the 

note list 
               if self.tied_note != -1: # the previous bar ended with a note (not a rest) 
                  first_note_completes_tie = True # update 
            durations_list.append(time - time_previous) # this is the duration of the note prior to this 

onset (looking back no further than the start of the bar) 
            time_previous = time # this note's onset becomes the new reference for calculating the next 

duration 
         if sum(durations_list) < 48: 
            durations_list.append(48 - time_previous) # time from last onset to end of bar 
      for i, duration in enumerate(durations_list): # go through the list of durations 
         if i == 0: # this is the first note of the bar 
            self.addNoteMayBeTied(noteList[i], duration) # write the notes into the XML file without ending 

tie 
         else: # this is not the first note of this bar 
            self.closeNoteWithoutTieStart() 
            self.addNoteMayBeTied(noteList[i], duration) 
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      self.tied_note = noteList[-1] # update the 'tied note' MIDI number to match the last note of this 
bar, in case it is needed next bar 

 
   def addBarOfNotes(self, noteList, timingList): # list of MIDI numbers and onset reference times 
      first_note_completes_tie = False 
      durations_list = [] 
      time_previous = 0 
      for i, time in enumerate(timingList): # go through the list of onset times 
         if time != 0: # at each onset, we're counting the duration of the PREVIOUS note, so we ignore any 

onset at time zero (previous note already closed off in previous bar) 
            if i == 0: # it's first onset but time is NOT zero: that means the previous bar's last note (or 

rest) is carried over 
               noteList.insert(0, self.tied_note) # we need to add the tied over note to the start of the 

note list 
               if self.tied_note != -1: # the previous bar ended with a note (not a rest) 
                  first_note_completes_tie = True # update 
            durations_list.append(time - time_previous) # this is the duration of the note prior to this 

onset (looking back no further than the start of the bar) 
            time_previous = time # this note's onset becomes the new reference for calculating the next 

duration 
         if sum(durations_list) < 48: 
            durations_list.append(48 - time_previous) # time from last onset to end of bar 
      for i, duration in enumerate(durations_list): # go through the list of durations 
         if i == 0: # this is the first note of the bar 
            if first_note_completes_tie: 
               self.closeNoteWithTieStart() 
               self.addMeasure() 
               self.addNoteMayBeTied(noteList[i], duration, "stop") # write the notes into the XML file 

with ending tie 
            else: 
               self.closeNoteWithoutTieStart() 
               self.addMeasure() 
               self.addNoteMayBeTied(noteList[i], duration) # write the notes into the XML file without 

ending tie 
         else: # this is not the first note of this bar 
            self.closeNoteWithoutTieStart() 
            self.addNoteMayBeTied(noteList[i], duration) 
      if len(noteList) > 0: 
         self.tied_note = noteList[-1] # update the 'tied note' MIDI number to match the last note of this 

bar, in case it is needed next bar 
      else: 
         self.tied_note = -1 # if the noteList is empty, set 'tied note' back to 'rest' 
 
   def backOneBar(self): 
      if self.file is not None: 
         self.file.write('      <backup>\n') 
         self.file.write('        <duration>'+str(int(self.DIVISIONS*4))+'</duration>\n') # assuming 4 

beats per bar 
         self.file.write('      </backup>\n') 
 
   def writeMelody(self, key, notes, durations, ties=None): 
      self.startPart(key) 
      for Vindex, verse in enumerate(notes): 
         for Bindex, bar in enumerate(verse): 
            if Bindex == len(verse)-1 and Vindex != len(notes)-1: # it's the last bar of the verse but not 

the last verse 
               self.addMeasureDbl() 
            elif Bindex == len(verse)-1 and Vindex == len(notes)-1: # this is the very last bar; don't add 

a new bar 
               #pass 
               self.addMeasure() 
            elif Bindex != 0: 
               self.addMeasure() 
            for Nindex, note in enumerate(bar): 
               self.addNote(bar[Nindex], durations[Vindex][Bindex][Nindex]) 
      self.endPart() 
 
   def MIDI2Fifths(self, MIDI_Key): 
      MIDI_Key = int(MIDI_Key) 
      MIDI_Key = MIDI_Key%12 
      if MIDI_Key == 1: # D flat 
         fifths = -5 
      elif MIDI_Key == 2: # D 
         fifths = 2 
      elif MIDI_Key == 3: # E flat 
         fifths = -3 
      elif MIDI_Key == 4: # E 
         fifths = 4 
      elif MIDI_Key == 5: # F 
         fifths = -1 
      elif MIDI_Key == 6: # F sharp 
         fifths = 6 
      elif MIDI_Key == 7: # G 
         fifths = 1 
      elif MIDI_Key == 8: # A flat 
         fifths = -4 
      elif MIDI_Key == 9: # A 
         fifths = 3 
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      elif MIDI_Key == 10: # B flat 
         fifths = -2 
      elif MIDI_Key == 11: # B 
         fifths = 5 
      else: 
         fifths = 0 
      return fifths 
 
   def MIDI2Note(self, MIDI_No, flats=None): 
      # this function converts a MIDI number into a note and octave 
      # 'flats' means to notate 'black notes' as flats; if flats is False then they'll be notated as sharps 
      if flats is None: 
         flats = False 
      octave = (int(MIDI_No)/12)-1 # based on MIDI note 'zero' being in octave '-1' 
      note = int(MIDI_No)%12 # MIDI note 'zero' is a C 
      alter = 0 # this is the individual note's sharp/flat designation in MusicXML 
      if note == 0: 
         step = "C" 
      elif note == 1: 
         if flats is True: 
            step = "D" 
            alter = -1 
         else: 
            step = "C" 
            alter = 1 
      elif note == 2: 
         step = "D" 
      elif note == 3: 
         if flats is True: 
            step = "E" 
            alter = -1 
         else: 
            step = "D" 
            alter = 1 
      elif note == 4: 
         step = "E" 
      elif note == 5: 
         step = "F" 
      elif note == 6: 
         if flats is True: 
            step = "G" 
            alter = -1 
         else: 
            step = "F" 
            alter = 1 
      elif note == 7: 
         step = "G" 
      elif note == 8: 
         if flats is True: 
            step = "A" 
            alter = -1 
         else: 
            step = "G" 
            alter = 1 
      elif note == 9: 
         step = "A" 
      elif note == 10: 
         if flats is True: 
            step = "B" 
            alter = -1 
         else: 
            step = "A" 
            alter = 1 
      elif note == 11: 
         step = "B" 
      return octave, step, alter 
 
   def Chord2XMLType(self, chord_type): 
      if chord_type in ['Maj', 'maj', 'M', '']: 
         return("major") 
      elif chord_type in ['min', 'Min', 'm', '-']: 
         return("minor") 
      elif chord_type in ['Dom', 'dom', '7']: 
         return("dominant") 
      elif chord_type in ['mb5', 'Mb5']: 
         return("half-diminished") 
      elif chord_type in ['dim', 'Dim']: 
         return("diminished") 
      else: 
         return("none") 
 
   def Duration2Type(self, duration): 
      # this function converts a duration value to a note type 
      # it assumes 12 = crotchet, 48 = semi-breve (that is, "divisions" is equal to 12) 
      dotted = False 
      tiedToMinim = False 
      if duration == 3: 
         Ntype = "16th" 
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      elif duration == 6: 
         Ntype = "eighth" 
      elif duration == 9: 
         Ntype = "eighth" 
         dotted = True 
      elif duration == 12: 
         Ntype = "quarter" 
      elif duration == 18: 
         Ntype = "quarter" 
         dotted = True 
      elif duration == 24: 
         Ntype = "half" 
      elif duration == 30: 
         Ntype = "eighth" 
         tiedToMinim = True 
      elif duration == 36: 
         Ntype = "half" 
         dotted = True 
      elif duration == 42: 
         Ntype = "quarter" 
         dotted = True 
         tiedToMinim = True 
      elif duration == 48: 
         Ntype = "whole" 
      else: 
         Ntype = "quarter" 
      return Ntype, dotted, tiedToMinim 
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Appendix C Evolution of the User Interface 

This appendix contains detail of the versions of the user interface that were developed throughout 

the project. It also includes some descriptive notes about the functioning of the versions of the 

algorithm that they supported. 

Versions 1 to 4 

The very first versions of the algorithm, described in section 3.2.1 Exploration, did not have any need 

for a user interface. These were not real-time algorithms: rather, they produced MIDI files that could 

be played back using appropriate computer software. No interaction was required during melody 

generation: indeed, interaction would have been very difficult because the algorithm produced its 

entire output within less than one second. 

Versions 5 and 6 – real time 

The first user interface was introduced with the change to a real-time algorithm as mentioned in 

section 3.3.3 Going Real Time and described more fully in my early work paper (Field, 2017). This UI 

allowed both the tempo and the MIDI velocity to be changed during the real-time playing by means 

of  Slider objects, part of the JEM GUI library. On screen, the controls appeared as shown in Figure 

44 below. Note for simplicity the MIDI velocity controller is labelled Vol, meaning volume. While not 

technically correct, this seemed like a reasonable label to use since the purpose in adjusting MIDI 

velocity was to control the output volume. 

 

Figure 44 - GUI introduced at draft version 5 

The sliders could be operated using the computer mouse. The kill button is also visible in the lower 

left: this control had the effect of stopping the timer that was responsible for keeping tempo. This 
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caused the algorithm to cease operating without stopping the program from running: a useful state 

for debugging, as it allowed parameter and variable values to be checked via a console in the JEM 

environment, with the algorithm still “alive” but in a frozen state. 

Versions 7 and 8 – first parametric control 

The version 7 GUI introduced a slider for step size, the first attempt at a musical control parameter. 

The step size control was implemented in a separate Class from the real-time core. Therefore, given 

that each class was programmed to be self contained, it was easier to implement the step size GUI in 

its own window. The GUI at draft version 7 is shown below in Figure 45. 

 

Figure 45 - GUI at draft version 7 

The Vol slider no longer appears on the ‘tap’ window. I had decided at this point to randomise the 

MIDI velocity on a note-by-note basis, rather than providing a user control. 

Version 9 – first Musebot 

Version 9 was the first practical Musebot, created at the first Musebot retreat as described in 

section 4.1.1. It was an extension of versions 7 and 8 in that it relied on a step size controller. This 

first Musebot version included additional controls that I had determined to be necessary or useful 

over the first few days of the retreat. The GUI for this version is shown in Figure 46. 
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Figure 46 - GUI at draft version 9 

The ‘tap’ window is unchanged from versions 7 and 8. 

The Player Parameters window appears with a blue background rather than the default white. This 

was my first attempt at customising the appearance of a window. The window is also expanded 

significantly. In addition to the  step size slider, the Volume slider was re-introduced, and I had 

changed range top, range bottom, and note density from pre-set values to variable parameters that 

could be altered during the real-time playing. Additionally, this version introduced the swing and 

mute checkboxes. Selecting swing had the effect of modifying the timer to create a swing feel on the 

quavers as described in section 5.4.4 Swing Feel. Selecting the mute checkbox had the effect of 

stopping the MIDI output from playing. 

During the Musebot jams, I found the Volume control useful as a way to bring my Musebot musically 

into the foreground or retreat to the background. At low volume settings, I found that my Musebot 

could often blend in with the rhythm and backing Musebots, becoming part of the harmonic texture.  

High volume settings tended to create the effect that my Musebot was taking the solo. 

I found the range top and bottom controls to be useful for creating overall pitch contours. Actual 

note selection in this version included an element of randomness. By adjusting the range top and 

bottom values over the course of several bars, the Musebot’s melody gained a corresponding 

melodic arc. 
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I found the density slider useful for creating some rhythmic variation, but ended up favouring the 

mute control – in short bursts, such as one to five beats at a time – as a way of “playing the 

Musebot”. Of all the controls, mute is the one whose musical effect seemed the most immediate 

and significant. 

Version 10 – Lyrical Phrasing 

Version 10 was the attempt at a lyrical grammr. This was developed very quickly during the first 

Musebot retreat; it is described in some detail in section 4.1.1. The user interface is an evolution of 

version 9’s interface. There was one added button, the new phrase button. This can be seen in 

Figure 47 below. Pressing the new phrase button caused the generative grammar to produce a new 

phrase. 

 

Figure 47 - GUI at draft version 10 

In addition to the GUI windows, this version wrote a text output to the console. It showed both 

timing information and phrase information. An example can be seen in Figure 48 below. 
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Figure 48 - Console text output showing phrase construction 

The active working phrase is represented by lists of strong and weak syllables, shown as ‘S’ and ‘W’ 

respectively. The phrase printed to the console at every beat. Beats are marked with the NEW BAR 

and TAP lines. 

Version 11 – with external timing 

Version 11 started off as a rebuild of the software structure. While the Musebot retreat had been a 

very productive time, the downside was that the environment of rapid development tended to 

promote disorganised coding practices such as hard-coding of parameters, placing functions in 

classes based on convenience without necessarily having a strategic overview, and quickly adding 

and removing lines of code in ways that could become disorganised. 

By the time of the second Musebot retreat, six months after the first, version 11 was ready to serve 

as the basis for further development. One of the first changes I madefrom version 10 was to rely 

entirely on the downbeat and timing signals from the Conductor Musebot. The immediate result was 

the removal of the Tempo control. This left the ‘tap’ window with only the kill button remaining. 

I introduced a new window called ‘Timekeeper’. This displayed the tempo as received from the 

Conductor Musebot: in the screenshot in Figure 49 below, the tempo is displayed as “120 qn/m” 

meaning 120 quarter-notes per minute. In consideration of the time synchronisation issues at the 

first Musebot retreat, described in section 4.1.1, I created a number of functions and controls to aid 

in timing adjustment. First was a faster/slower slider which manually nudged the internal 

timekeeping. Second was a muting threshold: the output would automatically mute if the time 
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difference between the internal timekeeping and the Conductor exceeded this threshold. Finally, 

there was a manual latency slider to set the average propagation delay of the signals from the 

Conductor Musebot over the network. The algorithm would anticipate the next downbeat by this 

amount. 

The ‘Timekeeper’ window existed entirely for the purpose of time and tempo synchronisation with 

the Conductor Musebot. Therefore, this window is not required for the final melody writing assistant 

which keeps its own time and is not required to synchronise with an external timekeeping source. 

The ‘Player Parameters’ window contained all the controls for the musical performance. Figure 49 

below shows the appearance as it was toward the end of the second day of the Musebot retreat. 

 

Figure 49 - GUI at draft version 11 

For version 11, the mute checkbox performed the same function as in versions 8 to 10. All other 

controls were new, and related to the functioning of the specific algorithm. This particular Musebot 

was called motif bot. It was an experiment in the use of short melodic motifs. The algorithm worked 

by randomly generating three-note sequences with a constraint on total pitch range. Each note had 
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a MIDI pitch value, and each three-note sequence was randomly assigned one of three rhythms, 

each of which lasted one bar in length. 

The restart sequence button had the effect of starting a new three-note sequence, effective once the 

current sequence ended. 

The extend sequence button had the effect of adding another three notes (one bar) on to the end of 

the current sequence. This action could be performed an unlimited number of times, resulting in 

sequences that were an arbitrary number of bars in length. 

In operation, the motif bot Musebot received notepools from a collaborator’s Musebot that was 

responsible for harmony. My Musebot played repeatedly through its sequence, looping back to the 

start immediately upon reaching the end. At each note, my Musebot selected and played the 

nearest note in the notepool by MIDI number, which may or may not have been the actual pitch 

value specified in its internal sequence. In this way, there was some melodic variation which derived 

from notepool changes from the external Musebot. This motif bot was therefore my first truly 

collaborative Musebot, in that it relied on inputs from other Musebots for important elements of its 

musical value. 

Finally, I added an all notes off button which had the effect of immediately releasing all notes. This 

was a safety net in case some note releases were unsuccessful (due to software bugs). 

Version 11a – further development of motif functions 

By the third day of the second Musebot retreat, the GUI appeared as seen below in Figure 50. The 

evolution from version 11 can be observed. 
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Figure 50 - GUI at draft version 11a 

In addition to creating its own note sequences as in version 11, this version was also able to listen to 

other Musebots and capture a record of a sequence from another Musebot. The word “listen” is 

used here under advisement: the evolving Musebot protocol at the time required soloing bots to 

send messages over the network at the onset of each note in the solo. These messages included 

information about the pitch of the note being played, in the form of MIDI pitch numbers. My 

Musebot listened by making records of these MIDI note numbers, organised according to their time 

of arrival in relation to the beat: It did not listen acoustically. Nevertheless, the process – capturing a 

sequence of notes played by another player – is analogous to listening. This is essentially the same 

approach taken by Rowe (1993) where he states (p 120), “We will be concerned for the most part 

with listening systems that assume the MIDI abstraction.” 

Having captured a note sequence, this Musebot then played the sequence back. The Replay Delay 

slider set the number of beats that the Musebot would capture and play back. The reset listento 

button cleared the memory and started the capture process afresh; this resulted in a period of not 

playing, until the replay delay number of beats was reached. 
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The loop checkbox caused the playback to loop back to the start, allowing it to play indefinitely. If 

loop was not selected then the Musebot would play the captured notes once through, with the delay 

set by the replay delay slider: this created an echo effect. 

The text label Listening to: provided the name of the other Musebot whose note sequence was 

being captured. 

This version 11a Musebot had the ability to modify the captured note sequence. The buttons on the 

right; octave Up, fifth Up, no shift, fifth Down and octave Down changed the pitch of the playback. 

The Jitter 5 button randomly changed the MIDI number (pitch) of each captured note by an amount 

up to five semitones. 

Performance versions of Musebots at Second Musebot Retreat 

The second Musebot retreat culminated in a performance of three numbers: Chill, Canon and Chaos. 

Links to videos of these performances are provided in section 4.1.4 Performance Pieces. My Musebot 

for the second piece, Canon, was based on version 11a shown above, with a GUI that was identical 

to that shown in Figure 50. My Musebot for the third pice, Chaos, did not have a GUI as such 

because the piece was fully automated; it relied on Musebot messaging with no human input or 

output required once started. 

My Musebot for the first piece, Chill, was a modification of version 11a. Its GUI is shown below in 

Figure 51. Many of the controls are familiar from previous versions, but some were new and specific 

to this Musebot. 
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Figure 51 - GUI for Musebot performance piece 'Chill' 

The base velocity slider was added as a performative tool. It set the default MIDI velocity of note 

onsets. I used this to move my Musebot between foreground and background. Arguably it might 

have been possible to use a volume control instead of a velocity control. However, I was using MIDI 

instruments that changed timbre depending on velocity. Having a velocity control in addition to a 

volume control provided two degrees of freedom for expressiveness in the performance. 

The start soloing, pause soloing and STOP soloing buttons worked in the same way as a media 

player: start to commence the soloing sequence, pause to interrupt the sequence and maintain its 

position so that a second press of the pause button would continue from the same point, and STOP 

to interrupt the sequence and internally return back to the start position. 

The same octave and fifth up and down buttons appear as in version 11a, allowing pitch shifts during 

performance. I eliminated the no shift button because it had no function: pressing no shift had the 

same effect as not pressing anything. The jitter button had the same effect as the jitter 5 button in 

version 11a. 
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For the Chill performance, I hard-coded in a solo melody. This solo melody had an A section and a B 

section. Pressing the start button would begin the A section. The B-section button enabled manual 

control over when to play the B section during the performance. 

Schenkerian Urlinie Control 

Version 20 introduced the Urlinie and the MIDI controller. The GUI appeared as shown below. 

 

Figure 52 - GUI for Schenkerian Constructor 

This GUI has a few notable features. 

1. Harmonic Structure window. This window presented the current key, chord, bar number and 

beat number in large text across the top. Down the left was a series of selection buttons that 

allowed the user to choose the basis for key determination: the working of the algorithm 

behind this is described in section 5.2.3 Key Estimation. 

2. Urlinie Contour window. This is described in section 4.2.4 Implementation of an Urlinie 

Generator. 

3. nanoKONTROL2 window. This window mirrored the physical MIDI controller: when a knob or 

slider was moved on the controller, the corresponding knob or slider would move – and the 

numerical readout would update. 

The overall functioning of this Schenkerian / Urlinie algorithm is described in section 4.2. The knobs 

across the top of the nanoKONTROL2 window have short labels corresponding to various Urlinie 
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shape parameters and controlling the rate of progress through it. The sliders were not active in this 

initial version, which was focused entirely on the Urlinie itself: the next version added slider controls 

for the Schenkerian elaborations. 

The GUI additionally included two pushbutton controls labelled Swing and Accompany. The Swing 

button modified the timing of quaver pairs to produce a swing feel as described in section 5.4.4 

Swing Feel. The Accompany button introduced a simple chordal accompaniment, striking on every 

crotchet beat. At the time this was purely functional – to provide auditory harmonic and rhythmic 

context – and so I was willing to accept the relatively poor aesthetics of this accompaniment for the 

sake of simplicity. 

Schenkerian Elaborations Control 

Version 21 maintained the Urlinie control from version 20 and introduced control of the elaborations 

– the additional notes that occurred between Urlinie notes – by means of the sliders. My mental 

model was that the sliders should provide more immediate control for those parameters whose 

effect was felt on a short timescale such as individual notes or short sequences of notes, while the 

rotary knobs should provide the background control for those parameters whose effect was felt on a 

longer timescale such as whole phrases or whole musical sections. For that reason, I applied the 

rotary knobs to the Urlinie controls, and the sliders to the elaboration controls. 

The GUI for version 21 can be seen in Figure 53 below: 
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Figure 53 - GUI for Urlinie with Elaborations 

This is essentially the same as version 20 except that the sliders have labels. This reflects the 

development of the elaboration part of the algorithm to fill in the space between Urlinie notes. The 

two sliders on the left and right ends were not used. The six sliders with functions were, from left to 

right: 

1. shape, which controlled the overall shape of the elaboration based on a set of slopes and 

zigzag patterns 

2. vert, which controlled the vertical scale (that is, the pitch range) of the elaboration 

3. Harm, which controlled the harmonic conformity of the elaboration to the chord/key 

combination 

4. Dens, which controlled the note density in the elaboration 

5. On bt, which controlled the degree to which the elaboration would favour on-beat notes, as 

opposed to off-beat notes 

6. Bls, which was experimental and never seriously used; this introduced a preference for the 

blues scale 

Final version 

The Urlinie approach was abandoned, leading to the final version of the GUI. This is described and 

illustrated in sections 4.3 and 4.5. 
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